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FORD WINS KENTUCKY GOVERNORSHIP
Wins
Democrats Make Clean Sweep Of Paschall
City Judge Race
For City of Hazel
All Statewide Offices Tuesday

Returns Democrats To
Power In State House

vote getters in the seven
By Charles Pentecost
Hopkinsville, the American
With 2,658 of 3,079 precincts Top
County and 2,188 in Trigg County
By Robert Weston
candidate race for the five
LOUISVILLE (UPI)— Party candidate.
tabulated early today, Miss Foust
for a total of 7,208 from the two
LOUISVILLE
(UPI
)—Lt.
Gov.
Even
a
three
week's had 388,783 votes to 284,892 for Trustees of the City of Hazel
Democrats, including three
Wendell H. Ford said today that county district.
112, Hoyt Mcwomen candidates, swept all hospitalization last summer Miller. American Party nominee were: Cy Miller
Almost overshadowed by the
Kentuckians have taken the first
Ralph
seven state constitutional offices failed to slow the indomitable Alvin Martin of Fern Creek Clure 91, Glenn Barnett 91,
step in a "dump Nixon cam- Democratic landside was the
Richerson 88, and Robert C.
Mrs. Stovall, who has served as trailed with 5,597.
In Tuesday's election.
paign" by electing him Governor political swansong of one of
other two canMts. Thelma Stovall of Secretary of State for two dif- Frances Jones Mills of Gray, Holmes 79. The
Tuesday and restoring the Kentucky's most colorful figures,
Morris
were
race
in
the
didates
Ky., whose slogan in the past has
Louisville, a veteran office- ferent terms in the past.
Democrats to power in the Albert B. "Happy" Chandler.
polled 74 votes and
holder and curreetly State Harper, former state Com- been "Mills for the hills," Caldwell who
The onetime commissioner
Bluegrass
State.
who got
soundly trounced the Rev. Doug Mrs. Brooksie_Madflox
Treasurer, bested Kenneth missiones ("1.110lic
Ford, 46, a former President of baseball and two-time former
Harper of Fort Mitchell, the was appointed Secretary of State Moseley of Columbia, the GOP votes.
the National Junior Chamber of Governor ran a distant third in
In the City Judge race for
appointive Republican in- last February by Gov. Louie B. nominee, 375,666 to 380,653, with
Commerce, swept to a resoun- the Governor's race as an in2,731 of 3,079 precincts tabulated. Hazel, Noah G. Paschall outcumbent, in the Secretary of Nunn.
ding victory over Republican dependent, He had been elected
66
polled
James
William
Baker
Far back at 6,854 was Mrs.
Incumbent State Auditor
State race.
Thomas D. Emberton in Governor twice before as a
to 47
With 2,770 of 3,079 precincts Mary Louise Foust of Shelbyville, Helen Bolton of Danville, the
Tuesday's election and carried Democrat.
counted, Mrs. Stovall had 405,002 a hard campaigner, neared a American Party candidate.
with him the entire slate of Chandler told
newsmen,
votes to 311,751 for Harper and 100,000-vote margin over her Drexel Davis of Frankfort,
Democratic candidates for. "Anyone who wants to can feel
7,405 for William E. Embry of closest opponent, J. Robert Former clerk of the State Court
statewide office.
, Miller of Tompkinsville, a of Appeals, defeated present
"I feel the economic situation
clerk Dick Vermillion, a Corbin
Republican.
cast a long shadow over this
Republican, for state treasurer. Dr. Rob L. Staples, son of Mr:
race", said Ford, who had made
Davis, who spent 16 years-in the and Mrs Bryan Staples of
President Nixon's economic
offices of Appellate Clerk and Kirksey, will present a paper at
policies one of his chief campaign
Secretary of State before the seventh annual meeting of the
targets. "During my campaign, I
said the democrats would win
Wesleyan Theological Society to
(Continued on Page Twelve,
and start the "dump Nixon
be held on the campus of
Trevecca Nazarene College,
campaign" in Kentucky in 1972."
Windows in the Union Grove
• Nashville, Tenn , on November 5
unurcii of Christ, located east of
Governor-Elect Wendell Ford
The vehicles of the Murray the Penny Community Store on
The former Kirksey man, now
Calloway
Sanitation System need painting. the Poorhouse Crossing Road, Jackie Carson of Benton Route professor of theology at Bethany
It would almost pay the city to get were broken out by rocks, ac- Three reported the theft of a Nazarene College, Bethany.,
County Tabulations
a compressor and paint spray cording to the report made to the pocket book and four tapes from Oklahoma, will along with Dr.
PRECINCT
apparatus so they could keep the office of Sheriff Clyde Steele this his locked car at the parking lot William
M.
Greathouse,
vehicles painted at all times. morning at 8:30 a.m.
Number 1
288 102
of Corvette Lanes, 15th and Main president, Nazarene Theological
These vehicles are in the public Sheriff Steele said this morning Streets, this morning at eight Seminary,
Number 2
269 119
Kansas
City,
eye all the lime and form an that two front and two side o'clock to the Murray Police present papers to analyze and
Number 3
432 252
Number 4
image to the public as well as to windows were broken out by Department.
522 420
interpret the Wesleyan message, LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( UPI)—
the visitors. Sanitation carries rocks being thrown through Missing from the car were his a spokesman said.
Number 5
251 136
One-tirne baseball commissionJulian M. Carroll
Number 6
with it a connotation of them.
291 273
pocket book and four tapes— The society is a fellowship for er and former Kentucky Gov.
Lt. Gov.-Elect
Concord
215 In
cleanliness, and these vehicles The church is of red brick Sound Single, Volume 14, Dolly Wesleyan Arminian scholars. A. B. (Happy ) Chandler gave
By WILLIAM B. MEAD
Faxon
should look clean.
336
139
Dunning,
Dr.
H.
Ray
professor
Pride,
and
of
Charlie
construction. Bro. Henry Hargis
Pride, acreporters permission to "write WASHINGTON (UPI)—In the
free to write my political
Alrno
324 154 obituary now."
philosophy„ my political obituary now"
religion
and
cording to the police report.
is the minister of the church.
most ambitious venture of a
This is certainly n criticism of
Dexter
151 26
evecca Nazarene College, will following Tuesday's elections.
controversial career, Ralph
The latest returns with 2,915 of
Rex Billington, who has done a
Jackson
137 63
be a moderator for one of the
The 73-year-old
Chandler,
der
and
80
of
his
"raiders"
3,079 precincts reporting had
tremendous ich. tie-terteell this
155
96
discussion panels.
A epeeistt wild' was
unsuccessfule launched a study of KirkattY
system with not even a pencil.
Coldwater
206 85 Ford leading with 4.48,418 votes to
l anniversary lecture will be seeking a third term as
Congress
designed to provide
Every frazzling thing had to be
Lynn Grove
124 73 388,594 for Emberton, 37,739 for
delivered by Dr. Timothy L. Kentucky governor, said he had
the public a voters' handbook in
obtained from scratch.
Harris Grove
281 121 Chandler, and
Smith, professor of history, John run his last race for public
time for the 1972 elections.
231 for William E. Smith, the
Hazel
319 143
Hopkins University.
off ice.
"Nothing
remotely
compares
American
Party Candidate.
system
has
The
two new
Eva McDaniel, photographic
140 82
By Vicki Russell
Anyone who wants to can with Congress as the hope of Providence
Ford upheld Kentucky political
vehicles coming which should
111 59
editor; Voris Utley, art editor;
write my political obituary reclaiming America," Nader Clayton Creek
tradition by thwarting Emhelp a lot,
202 130
The Murray State University and Sunshine Colley, advertising
now," he said. "I'm through told a National Press Club Calloway High
berton's bid to become the first
Absentee
16 7
yearbook staffs for the past 46 manager.
running for office. This is it.
luncheon Tuesday.
Republican ever to succeed a
The name of the Ledger and years are
It
was
in
that
1925
volume
of
TOTAL
the
4763..2009
"From
now on I'm going to "... Accordingly, we are
invited back to
Times was used without per- Murray's campus
(Continued on Page Twelve)
November 5-6 annual that the three stars on a
Revival services will be held at help John Ray coach the launching what is probably the
mission on the circulars handed to participate in the
reunion of shield, still the symbol of the the Hardin Pentecostal Church of (University of Kentucky) foot- most comprehensive and de- Ford's election increases the
out by the focal
Ford the Murray State News staffs and university, were said to signify
God starting Sunday„ November ball team and help Adolph tailed study of the Congress Democrats'edge to 29-21 over the
headquarters.
The circulars the Shield staffs.
"the three stepping stones of our
7, and continuing throughout the upp coach the basketball team since its establishment.
Republicans in control of the
were handed out door to door.
The first volume of the Shield lives, Hope, Endeavor and week.
like I have for the past 40 "The nonpartisan Congress nation's statehouses, which could
The notation -Supplement to the appeared in 1925
and was Achievement." And with the
Rev. Floyd Larkin of Cadiz will years," Chandler said. "I project will enlist the assis- be a significant advantage in a
Ledger and Times" was printed published by the
The Hazel Parent-Teacher
senior class of line, "We must carry on," the be the evangelist for the services haven't had time to help them tance of hundreds of citizens presidential election.
on the circulars, however they Murray State Normal
Club will meet Thursday,
Shield staff gave to Murray its
out
much
lately."
School.
covering nearly every congres- Democratic nominee for State November 4, at seven
to be held each evening at seven
were not a part of this newspaper Floyd Hall was
p.m. at the
Chandler ran as an independ- sional district.
editor-in-chief first yearbook.
o'clock.
Senate, Carroll
Hubbard school....
issued on that day.
volume
that year. His staff members This
contained
ent
candidate on the Common- "Here in Washington about 80
The church extends a welcome
received a total vote of 16,637 Rev. Jerry Lee, minister of the
included:
wealth party ticket
Cromer Arnett, divisions such as the college, to the public to attend.
graduate students and young from his five county district. Shady Grove Baptist Church, will
No big deal or anything, just a business manager;
Elsie Sale, classes, activities, athletics, and
professionals will conduct re- Hubbard,unopposed, tallied 4,881 give the devotion. Mrs.
point of which we are aware. Our subscription
Edward
manager; Georgia nonsense much like the latest
search during portions of this votes in Calloway, 6,871 in Russell, president, will
name and the integrity we have Mallory, assistant
conduct
volumes
contain.
advertising
year-long study," he said.
Graves, 1,275 in Carlisle, 1,893 in the- business session.
built up over the years is about manager; Lucile
Farmer and Members of the Board of
"... It will range from an Hickman and 1,917 in Fulton
the only thing we have.
Following the devotion and
Jacob Mayer, associate editors; Regents of 1925 were: McHenry
analysis of the electoral and counties.
business, open house will be held
Rhoads,
Lucile Lowry, nonsense editor;
Frankfort; T. H. Stokes,
individual
process
to
campaign
Unopposed Democratic State for parents in the classrooms.
Congratulations to Wendell Emma Hicks, snapshot
editor; (Continued on Page Twelve)
Kim E. Pennington, 23-year-old
profiles of members of Con- Representative from the Fifth
Ford and Julian Carroll on their
This will give the parents an
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
The Murray-Calloway County gress to the internal workings District, Kenneth C. Imes,
victory. They fought a hard
Route 3, Senior Citizens Club will meet of the legislature and its garnered 5,020 votes in Calloway_ opportunity to visit with the
Murray
Pennington
of
battle and we feel sure the loser
teachers and see the work of their
will be the guest artist in a piano Friday, November 5, in the social interaction with the executive
in any event would take it hard
children.
presented i-pn hall of the First United Methodist branch and private constituenrecital
to
be
since it was a hard fought
November 4th Church.
evening,
Thursday
cies."
campaign on both sides.
at Murray State University.
Members and guests are urged Theodore Jacobs, Nader's
The program will include to be at the hall promptly at 12 closest associate, said the
Everyone has a preference as
works of J. S. Bach, Beethoven, noon when the potluck luncheon report would be published The theft of a Honda 70
to candidates and anyone who
Chopin, Debussy and Prokofieff. will be served, according to 0. C. before the November, 1972, Minitrail has been reported by
"gets mad" at another person for
Pennington is a 1966 graduate McLemore, club president
elections in hopes voters would Kenn Perkins, son of Rev. and
his preference is little indeed.
of Calloway County High School, Mrs. Joan Bowker, teacher of use it to depose regressive Mrs. Thomas 0. Perkins of
This is a free country, and we all
and received the Bachelor of music at Murray High School, legislators and demand reform Murray Route Three.
still have to live with one another.
Dr. David Roos, minister of the
Music degree from Murray State will be in charge of the program. as the price for support.
Young Perkins said the Honda
First Christian Church, will be
was
and
34
of
He
seats
University
in
1970
435
house
All
stolen
from
his
home
on
attend,
was
to
welcome
are
Visitors
QUOTABLE "I am concerned
awarded the Master of Music McLemore said.
the 100 Senate seats will be Monday. One of the neighbors is the speaker at the World Comthat many Americans, including
degree in piano from Indiana
reported to have seen a strange munity nay celebration to be
In charge of arrangements for contested in 1972.
some government officials and
University in June of 1971.
the meeting will be Ivy Culver, Jacobs said the project was car stop at the house on the day of held at the First Christian Church
members of the press, have
Currently, Pennington is an Mr. and Mrs. Euphrey Cohoon, by far the biggest undertaken the theft. Perkins' father said if on Friday, November 5, at 7:30
orgotten the central issue
associate instructor at Indiana Mrs. John Farmer, Mrs. Gussie by Nader. Previous "raider" the Honda is returned volun- p.m.
"It sometimes appears that
studied
and tarily, no questions will be asked. The special program is
University in the field of inusic Geurin, Mrs. Gladys Hale, and teams which
some government officials
sponsored by Church Women
working
presently
federal
agencies
had
theory.
criticized
He
is
Haley
Dollie
Mrs.
assume that the role of the press
United. Dr. Roos will speak on
no more than 20 members.
toward the degree of Doctor of
the "Ecological Crisis Facing the
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Jacobs said.
Music in piano, in addition to
World Today".
•
Jacobs said Nader was not
preparing for a career as a
Murray and Calloway County
worried about the possibility of
professional vocal accompanist.
area churches participating in
losing support among powerful
•
In the I. U.School of Music he is
the
program, members
the studio accompanist for
Dr. John D.Mikulcik, president Congressmen. "A good portion
represented on the committee•in
Martha Lipton, professor of voice of the Agricultural Council of of Congress will welcome it,"
The annual Back-to-School he program, and members
Mostly sunny and cool today,
and former famed mezzo- Calloway County, announced he said.
Night for parents of Calloway
resented on the committee in
highs 57-62. Clear and much,
soprano at the New York today that in the November
County High School students will
program are as follows:
cooler tonight, lows 33-38. Sunny
Metropolitan Opera; he has also meeting, the pros and cons of
93 RD BIRTHDAY
and cool Thursday, highs 46-52.
done work in the studio of Eileen "fish farming" will be discussed. Mrs. Ida Lacy will celebrate be held Monday, November 8, at
First
United Methodist Church,
seven p.m.
Farrell, Metropolitan Opera
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Robert Brown, of the United her 93rd birthday on Saturday, Parents will assemble in Nell Eaton, chairman; First
soprano.
States Soil Conservation Service, November 6. She resides at the Jeffrey gym for a special Presbyterian, Kathy Elliott,
The recital is scheduled for 8.00
The
extended
Kentucky
serving Western Kentucky and home of her son-in-law and program presented by the publicity; First Christian;
p.m. in Farrell recital hall in the
vcather outlook Friday through
located at Murray, will survey daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Calloway High Band, directed by Margaret Porter, special music;
1925 SHIELD STAFF—Homecoming festivities this week-end at new Fine Arts annex on the recent trends of this relatively Catroll of Murray Route One at
sunday:
David Berry, and the Calloway St. John's Episcopal, Maxine
is
and
Murray State campus,
Partly cloudy Friday and Murray State University will feature a reunion of all past Shield
Her friends are High Chorus, directed by Mrs. Clark, organist; North Pleasant
new farming venture.
Fish Coldwater.
open to the public.
Saturday and chance of showers and Murray State News staffs. They were: I top row, left to right i
Grove
has
farming
successfully planning a card shower for Mrs. Lucinda Darnall.
Cumberland
Sunday.
Cool Friday with Floyd Hall, editor-in-chief; Cromer Arnett, business manager;
provided an alternative income Lacy.
Following the program the Presbyterian, Kathryn Glover;
warming trend thereafter. Lows (second row 4 Elide Sale, subscription manager; Georgia Mallory,
opportunity for some adONE CITED
parents will be given an op- St. John's Baptist, Adele Johnin the 30a Friday rising to the 40s assistant advertising manager;olmiddle row) Voris Utley, art
One person was cited for public venturous managers.
Free
Kittens
portunity to visit with the son; and Goshen Methodist,
Sunday. Highs in the 50s Friday editor; Lucile Lowry, nonsense editor; (bottom rots) Eva Mc- drunkenness at 10:41 p.m. The meeting will be Monday, Six kittens will be given
teachers of their children Morel] Farless.
away
rising to the upper 60s and 70s Daniel, photographic editor; Sunshine Colley, advertising Tuesday by the Murray Police November 8, 6:30 p.m. at the free as
The public is invited to attend
pets. They may be seen at enrolled at Calloway County High
manager: and Emma Hicks, snap-shot editor.
Sunday.
this special program.
Department.
Triangle Inn, Murray.
1000 Gatesboro Circle.
School.

Dr. Rob L Staples
To Present Paper

Windows Broken Out
By Rocks At Union
Grove Church

Pocketbook & Tapes
Stolen FrOrittar----

Chandler Says
He's Run Last
Political Race

Study Of
Congress
Launched

Yearbook Staffers Invited
To Join News For Reunion

Revival At Hardin
Church Next Week

Hazel PTC Plans
Meeting On Friday

Kenn Perkins Has
His Honda Stolen

The Weather

Fish Farming Will
Be Council Topic

Back-to-School
Night At Calloway
HIgh Is On Monday

Dr. Roos Will Be
Speaker For World
Community Program
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Over Nation
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LEDGER A TIMES FILE
Third Class Wayne S. C,ordrey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gail Cordrey of Murray, has been assigned to Dickinson Air Force
Station, North Dakota. He has just completed special training at
Keesler Air Force Base, Miss.
Mrs. Z. J Brister died yesterday at Memphis, Tenn. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Mary E. Williams of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Burkeen are the parents of a baby boy,
Mitchell Davis, born October 31 at the Murray Hospital.
Franklin Jones, principal of Faxon_School, commended the
*bookmobile for its service to the school and told parents at the
Back to School Night meeting that without the bookmobile the
school would have few books.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMES FILE

Bible Thoughtfor Today
To whom also he shewed himself alive after his passion by
many infallible proofs—Acts 1:3.
God's -proofs" are given to those who have first put their
confidence in Him.

Isn't It The Truth!

TROUBLED STUDENTS

SchOol violence rise
worries parents, officials
Editor's Note Violence and
demonstrations on elementary
and high school grounds cause
increasing concern among parents and school officials. This is
the first of two articles on
juYenile disturbances, the
cause and the implications of
the behavior changes in a troubled society.
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service

an Riblet Jr

Farmer Gives
Turnips Away

1

cially with.troublemakers coming on campus," Dr Twist
said.
Teachers, although angry, do
not like to plead for help unless
it is absolutely necessary.
"Teachers tend not to make a
formal report on student attacks or threats because they
do not want to make waves,"
said Wayne Corbett, president
of the San Diego Teachers
Association. "Some fear reprisals and others are discouraged by their administrations
because no one wants to admit
there is a' problem.But there is a "problem,"
and no one seriously doubts
that.
It is difficult to come ir with

In a violent society, there
should be nothing too surprising about acts of vandalism and
rioting on school grounds or
The Age of Specialization has brought forth a line anywhere else.
Yet the image of teen-agers
of furniture designed for the elderly with emphasis
on a chair that makes for comfortable posture in the — and even subteens — shoving
teachers, smoking marijuana,
twilight years. What older people need is not a and mouthing
obscenities is a flat figure on the cost of vanspecial chair to sit on but a special place where they particularly abhorrent to an dalism to the community, let
America which reveres youth. alone calculate the injuries or
can stand up to the youth movement.
personal problems. But it is esThe
easy access to drugs may
"Youth imposes, age knows."
be the biggest single reason for timated that vandalism, burWelsh proverb
trouble, but it hardly is the only glary and arson will cost the
nation's schools more than $200
one.
Even those sympathetic to million tax dollars this year.
Some of the stealing is orLETTERS -teen-agers and their problems
rq EDITOR
have difficulty comprehending ganized, Millard T. Meers, forhow four pupils in Franklin D. mer Philadelphia police inDear Editor:
Roosevelt Junior High School spector and chief of school seCONNERSVILLE, Ind. (UPI) in Cleveland could execute a 15- curity for the Pennsylvania
This year's Arthritis Victory —If you turn up at the turnip year-old boy by firing six shots city, stated recently. He cited
Campaign brought in $2517.72 man's farm, you'll get your into his head. No one can "tremendous" losses of audiofrom the people of Calloway share free. -countenance the killing oftwo— -visual and business class and
A farmer, who prefers to Pinkerton security mep at Wil- office equipment from the
County. I am sure that your
school system.
generous support for the arthritis remain anonymous, gives away mington, N.C.
To meet the problem, many
Nor can anyone understand
cause, was, for many people, a all the turnips he grows every
major factor in the decision to year, and this year there's a how conditions in Gary, Ind., school systems — especially
could be so serious that a school those in urban areas — are esbumper crop of 18 acres.
contribute.
tablishing their own battle
As always, we have been able
The prospect of free turnips board president recommends
to count on your continuing help over the past half dozen or so fingerprinting pupils from the Plans.
The city of Chicago, for
in getting the word about ar- years has drawn persons from seventh grade level on up.
example,
has had a school seThe
problem
is
so
widethritis to the people who need all over Fayette County to the
curity manual, developed by
help as well as to those who can farm along Indiana 121, one spread that Syracuse Universi- the general
superintendent of
ty's Policy Institute discovered
help them. It is a great public mile south of here.
that 85 per cent of 683 urban schools, James F. Redmond,
service to the community
Last year, the mysterious high
schools surveyed for the for the last two years. New
Speaking for the staff and "turnip
man" of
Fayette U.S. Office of Education
York City, which provided the
had
volunteers of the Kentucky County was offered more than experienced some
image
of the troubled school
form of diffiChapter of The Arthritis Foun- $1,000 by a grocery chain for culty over the last years.
with the book and movie
dation, our sincere thanks and his crop, according to an area
No parent can be objective "Blackboard Jungle," has atnewspaper man, but he turned when his own child may be in- tempted similar programs, alappreciation.
t down to continue the volved. He cannot look at his 16- though the incidence of violence and vandalism is extradition.
Cordially,
year-old son and see him as a
tremely high.
"Every year he advertises in drug addict, yet he may
Mrs. Bruce Thomas
wake
The Chicago system has dethe classified section," the up early one morning to a
Calloway County
newsman said, ''but he insists policeman's call and discover veloped its own "philosophy"
1971 Publicity Chairman
The Arthritis Foundation
that we leave his name out." his boy has been booked as a on the subject.
•
"It is our philosophy to proThis year, showing his sense pusher as well as a user.
•
tect students, teachers, parents
of humor, the turnip grower put
Why is this sort of thing hap- and
physical property," RedEar Editor.
up signs saying, "due to price pening? Does it indicate a basic mond
wrote. "School adminischange
in the social structure trators
freeze they are free."
are expected to call for
:We would like to take this Another sign urges people to that would contribute to a the assistance of
the Chicago
opportunity to thank all those "eat turnips," but the farmer breakdown in discipline at the Police Department
and the
high
school,
or
even
junior
high
Who donated to the United Ser- asks that no one take more
pertinent judicial court to deschool,
level?
wke Organization (USO) chwing than 10 or 15 pounds Word is
crease arid eliminate criminal
What effect does racial tena- acts.
the fund raising campaign 'hat he doesn't want someone
Diplomacy, good human
conducted last Saturday. Your 'caning in to cart off a saw have on school discipline' relations, and establishment of
To
what
extent
does
drug
a dialogue between contesting
generous donations made it ruckloed for market.
passible to collect $709-32 to assist The farmer plans other crops abuse influence the conduct of parties are important."
today's youth'
That order must be mainin providing wholesome en- in the farm, and used the
Also, how much of the trouble tained in the
schools is obvious,
tertainment and special shows to urnip field for an earlier crop is
caused by intruders, nonstu- and those
immediately
military personnel stationed 4 .:fore seeding for the late- dents who find
their way on sible for the conduct responof pupils
Towing vegetable
throughout the world.
school grounds despite the atA special thanks is due the "I just like people," said the tempts of guards and monitors feel most of the pressure. For
personnel of the Pershing Rifles turnip man, "and want to share to prevent them gaining access example, Norm Schachter, superintendent of a San Fernando7
Fraternity, ROTC, Murray State my turnips with them."
to the campus'
University for their operation of
Most schools have tried to Valley school district with
the "Road Blocks". We would The average dairy cow eats keep their own houses in order 60,000 pupils,finds it no more of
also like to thank Chief of Police about 11 pounds of hay per day
without outside assistance, said a challenge than coping with
Dr. Dwight Twist, assistant su- perhaps 2.000 youngsters as
arown and his Officers for their
perintendent of the San Diego principal of Los Angeles
assistance during the fund drive. Using a modern automatic
bale Unified School
District. Schools School. In fact, it is probably
wagon, today's farmer can pick
discipline
pupils
— when they less traumatic than daily perSincerely
up enough hay in an eight hour
know who causes the trouble. sonal confrontation
day to feed the average dairy caw
The most extreme pressure
Drug
abuse
definitely
John R. Thompson
11 pounds of hay per day for 58
is on the teachers who must
precipitates problems
("ampaign Chairman
years.
"Pot causes difficulty, e,spe- cope with the dtsciplinary
By

By GEORGE J. HARDER
and affecting almost all the a
WASHINGTON (UPI)
— nation's seaports.
Chances are, come Christmas
The day that the 80-day,
By VERNON SCOTT
week, dock workers will go on cooling off period ended, the
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
strike again on the West Coast. West Coast longshoremen
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —Aaron
Such is the record of the Taft- walked off their jobs. It took
Spelling is that rare creature, a
Hartley law when used by the almost three months morediminutive Texan, but he
government to try to settle long after the Taft-Hartley
compensates for size in Lone
dock strikes.
injunction had expired—to setStar state confidence.
When President Nixon recent- tle that one
It Is Spelling's contention,
ly invoked the law to force
right or wrong, that his "Mod
West Coast longshoremen back
Squad" series has inspired
to work after some 100 days, it
similar hippie-type police plamarked the ninth time it had
toons in 87 different cities
been used in a dock strike—
around th country.
more than in any other
To producer Spelling it is
industry.
fitting tribute.
The argument can be made—
"When we first decided to do
and has been made—that using
this show for ABC the network
the law harms more than helps
brass liked it," Spelling said.
trying to end longshore
"But they objected on the
:111
contract disputes. The key
grounds that kids beconung
provision is the 80-day cooling off
cops was too far fetched.
A one-day consultative and
"But then they got wind of period, which in the current cased diagnostic heart clinic for
would
end
just
before
Christmas
Mayor Lindsay for ming a group
medically indigent children will
of hippie cops to patrol Central
be
held i thg First Presbyterian
The board -of inquiry that
Park and we *ear ahead"
Nixon hirrisell aerrted ter•look Chauat, lifa?rand Broactwaii ,
Cities with Mod Squads
Mayfield, on. Friday, November
into the Wet Coast dispute—
Among the cities with Mod
19. This clinic will serve patients A
preliminary to going to court to
Squads of their own are
get an injunction to stop the from Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Louisville and Lexington, Ky.,
strike—mentioned reservations Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Detroit and Waterford, Mich.
Livingston, Marshall and Mc- a
about use of the law.
Naturally, this pleases SpellThe board observed, "Fear Cracken Counties_
as does his contention that
has been expressed ... that Dr. Kareen Mathes, Director of a
other producers and networks
heightened government actions the Kentucky Children's Heart 2
have been copying his show.
at this point will inhibit the Clinic, Children's Hospital, 4
"Last year they copied our
parties in resolving their Louisville, and other physicians
youth," said the gray-haired
from the University of Louisville
differences."
Spelling. "They had young
School of Medicine, will conductga,
. Harry Bridges' International
doctors, young la wyera— aiid
the clinic.
Longshoremen's and
Wareyoung policemen as young
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky
housemen's Union, representing
relevance became the big thing.
the West Coast dockers, boycot- Heart Association, the Kentucky .1
They all thought they were
ted the presidential board, State Department of Health and
doing 'Mod Squads,' but none of
contending that no national the County Health Departments, e
them lasted.
clinic provides a diagnostic
emergency existed because the the
"This year law alid order is
strikers had continued to load service for the patient, along with
the trend. But the new police
and unload military cargoes.. recommendations for treatment
shows aren't doing that well.
In the eight other instances and management of the case. It
.'The reason is the stars. No
where the Taft-Hartley has also provides an opportunity for
matter what producers say
been used in a dock strike, in the referring physician to consult
about how brilliant they are,
only one case was the dispute with the clinician regarding his
you have to have the stars to
settled during the cooling off patient. The sponsors of the
make it go. I have those stars
period—and that just before the clinic are deeply grateful to the
in Michael Cole, Clarence
First Presbyterian Church for
80-day injunction expired.
Williams and Peggy Lipton.
In all the others, the strikes allowing the clinic to be held in its
Great Suggestions
resumed. In fact, most of the facilities.
"Those kids have really come
time, the hard bargaining did
Necessary expenses of the
up with great suggestions on
the show and I listen to them. not come until after the clinic are being underwritten by
injunction expired.
the Kentucky Heart Association
We're going into our fourth
The opposing parties know and the State Health Departyear
that once used, the Taft-Hartley ment.
Clinic personnel and
For a man who produces one
law loses its sting. Come what equipment Will be provided by
of the most successful law and
may, after 80 days the the Graves County Health
order shows on the tube, injunction
comes off. The Department as well as the State
Spelling is a peace-loving soul cooling
off period cannot be Health Department and the
who refuses to allow his young
renewed or extended. It is a Kentucky Heart Association.
fuzz to carry firearms.
one-time weapon in the hands
Only those indigent childrert
They hit and twist arms a lot of
the President.
who have a written referral from
instead.
Only once before has the Taft a physician will be admitted to
"We deal more with mercy
Hartley Act been used against the clinic
and the human element inWest Coast dock workers. That
volved in crime. You might say was
in 1948, one year after the
we take the social viewpoint," law
was passed, when there
More than 2136,000 acres of
Spelling said.
was a widespread maritime watermelons are harvested by
It boils down to the fact that strike involving
several unions, United States farmers each year.
Spelling's young Mod Squad is
fuzz with a heart. The show is
oppsoite "Ironside" this season, ill
;iJillli: 7ijL:j?.
'1 •
which depicts a tougher breed
of fuzz carrying guns.

Heart
Clinic
Planned

Ten Years Ago Today

Miss Jacqueline Sharborough and Charles Henry Stamps are
attending Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. Miss Sharborough is in the school of journalism and Stamps in the graduate
school.
Mesdames Myrtle J. Wall, Haron West, Richard Farrell. 011ie
Brown, 0. C. Wells, John Ryan, Garnett Jones, and Charlie
Farmer of the Murray Woman's Club attended the First District
meeting of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs held at
Kentucky Dam State Park.
Mrs. George Hart was elected vice-president of the First
District Parent-Teacher Association at the meeting held at Cadiz.
The National Safety Council says that about the third week in
December the one-millionth traffic death will be recorded since
the invention of the automobile
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problems cal a day-to-day basis.
This is the close contact - the
intimate relationship between
teacher and student — made
more difficult because of overcrowded conditions arid double
sessions. In that situation,
there is no such thing as impersonality. Confrontation is a
griod word for what happens.
Teachers, being human, may
lose tempers in hot, crowded
classrooms as easily as a disgruntled parent with his wayward offswing
Too often, in the viewpoint of
San Diego County Juvenile
Court Judge Richard Vaughn,
the teacher or the police officer
is called upon to fulfill a function which is basically that of
the parent. In other words, the
mother and father cannot
abdicate responsibility for
their offspring if he becomes
unmanageable.
But the sins of the parents too
often are vented in the classroom in the guise of obstreperous boys and girls who have no
respect for any authority. And,
unlike their parents or grandparents who may have been almost as unruly in their younger
days, they have unlimited
ability to travel from town to
In the United States, per capita
town, city to city. This unques- consumption of frozen vegetables
tionably is a factor so far as in- has more than tripled
since 1954
creased violence is concerned, , reflecting
advances in modern
especially outside the classfarming and food processing
room.
techniques.
Next: Who's to blame?
•
Adults ALL +

The Almanac

A thought for today: American novelist Dorothy Canfield
Fisher said, "A mother is not a
person to lean on, but a person
to make leaning unnecessary.
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MASS ESCAPE
ACAPULCO, Mexico (UPI) — • Starring 'YUL Brenner •
• Richard Crenna
•
Thirteen convicts shot their
• Leonard Nlmoy
way out of a jail at Tecpan de •
Galeana Moday, killing a guard •7:15 & 9:15 Plus
•
2:15 Sat & Sun,
and wounding a second
During This Engagement 9,
Army troops searched the
mountains of 'Guerrero State *Yu' Brenner Week at
•
*Cinema 11 Yul Brenner
"Iir
today for the fugitives. Police •Look-A41
Like i Raid
said the inmates got rifles from • Admitted Free
•
outside
friends on the
••* si •******* •
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SHOWS
By United Press International
C31131.&A
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 3,
the 307th day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Scorpio.
American poet William Cullen
Bryant was born Nov. 3, 1794.
On this day in history:
In 1783 Congress ordered the
Continental Army demobilized.
In 1917 Americans at home
learned of the first World War I
deaths of U.S. soldiers fighting
at Nancy, France.
•
In 1936 Franklin Delano
Roosevelt was elected president
for a second term.
14: 4:au
In 1964 a record 67 million
American voters went to the
7:30 & 9 30 Nitely Plus
pas as Lyndon B. Johnson was
2.00 Sat
elected president by the largest
4.411L01
kril.511111 11
majority in history.
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Ken Sinclair Is
Speaker At Meettar
Alpha Department
Ken Sinclair was the guest
speaker at the luncheon meeting
held by the Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club on
Saturday, October 23, at the club
house.
Sinclair, a graduate student at
Murray State University, spent
two years as a teacher with the
Peace Corps in Peru, South
America_ He described how the
Peace Corps came into existence
and listed its three objectives:
Promote peace and friendship;
provide developing countries
with needed manpower; and
better the understanding between
the United States and developing
countries of the world.
The speaker who was introduced by Mrs. Doris Nance,
described some of his experiences during his training and
his stay in Peru. He showed some
examples of their crafts and
native art.
Mrs. M. P. Christopher
department chairman, presided.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette reported on
the district meeting which she
attended at Fulton.
The chairman road a letter
from Dr. I.. J. Hortin thanking
the Alpha Department for the
three scholarships to the Jesse
Writing
Creative
Stuart
Workshop at Murray State
University last summer. The
recipients were Mark Etherton,
Kitty Milleken, and Herbert
Martin.
Twenty one members were
present. Hostesses were Mrs. W.
M.P.
Mrs.
Adams,
C.
Christopher, Mrs. John Nance,
Mrs. Aaron Chapman, and Dr.
Alberta Chapman.
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andlliett. Michael Hobbs,
618
61 College Courts, Murray, are
the parents of a baby boy, Jeffrey
2
/
Wayne, weighing six pounds 151
ounces, born on Friday, October
a, at 10:40 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is an accounting student at Murray State
University and is employed at the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard D. Hobbs of Mayfield,
and Mr and Mrs. Raymond
Great
Vessels of Louisville.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Rohmann and Mrs.
Walter Roose, all of Louisville,
Mr. and Mrs. William Hayden
and Clarence Hobbs, all of
Mayfield.

if/tett."

Miss Kathleen Crites
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice N. Crites of Mattoon, Illinois announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Kathleen, to Richard D. Hopkins, son of Mrs. Elsie Hopkins and
the late F. L. Hopkins of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1969 graduate of Mattoon Senior High
School, Mattoon, Illinois. She is presently attending Murray State
University where she is a junior, majoring in Elementary
Education.
Mr. Hopkins is a 1969 graduate of Murray High School and attended Murray State University. He is presently serving in the
United States Air Force at Wurternith Air Force Base, Michigan.
The wedding will take place on Sunday, January 16, at two
o'clock in the afternoon atlhe First Christian Church, Mattoon,
Illinois. There will be a reception immediately following the
ceremony in Alexander Campbell Hall. Invitations will be sent.

tft: 1
Wednesday, November 3
Luncheon and general
business meeting of the ladies of
the Oaks Country Club will be
held at 12:15 p.m. For reservatioos call Linda Emerson or
Laura Parker by Tuesday
morning.

noon. Make reservations with
Buddy Hewitt by ten a.m. today.

The Baptist Young Women and Murray State Homecoming
the Baptist Women of the Cherry Banquet of
Agriculture Alumni
Corner Baptist Church will hold will be held at The Hut
at seven
their regular meetings at seven p.m.
p.m. at the church.
The Faxon Mothers Club will Murray State Pop Music
meet at the Faxon SCh001 at 1:45 Concert will be held at the
auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
p.m.
The Baptist Women of the Flint
Sunday
Baptist Church will meet at the The Nellie Outland
Corner
Cherry
the
of
School
Class
church at seven p.m.
Baptist Church will meet at the
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge home of Mrs. Perry Hendon at
Club will meet in Gleason Hall, 6:30 p.m. This will be a linen
St. Leo's Catholic Church, at shower for the church kitchen.
seven p.m. No advance notice is
necessary. For information call
Saturtley, November
753-8838
Tburstlay, November 4
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a holiday workshop at 1:30 p.m.
Hostesses are Mesdames I. L.
Clanton, H. Ed Chrisman, E. S.
Ferguson, A.M. Alexander, and
Thomas McCoy.

peanut-cheese
a
1' o r
sande ic h, mix one part
p e a iti t butter and four
parts grated Cheddar
cheese. Season with Worchestershire sauce and
dash of cayenne Serve in
sandwich buns with shreddedlettuce.

A Ham Hock and White Bean
Supper will be held by the WSCS
of the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church with serving to
start at 5:30 p.m. at the church.

Senior Girl Scouts will take
orders for homemade cakes,
etc.,' for
pies,
A re-organizational meeting of cookies,
Robertson Cub Scout Pack will be homecoming and will deliver
held at seven p.m. at Robertson them. Phone 753-4635 to place
orders.
School.
The Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Phillip
Weydener, 1701 Johnson, at 7:30
p.m.

Sigma
The Sigma Sigma
Alumni will have a breakfast at
the sorority room at eight a.m.
Please note the change from a
coffee to a breakfast.

Candle Making Demonstration
Murray State Homecoming
will be held at the Craft House, Parade will start at 9:30 a.m. at
602 South 12th Street, from ten the campus and continue to the
a.m. to noon.
downtown Murray business
district.
The Hazel School PTA will
meet at the school at seven p.m
Open house will be held in the The Murray State Alumni
Smorgasbord will be in the
various class rooms.
Student Union Building at eleven
Women's Slimnastic Class will a.m.

World Community Day will be
observed by the Church Women
United at the First Christian
Church, North 5th Street, at 7:10
p.m.
The Homecoming Open Golf
Tournament will be held at the
Calloway Country Club at 12

Murray State Homecoming
football game with Austin Psay
will be at Cutrinn Stadium at two
p.m.

This 'little guest'
an uninvited one
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: The first day of school, Paula, my 7 year
old, brought a classmate home from school. [I'll call her
"Debbie.") Debbie asked if she could stay here until her
mother got home from work at 6 p.m. She said her mother
had told her to either play outside or go to a friend's house
as the house would be locked.
I said it would be all right then I fixed snacks for
Paula and her little guest.
Well, the "little guest" has been coming home with
Paula every afternoon, and she stays here until she hears
her mother's horn outside.
I wonder what would happen if I had to take Paula
somewhere after school and couldn't take Debbie? Or if the
girls had a fuss, as children sometimes do? Also, it will
soon be dark before 6 p. m and Debbie can't stay outside
alone
Abby. I resent being saddled with the responsibility at
looking after someone else's child without even having been
asked.
What do you suggest 1 do? I have never even met the
TRAPPED
woman.
DEAR TRAPPED: Introduce yourself. !Telephone, to
avoid any embarrassment to Debbie. I Tell Mamma you
don't mind having Debbie occasionally, and even frequently.
but she shouldn't assume that you will look after the child
daily, so she had better make 90111e other provisions for
Debbie's care.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been happily
married for eight years. I have never had any reason to
distrust him, but lately I have been getting a number of
strange phone calls, all women, asking for my husband.
They always call when he is at work Today a womalt
called up, and when I said hello all she said was: "Your
husband wants a divorce." Then she hung up. I suppose it
could be somebody just playing a joke on me, but I can't be
sure.
1 haven't said anything to my husband about it, and I
don't know whether I should. He just isn't the type that
PUZZLED
would fool around I would like your advice
DEAR PUZZLED: Don't pay any attention to anonymous phone calls. And if they get too bothersome. tell your
husband that you've been annoyed with some crank phone
calls and you'd like to have your number changed. Or
"unlisted."
DEAR ABBY Tho' Is for the person who wanted to
know if taking ashtra)s from restaurants was considered
"stealing":
Recently, my two daughters and I were in Las Vegas.
As we were packing to leave, just to get my dander up,
they were discussing how many hotel ashtrays they should
put in their suitcases
I picked up the phone .ind asked the desk clerk: "How
many ashtrays may we swipe?"
After he got over the initial shock, he busted up laughing and said, "One apiece." And we weren't billed for them
HONESTLY DISHONEST IN INGLEWOOD
either.

Open House for Murray State
Alumni will be at Oakhurst, home
of Dr. and Mrs. Harry M. Sparks,
at four p.m.

DEAR HONES. TLY: Slane YOU asked, and were gives
the ashtrays. there's no "dishonesty" on your part. But dm
roam clerk could be is big trouble if be makes a prattle* st
giving away that which is net Ma.

Sunday, November 7
The children of Mr. and Mrs.
Festus L. Story of Muray Route
One will host an open house in
celebration of their parents' 50th
wedding anniversary at the
Community Room of the Federal
Savings and Loan Company,
Main and 7th Streets, from two to
five p.m. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

CONFIDENTIAL TO "WORRIED SICK" IN CHARLESTON. W. VA.: Quit guessing why your child le disobedient.
sullen sad brooding because be kat no friends. Telephone
your Family Service and make an appointment. Their
trained staff provides counseling in child-rearing, marital
problems and all situattoos which disrupt family life. If you
are able VOU pay according to your income. Good leek.
klmostt every commusity has a Family Service Ages,.
Fl•te Op write ietters! Seed Si to Abby. Res 07W Los
1og•les tat mots. for Abby's booklet. "Flow to Write Letters for ill flkerantoollr-

Murray Students
Are New Members
Of Phi Beta Lambda

Boyd-Newton Vows To.Be Read

She speaks English
Mrs 0 C Well, program Spanish
chairman of the Magazine Club, I luently and answered questions
said, "It is said that people are Irom the group.
down on what they are not up on" Miss Marisela Fernandez,
in her introduction of three in- Cuba, has been in the States five
ternatiorial students of Murray years and in MSU two years. She
State University last Thursday isa senior and is attending school
when the club met in the here on a government scholarship In relating her experiences
Woman's Club Howie.
She presented Mrs. Lloyd here, she mentioned meeting
Masaka ), whose Victor Olazabal, employed by the
Cornell,
husband is Baptist Student Bank of Murray, and a native of
Center director, and a student her homeland, Cuba. His sister,
now,and was formerly sponsor of was Miss Ferruindez's biology
the International students on the Leather in high school. She
campus. Mrs. Cornell, a native talked about the problems of her
Hawaiian, said that she had country and expressed delight to
succeeded in securing local be in Murray.
homes to sponsor or befriend 311
Mrs. U. Hortin, president,
students and needed three more
ned the meeting. Mrs. C.S.
students
homes for the remaining
.owry read poems, "Others" by
who would be here during the
kham, and "Right" from
vacations. She reported that the
Light and Life Evangel as a
have
students
three remaining
-'•••.re•
devotion.
never been in an American home.
Noclami, the three year old Mrs. John Livesay, Miss Maud
daughter, was with her mother. Nance and Mrs. Ewen Allbritten
Mrs. Cornell introduced Miss were presented as new members.
Elena Buchli of Quito, Equador. Mrs. A.C. LaFollette read the
Miss Buchli, brunette, and fresh- minutes and Mrs. E.S. Launman here wore,a white wool pant, uis ,eave;the,ftnancuif
suit with a poncho erribroidas-dc Th response to a letter from Maiin various colors The suit, was Mental Health Department,
hand made in her home town and Hopkinsville, the club voted to
sent to her by her mother who adopt a ward in the Hospital
(Lave Studio photo)
gave her as a high school there and send Christmas
graduation gift, a trip to Fulton, presents to the patients in it.
Miss Melanie Gayle Boyd
This event was to ac- Miss
Ky
Whitnah,
Roberta
Mr. and Mrs. William Martin Boyd of Murray announce the
company the Spanish dancers for assisted by Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin,
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
the Banana Festival last sum- was hostess.
Melanie Gayle, to Walker Lowrance Newton III, son of Mr. and
mer. She liked Kentucky and
Mrs.
Walker Lowrance Newton II of Clearwater, Florida.
be
and
meeting
will
The
next
here
scholarship
a
obtained
bride-elect is a graduate of Murray High School and
The
did not return to South America. Friday, November 19 in the
Murray State University where she was a member of Alpha
She is majoring in business and Home of Mrs. John Winter.
Gamma Delta social sorority. She is now employed as a home
instructor in the Louisville School System. Her grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Barber Boyd of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs F.uroll
Toy Andrus of Farmington.
Mr. Newton. is a graduate of Georgia Military Academy
Atlanta, and Murray State University. He is a veteran of the
United States Naval Submarine Service. He is also employed in
the Louisville School System. His grandparents are the late Mr.
and Mrs. Walker Lowrance Newton of Madison, Georgia, and
Mrs. Beatrice Newport of Tampa, Florida, and the late Macon
Newport.
A family wedding is planned for Sunday, December 19 at four
o'clock in the afternoon at the home of the bride's parents on
Magnolia Drive. All friends and relatives of the couple are invited
to a reception at five o'clock at the Murray Woman's Club House.

Murray State Shield-News
reunion dinner will be held at the
SUB Ballroom at six p.m.

Tommy Dennis is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Carpenter of Cadiz Route Three
for their baby boy, weighing nine
pounds two ounces, born on
Friday, October 79, at 11:18 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
meet at the Douglas Recreational
Hospital
The new father is employed at Center at seven p.m.
the Cadiz Motor Company.
Grandparents are Rev. and
Friday, November 5
Mrs Dennis Carpenter of
The Murray-Calloway County
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Savannah, Ga., and
Senior Citizens Club will have a
Clyde Jones of Cadiz. Great
potluck luncheon at 12 noon
grandmother are Mrs. Maude
sharpe at the social hall of the
Sidle
Mrs.
and
Wood of Cadiz
First United Methodist Church.
Marlow of Lexington.
Mrs Joan f3owker will present
the program.

A good team
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International Students Give Program At
Meeting Of Magazine Club At Club House

January Wedding Planned

The children of the St. Leo's
Preschool recently visited the
dairy farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Carves Paschall, Hazel Route
Two.
Mrs. Eugene Russell, teacher,
and several mothers escorted the
three year old group in the
morning and the four year old
group in the afternoon.
The boys and girls first explored a pumpkin patch, observing the many stages of
growth, and Mrs. Paschall gave
them several pumpkins for
display at the preschool.
After seeing the Paschall's
Jersey herd, the children toured
the milking plant. The highlight
of the day was visiting the calf
barn where the boys and girls
were allowed to feed bottles of
milk to some of the calves.
This was an exciting day and a
great learning experience for
these children.

S — MURRAY,

Barrow Home Scene
Nu Phi Mu Chapter
Meet Of Sorority

Several local young people
have reticently joined Phi Beta
Lambda, professional business
fraternity for men and women at
Murray State University The
new members are • Miss Erma
Kendall, Miss Melanie Lassiter,
Miss Nancy Myers, Miss Marsha
Sledd, and Jay Richey.
Miss Kendall is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Kendall of
102 Garden Street. A 1970
graduate of Murray High School,
she is a sophomore distributive
education major.
Miss Lassiter is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lassiter of
Route 1, Hazel. She is a 1970
graduate of Calloway County
High School and a sophomore
secretarial science major.
Miss Meyers is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Myers of
Hazel. She is also a 1970 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
and is a sophomore majoring in.,
general business administration.
Miss Sledd is the daughter of t.
Mr. arid Mrs. H ht Sler.. el. 3067— —
Ctifiege 1-errace -A 1977 graduate
of Murray High School, she is a
business education
freshman
major
Richey is the son of Mrs.
Frances Richey of 110 North 14th
Street. He graduated from
University High School in 1969
and is a junior management
major.
Two Murrayans are also
serving as officers for the 1971-72
school year.
Miss Mary Eva Wells,
;daughter of Mr and Mrs. G. K.
'Wells of 206 North 13th Street, is
as
corresponding
'serving
secretary. A 1970 graduate of
Murra3. High Schefil, inc is
sophomore secretarial science
major
Miss queen Moody, daughter of
Mr and Mrs Reuben Moody of
707 Goodman Street, is serving as
reporter. She is also a 1910
graduate of Murray High Schcel
and a sophomore secretarial
science major.

Reunion Of Page
Family Is Held At
Lynn 0. Burkeen of Murray
Route Three has been dismissed Kenlake State Park

e'eA.4oK414-\

from the Western Baptist
The Nu Phi Mu chapter of Beta Hospital, Paducah.
Sigma Phi held its regular
monthly meeting on Thursday, N.N. Pendergrass of Murray
October 28, at the home of Dot Route One has been a patient at
Barrow.
the Western Baptist Hospital,
The meeting was called to Paducah.
order by Linda Fain acting in the
Mrs. Reba Beasley of Murray
absence of the president.
and Mrs. Lona Anderson of
During the business meeting it
Benton returned home Sunday
was decided that the sorority
after a two weeks' visit with their
would take a group of unson and nephew, Howard Beasley
derprivileged children to a
and fared:), of Raleigh N.C.
children's matinee as their next
service project.
A ways and means project was
with several other
selected
ideas to be carried out at a later
date. It was decided to have a
"Come as You Are" party for the
next sorority social. The closing
ritual and mizpah were recited
Refreshments were served to
the following members: Linda
Fain, Joyce Houston, Sherry
Williams, Charlotte Adams,
Connie Oliver, and Dot Barrow
the hostess.
The members also receivjed
their Stanley products at
meeting which they had sold as a
ways and means project.
COOKING TIPS & TRICKS
What you spread on the
morning toast could help your
family get the day off to a good
start. Top dices of toasted
enriched white bread with
peanut butter and banana slices
(grade-echoolers like this), or
spread toasted ralsIn-cinnamon
bread with butter and honey
Top thick dices of French or
Italian bread with butter,
orange marmalade and a
mrinkle of cinnamon, then broil
until bubbly

Miss Nancy Holland, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wyvan Holland
of Murray. has been elected
sweetheart of the Xi Omega
Chapter of Alpha Phi Omega at
Murray State University. She is
a sophomore sociology major

The Page brothers, sisters, and
their families enjoyed a delicious
dinner at Kenlake State Park on
Sunday, October 24, at two
o'clock in the afternoon. Guests
of honor were Mr and Mrs. A.L.
Page of Akron, Ohio.
Others present were Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Page of Hardin, Mrs.
Fannie Page Scott of Dexter,
Mrs. Vit Page, Mrs. John Underhill and daughter, Cathy, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Underhill, Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Lilly and son of
Cadiz, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ahart
and daughters, Reba and Gail,
Mr. and Mrs. William Ahart and
daughter, Renee, Mrs. Morris
Dunn and sons, Tracy and Alan,
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Ahart and
sow, Gary and Kenny, Mr. and
rs. James Mitchuson and
grandson, Roger Scott, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie F. Scott of Dexter.
Mr.and Mrs.Junior Stallone, Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Thurman, Mr.
and Mrs. Ira Lee Story and
children, David, Douglas, Lisa,
and Lana. Mr. and Mrs. Calvert
Colson and daughters, Reda
Freda, and Ave, Mrs. Clifford
Hughes and daughter, Janice
Mrs. Bobby Brandon and sons,
Steve and Ricky, all of Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Colson and
children, Tommy and Robert, of
Hardin, Mr. and Mrs. Chuck
Elkins, and son, Eric, of Benton
anu Miss Patricia Mitchuson of
Hardin.

Mrs J B. Burkeen

Pbon• 751 1917 or 753-4947

esta4r410, atted
be

* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY

99'

Reg. Box
$1.25 Value

3 Pieces Chicken Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky Frit(' ekiekto
12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

(Murray Only)

9.9ct
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,
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Western Ranked Pourth
In Small College Poll
By BILL MADDEN
North Dakota, a 23,10 conqueUPI Sports Writer
ror of Northern Iowa, advanced
Is-EW YORK UPI i-Suddenly from seventh to No.5.
it's Eastern Michigan.
Following Akron at No. 7 was
A one-two knockout punch Boise State and the top 10 was
delivered to last week's two top completed by Tennessee State
teams-Delaware and Akron- (8th I, Louisiana Tech ( 9th and
propelled Eastern Michigan Weber State 10th
from third place to-the top of
the United Press International
board of coaches small college
football ratings this week, a
mere eight points ahead of
McNeese State.
YORK (UPI)-The
The Hurons picked up 14 first NEW
place votes from the 33 of the United Press International top
35 coaches participating in this 20 small college football teams
week's balloting atfd totaled 289 with first place votes and wonpoints while McNeese State was lost records in parentheses:
(Eighth Week)
awarded 13 first place nods and
Team
Pallets
281 points. Eastern Michigan
289
has won six games this season 1. E. Mich (14) (6-0-1)
281
with only a 0-0 tie against 2. McNeese St (13) (7-0)
212
Eastern Kentucky marring an 3. Delaware (3) (4-1)
174
4. W Kentucky (6-1)
otherwise perfect record.
127
Delaware, which had been 5. North Dakota (6-2)
118
top-ranked for two weeks, 6. Akron (1) (6-1)
116
dropped a 3247 decision to 7. Boise State (1) (7-1)
115
major college Temple over the 11. Tennessee St (5-1)
101
weekend and fell to third place 9. Louisiana Tech (8-1)
40
while still being the No. 1 10. Weber State (5-1-1)
--7 Last 177-71Iftansas State tltaa;,.._,
choice -of three.roaches
34
A eek s second ranked team, 12. Jackson State (5-1)
33
Akron, was upset 10-7 by 13.N Colorado (1) (5-1-1)
25
Central Michigan and tumbled 64. Gramblmg (6-2)
21
to sixth in this week's ratings. 15. St. John's (Min) (7-1)
23
Moving up from eighth to No. 16. Arkansas Tech (6-0)
19
4 this week was Western 17. Baldwin-Wallace (7-0)
Kentucky, which downed More- 18. C.W. Post t 6-1)
la
head State 34-11 for its sixth 19. Tennessee Tech (6-1
11
victory in seven outings and 20. Southwest Tex St (6-1)
10
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District Standings Trigg Grabs Fouh
i g man 2nd
Continue Muddled In Class

E

BRANDON'S 1
BITS +,

By HERB SPARROW
winning streak to 23 with a 30-8
LEXINGTON
UPIl- win over Covington Holmes.
Harrodsburg, the early leader in
Fast closing Paducah TilghClass A, is back on top of this man, who swamped Shawnee
Mike Brandon
33week's United Press In- 6, advanced to the runner up
spot,
ternational Kentucky high school while last week's No. 2
team,
ratings.
Dixie Heights, dropped to a
It's going to be another big weekend for Murray football fans. ".
Thomas Jefferson and Fort fourth place tie with
Ashland. The Tigers close their season Saturday afternoon by visiting Fort
Thomas Highlands continue to Lexington Bryan Station,
who Campbell arid the Racers entertain Austin Peay to cap the,
lead Class AAA and Class AA will meet Highlands in the
homecoming festivities at Murray State.
state
respectively, although there was playoffs in two
Last weekend I made my predictions. Unfortunately, only a
weeks, remained
considerable reshuffling in the in the No 3 position.
few people heard them. I picked the Tigers to knock off
AA standings.
Russellville by eight points and I had the Racers upsetting East .
Thomas
Jefferson
and
Bill
Coach
Baldridge's Louisville Flaget remained
one- Tennessee by four points. I could have won a lot of money if I
Harrodsburg Crew, tied only two in Class AAA as
would have been willing to gamble. But if I had wagered on the
both ran
once in 10 games this season, got their season records to
outcomes of the games. both Murray teams would have probably
9-0.
back on top by romping over Thomas Jefferson beat Jef- lost.
Mercer County 69-6, white last ferstown 41-6, while Flaget was
I'm not willing to gamble but I have decided to make public my
week's pace setter, Pineville, taking the measure of
Owensboro predictions for this weekend. Once again, David Hill is going to be
was suffering its first defeat of 30-6
able to praise both Murray teams in his Monday Morning
the season at the hands of Mid- This week's ratings 1st
place Quarterback column.
dlesboro 20-8.
votes in parentheses)
The Tigers are going to defeat Ft. Campbell by 16 points. It
Pineville and Lynch, who will
would be nice to close the season by winning two straight games
Class AAA
meet in a playoff for the First 1. Thomas Jefferson 7)
79 and I just don't believe the boys are going to let Coach Holland
District title in the Fourth 2. Louisville Flaget 1)
73 down
Region, rank 2-3 respectively.
Two of my friends from Illinois spent the weekend with me.
3. Seneca
56
Trigg County moved up to No.4 4. Louisville Manual
50 They had heard about the antics of the Racers. They figured the
and Frankfort, A 14-0 victor over S. Louisville St. Xavier
44 Racers would get blasted, but they didn't. And when they saw the
"etunond Mesh," is fifth this
spire of the Murc.as crcietd-.Ateg.)
,(-Nan tog serine_ehe
.
=sesame
week
coming to school here. Chalk two up for the Murray defense.
Class AA
Highlands ran Its two-season I. Fort Thomas Highlands
Dave Ford and Frank Head make some kind of a combination. -.
(9)99
2. Paducah Tilghman 1. 1)
75 With most of the team healthy. I see in the crystal ball a 13 point
3. Lexington Bryan Station 72 homecoming win for the Racers It's going to be some kind of a
CLASS A STANDINGS
4 Dixie HeightslTiei
.
69 weekend in Murray!!
Team
District 0•04111 Pts. Opp.
NOTE TO AREA COACHES: My new phone number is 7674. Ashland (Tie)
69
Tng,g County
5-1-0
9-1-0
261
83
6706.
6. Madisonville
so
eeidland
4-1-1
6-2-1
144
108
7. Hopkinsville
56
Heath
4-1-0
5-3-0
110
88
8. Hazard
Murray High
3-1-0
3-6-0
139
175
9. Elizabethtown
Russel/vile
3-2-0
5-4-0
123
101
need
"'
By..
Press
I
International
Fulton County
2-7-0
Sa
1-3-0
228
A new environment has 10. Mayfield
Crittenden County
3-3-1
3-6-1
115
84
brought out the old Cantie
Class A
Ft Campbell
144
5411- - 166
134
1, Harrodsburg (61
103
Todd Central
144 - 4-3-0
116
78
WASHINGTON t UPI
Russer
Ruslsell, a college sensation 2. Pineville(3)
Fulton City
93 Chairman John E. Moss, D- bons that it is a contributing
39
040
254
0-0-0
3.
Lynch
(1)
when he won Player of the
87 Calif , of a House commerce factor to increase injury and in
some cases seriousness of
4.
Trigg
Year
County
honors
Michigan
at
in
58
CLASS AA SW401,463
.1.'
subcommittee, said Tuesday injury."
By GREG GALLO
naseball Writers Asereearexi of
5.
Frankfort
1966.
manage
could
to
be
only
56
Team .` -.
Midst Orme' Pls. Nov__
_
that product safety laws should
UPI Sports Writer America. Jenkins was
lected
The sixth man and a spot 6. Rowan County (11
46 be broadened to bring synthetic He said that, "unless T can be
Mayfield
---' -441 -- Ilgi -- 237
88
NEW YORK 1UPI i - The on 17 of the 24 first place balstarter for the New Witt 7. Richmond Madison
Hopkinsville
4-0-1
8-1-1
41 football turf under federal convinced of the contrary, I
219
frustration that has bugged lots and received a total of 97
certainly intend to support
Krucks. He was traded to the S. Paris
Paducah Tilghman
2-1-0
7-2-0
242
6988
40 standards.
Ferguson Jtnikuns the last five points while Seaver, the 1969
broadening of the definition of
2-1-0
4-4-0
Lone Oak
Golden State Warriors in the 9. Glasgow
167
137
20
After
hearing
testimony
of a consumer product t."
seasons was all but forgotten winner, copped six first place
Caldwell County
3-3-0
5-5-0
192
179
off-season and he's the whole 10. McKell
14
three manufacturers of artifitoday when the Chicago Cube' votes and finished with 61
Bowling Green
2-3-0
4-5-0
167
145
show again.
cial playing fields, Moss said a
8-year-old righthander was points.
1-3-0
4-6-0
106
North Marshall
147
Russell scored a career-high Oklahoma Leads
proposed
consumer
product
named the National League Cy
340
94
Franklin-Simpson
Jenkins also received three
1-3-0
117
43 points and pulled down 15
safety agency could be directed
Young Award for 1971
Christian County
04-0
0-10-0
313
26
second place votes and three
rebounds Tuesday night to lead In Total Offense
to set the standards if it finds
Jenkins, who has won 20 or for third He was mentioned on
the Warriors to a 106-91 victory
NEW YORK (UPI)-Oklaho- unreasonable safety hazards.
more games every season since "all but one of the 24 ballots.
over the Baltimore Bullets. It ma's motto for victory
seems Under a bill recommended by
1.967 but never received the Points were awarded on a syswas Golden State's fourth to be "the Sooner
we score the the National Commission of
recognition he thought he de- tern of five for first, three for
victory in a row and sixth in Sooner we win."
Product Safety, Moss slid
served. beat out New York Met second and one for third.
the last seven games.
The Oklahoma Sooners, unde- synthetic turf and a number of
Tom Seaver by 36 points in the
Jenkins had pitched in the
"I'm glad to be making a feated in seven games
this recreational products would be
balloting conducted by the shadows
of
the
National
contribution now," said Russell, season, are doing more
damage "consumer products" and sub- COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
League's other star hurlers,
okra) bit on 20-of-33 field goal to the opposition than
any other ject to possible federal stan- UPI)-Gene Stallings has been
Bob Gibson, Juan Marichal and By t nited Press International walloped Memphis 123-109 and attempts. "In New York, they
for some formula for
college team. They lead in total dards
Seaver, for the last several Things couldn't have gone Denver routed Pittsburgh 133- said I was
making a contribution offense with a 578.9 average per Moss said that by broade
cress at Texas A&M for the
much
better
for
Roger
Brown
years but his patience and de114.
just corning off the bench. But I game. They are first in
st six years It must have
Tuesday night
rushing the definition of consumer
termination finally paid off.
Doug Moe, activated only a didn't think so. This
is the way I offense with a 489.1 game products, athletic equipment• n easier discovering the
"I said before I rank just as First he won election to the few days ago, hit a 17-foot feel like I'm helping
the team, by average. And they are No. 1 in such as football helmets
and ormula for nuclear fission.
high as those other pitchers," `19-member Indianapolis City desperation shot with, three scoring and rebounding.
I just scoring with a 47 0 average.
Stallings came to Texas A&M
Thursday Coupies
shoes
could
Council
be
in
brought
his
try
first
under
at
said Jenkins from his home in
seconds left and added a free welcome the opportunity
Bowling League
to play
1965 chock full of the
Virginia Tech takes over in federal scrutiny.
(I'hatham. Ontario after being Ipolities and then the 6-foot-5 throw on a personal foul to lift regularly."
The subcommittee has heard
chings of Alabama coach
passing
offense,
the
one
sparked
star
offena
thir
period
notified
Virginia
of
his
over
selection.
the Stars. Moe's The victory left the Warriors
"I
Team
ur L.
sive department Oklahoma does testimony that artificial turf Bear Bryant, and in the years
Indiana basket came after Zelmo Beaty
think by winning this award it drive that enabled
a half game behind first place not lead. The Gobblers lead the may be responsible
Pacers
to defeat
for in- since has produced only one
Carolina had tied the score at 119-119.
should put me well over the
Seattle in the National Basket- nation in passing with a
Ten Pens
football team.
25' 7 )O''7 8100,000 mark. I think that Cougars 137-116 in American
creased
knee
and
ankle
266.6'
injuries
Charlie Seen led the Squires ball Association Pacific DiviRed Birds
73' 2 12'2
His 1967 club won six straight
to
game
average.
football
Oklahoma
t
players,
Basketball
is
Associatitio
not
heat
play.
Nvht owls
prosmaybe
the
publicity will shalt
23 13
with 32 points and Julius sion. Jeff Mullins added 15
The Ups and Downs
even in the top 15 but with its tration, staphylococcus infec- after losing its first four and
22 14 coming my way now. I think Brown, a native of Brooklyn, Erving had 24. Willie
Sojourner points for Golden State while
Alley Cats
72 11
tions, bone fractures and made it to the Cotton Bowl
N.Y.,
ran
as
a
Republiam
the
last
three
or
four
years
in
The Wild Ones
had
17 to spark a fourth period Jack Marin's 2.8 and Archie rushing attack it's a wonder the
70 16
Sooners even find time to throw concussions due to hardness of where Stallings beat his old
▪ and CS
20 16 the big leagues, I've proven his first bid for office and imn surge. Willie Wise was high
Clark's 24 led the Bullets, who the ball.
Reapers
IS 10
the surface beneath the playing instructor-Bryant----20-16.
a landslide victory He had man for the Stars with
Strikes
30 and dropped their seventh game in
15 is that I'm here to stay and that
The next season the Aggies
According to National Colle- surface.
been active in youth programs Ron Boone had 28
Strikers
111 IS it wasn't a fluke."
10 outings.
Road Runners
giate Athletic Association sta- But representatives of Mon. were the general pick to win
17 19 Seaver, who had a 20-10 re- in the Indianapolis area.
Fighting Four
16 zo
Dan Issel scored 39 points In the only other NBA game, tistics released today, Oklaho- santo Co t Astro-Turf I; 3M Co.
Southwest Conference. They
Bunny's
16 20 cord for the Mets this season Indiana trailed at halftime 67- and rookie Artis
Chet Walker scored eight points ma scores six out of every 10 crartan Turf i; and American ifinishe4_1-1_sad haven't done_
Gilmore had
and led the Major Leagues with 45 but Brown and Billy Keller
a 1 76 earned run average and highlighted a 19-7 burst that as the Colonels downed Mem- in the last three minutes to lift the times the Sooners are stopped ailtrite Rubber Co. i Polyturf better since'
Rockets
1S 21
phis. Issers total included a Chicago Bulls over the Phoenix Its because they are beating told the subcommittee their Stallings' 1970 club lost its
Oernons
13 23 the National League in strike- boosted the Pacers into the
The seg.nners
themselves with a fumble, products were safe and the last nine games and this year
3 33 outs with 289. a record for a lead. Bob Netolicky led the threepoint play late in the Suns
The score was tied at 98-90 interception or missed field results of exhaustive
research had lost five of its first six.
nghthandecl pitcher, failed to Pacer attack with 32 points and game that crushed t a Pros'
tfigh Team Game (SC)
Shen Walker's burst rallied the goals
to improve on defects in There were reports of a
Red Birds
743 receive recognition from five of Brown finished with 24. Rookie rally.
Bulls to victory'. He led the A measure of Oklahoma's natural playing fields.
Fighting Four
committee which had been
686 the 24 committee members who Jim McDaniels was high man Ralph Simpson had
a
Ups and downs
656
scoring with 33 points power is in punting, where
Chicago
they Despite the claims of the formed to find a new A&M
participated in the ruling He for Carolina with 45.
high 42 points and rookie Da
le Bob Love added 29. Dick have been forced to kick only manufacturers, Moss
Nigh Team Geme (NC)
In other ABA beton, Virginia Robisch hit for 18 more
had rune second place votes and
noted at coach.
as Van Arsdale and Clem Haskins
Red Birds
14
the
times
for
end
stopped
a
two-a-game
of
Utah
the
122-119,
hearing
Kentucky Denver ripped the-Condors.
that Then, in about as remarkable
Ten Pens
ats four third place ballots
had 20 each for Phoenix.
average.
"there are significant allege- a turnaround as can be found,
Figfiting Four
516
Al Dowrung of the Los AngA&M won two games in a row
eles Dodgers received the other
Midis Team Series/xi
-the
latest one being a
first
place
Red Birch
vote and wound up
2073
F
stunning 17-9 upset of Arkansas.
Four
1914 third with 40 points Downing
Night Owls
IWO
That earned Stallings the honor
made a remarkable comeback
of United Press International
Nigh Team Series (NC)
after his acquisition from the
Red 13,rds
Coach of the Week.
INS Milwaukee Brewers a year ago
,cir,r4Ng Four
2304
"We didn't throw an intercepas he won 30 games_
Bs and Cs
tion," we didn't lose a fumble
WO Ind Game (SC)
Others who received points
Lyman D xcr
724
and had an exceptional kicking
Denrier Brewer
720 were Dock Ellis of the Pittsgame," Stallings said. "EveryCares Black Jr
217 burgh Pirates 191. Gibson of the
Karen Hargrove
time Arkansas got the ball they
110 St. Louis Cardinals ( 3), Jerry
Patsy Neale
in
had 70 or 80 yards to go. That's
Johnson of the San Francisco
Betty 0, ion
what you try for every time,
Giants . 21. Dave Ftoberts of the
Ni0 Ind Game(NC)
but you don't always get it.
Diego
San
Padres
(2),
Marichal
ios Black Jr
244
"We came about as close to
Lyrriar, D yon
242 of the Giants 1) and Bill StoneDelmer Brewer
being perfect as we have in a
230 man of the Montreal Expos I1).
Karen Hargrove
739
long time."
Sandy Mrpgrove
21.5
Pa's, Neale
Texas A&M shut off Arkan212 JANSEN DROPPFX)
Jean Butterworth
212 SAN FRASiCISCO
sas' running game last Satur1/P11-day and although Arkansas
Larry Jansen, a former 20HIM Ind Series (SC)
De,mer Brewer
610 game winner with the Giants.
quarterback Jae Ferguson
Nor r, Chance',
510 was
threw for more than 300 yards
released by San Francisco
Jim Neale
573
Patsy hleale
most of it came on short
464 Thesday after IS years as
Siren's)) Williams
455 coach with the club.
throws. Once Arkansas got near
Jansen
(Story Seri"
438
the goal line it was shut off.
worked with four managers
Nigli lad Series (NC)
'Delmer Brewer
era during that man-Alvin Dark
"It was the greatest win I've
Norm Chancey
631 Henna Fraks. Clyde King and
had at A&M." said Stallings
Carlos Black Jr
Brenda
"Even better than the Cotton
sas (Charlie Fox
i•noa stalls
517
Bowl. When we beat Alabama
sane.s4ipeareye
sr)
EVONNE wris
we had already won the
Night Amnesia
ABERAVON. Wales 4 UPI
conference championship and
&Tonne Goolagong of Australia
had a cond. proven team.
mem^
Dan Jones
up defeated Corinne Moiesworth of
Jim Neale
iv England. 64. 6-2, Tuesday in a
T C Hargrove
17/
third round match of the Dewar
PlOrm Chancey
De4mer Brewer
171 Cup indoor
tournament
Freo Paul Stalls
176
"Nib t givt
i
o
t it:1,4
7
.
Weems
Peppermint and spearmint,
PAM,' Sr, It.
15
.JOYCe awe
153 raised as commercial crops.
ball League confest Monday nipio e4 144Awavitoa T14, two
GREEN BA Y S J a1.r. g,xviagtoe (42) daMs sis yards
berry Dillon
152
Patsy Neat*
1S1 Itsgether occupy needy 140.111111
tames swapped a pie' of fief...NON Soachitoura isrtivia
be•C°"• b"9 s+OPPed by Detroit's Larry Hand (74)'aad
Kay 1-12/
Ida acres of United States farmland
Wart. Willike• [55) ;M the,- ra;A_plequed Nafiorial
to 14-14 tie.
s
Phone 753-9999

Small College
Grid Ratings

With only one weekend left in the high school football
campaign, the Class A district standings have, for the most
part, taken shape. The Class AA picture, however, is still
muddled.
Although three district games are on the final weekend
grid card, the order of finish, excluding the top two spots, is
all but decided in Class A. The final status of all the Class A
teams, whether first division or second division, is established
and will not be changed by the final games.
Trigg County and Murray will finish 1-2 in Class A in
District One with the championship riding on the outcome of
games this weekend. The Wildcats. 5-0 in the district and 9-1
over-all, can clinch the title by downing winless Fulton City
regardless of how Murray fares.
Murray's only chance is for Trigg County to lose. If that
occurs, the Beiges, 3-1 and 3-6, can take the title by dumping
Fort Campbell Saturday. If the Tigers lose to the Falcons,
they will still windup second.
On the basis of the Dickinson System which can be used
for teams which have already completed district play since
division status is cemented, Reidland will finish third followed
by Heath and Russellville, Tespcs.tively.
The Class AA standings are jumbled by a tie between Mayfield and Hopkinsville and the indefinite status of Tilghman
and Lone Oak. Both the Bluemen and the Purple Flash are
2-1 in district competition. Should they lose district games
Friday night, they will wind up in the second division instead
of first.
Mayfield can clinch the title by defeating Tilghman. If the
Cards Jose, HoplunsvOle cazi. Iake it by dumping F__ •
Simpson. 7-7itir
Moe Tornado to win, -ifeesighiele, Mayfield
and Lone Oak must lose. If Hopkinsville and Mayfield lose
and the Oakers win and, thereby, finish in the first division, the
Redbirds would still take the championship.

fergusonlenkins Named
For NI Cy Young Award

Brown Wins Council Race,
Sparks Indiana To Win
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10-oz.

MIXED VEGETABLES
ONION RINGS Fms"'
ORANGE JUICE Red & White
Keebler Rich 'N
Chips

COOKIES

49'

4/89'

7-oz. 3/$100
12-oz.

GRAPE & ORANGE

White

35'

r,z
Red & White

GREEN BEANS

DILL
PICKLES

19'

PANCAKE
MIX

59'

3°3 can
Veg-All
MIXED

HY-POWER

VEGETABLES

19'
POPCORN7,
303 can
Pops-Rite

White or Yellow
lb.

Salad

CHILI

COCA-COLA
No Return

4/$1°'

2/25,
'
12-oz 19

9t

4

RED & WHITE

TOILET
TISSUE

39(

4-Roll Pack

39(

KING SIZE

SALAD
DRETNG

CHEER

33'
45'Carnation
PANCAKE SPRABLES
SYRUP

Aunt jernima

Campbell's

Red & White

CHUNKY SIRLOIN

MACARONI & CHEESE
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19-oz.

53(

Sunshine
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• DINNER
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OZ15

494

11.oz.
Richtex

SHORTENING

69'

3 lbs
Pet Instant
COFFEE
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'
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Maxwell House
INSTANT
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69'

10'

1 lb.

BABY
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Bowl
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1-4 No Deposit

1 lbs.

39'

4-lb. bs. 39(
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PARAMOUNT

Red & White
BLUE LAKE CUT

*

lb
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STRAINED
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2/79t
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*
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Hong Kong gals lose GI dollars
t

By ARTHUR C. MILLER
Copley News Service

- HONG KONG - Chan Meimei leaned back in the dimly
lighted booth in the Suzie Wong
Bar & Nightclub, the throb of
hard rock filling the air, and
considered the question for
..only a moment.
"I'm lucky." she said about
,`" the announcement that American soldiers from Vietnam will
no longer visa Hong Kong on
re "Rest & Recreation" R&R)
trips. "I've saved my money.
I've bought two flats I apartments and 1 also own many
stocks
But some of my girl

friends, Mesenei continued,
"spent all of their money on
clothes or gambled it away in
Macao. Now they are 24 or 25
and they have nothing. They
are the ones who are sorry."
For many young bar girls,
for many tailoring, radio and
camera equipment shopowners
and for several hoteliers, the
golden RdiR goose has died.
On Oct 6, the last planeload
of war-weary GIs departed
from the British colony after
seven days of relaxation, shopping and fun-filled nights. They
put the final seal on an unusual
half decade for Hong Kong.
Since the BIER trips to Hong
Kong began in July, 1966, more
than 240,000 young Americans

e fluor, into the colony for a
much-appreciated week away
from the war
Though no exact figures are
imown, it is estimated that
more than $185 million had
been spent by the troops during
that five-year period.
At the height of the program,
there were two daily flights of
up to 165 men each arriving and
departing from Hong Kong.
With the withdrawal of the U.S.
military from Vietnam, however, the R&R visits have been
steadily cut back.
When word finally came that
the trips were to be completely
halted, the number of flights
had dropped to only 16 monthly.
Although most of those
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88 DON CAA
DDE TINNTY TEAMS - OCTOBLE ii.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

-

NISRASKA
ALABAMA
OKLAHOMA
ICLCHIGIA
AUBURN

=ace.
now STATE

io -

COLORALO
MITRE awe
L. S. U.

1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 10-

McNEESE STATE
WESTERN KENTUCKY
LOUISIAXA TECH
TENNESSEE STATE
AKRON
DELAWALE
EASTERN MICHIGAN
S. e. TEXAS
TAMPA
/ARANSAS STATE

•

117.6
116.1
115.9
111.6
108.8
108.0
107.0
105.6

1/
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

•
-

AAKAMSAS
TEXAS
TENNISSEE
OSIO STATE
HOUSTON
STANFORD
FLORIDA SIXES
ARIZONA STATE

le - ewe-sec-snip
6
r•14.itit.3

20 -

104.0
103.8
101.8
101.6
101.3
101.2
100.6
99.3
98.1
97.1

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - OCTOBER 31, 1971 86.4
85.9
84.4
84.0
83.8
83.5
83.2
81.8
81.5
80.3

MARGIN
OPPONEN'
FAVOR ITE
_ Ano:Lamisc IRA/ GAMES ar 11-5-21,

*

28
MIANI-FLORIDA
MAJOR GAMES OF
7
AIR FORCE
3
ALABAMA
21
ARIZJNA STATE
21
24
31
Ames
14
3
CALIFOKNIA
17
CINCINNATI
14
COLGATE
14
COLORADO
24
ODRNELL-NEW FaRK
3
DAYTON
10
DAXIMOUTH
7
DUKE
7
EAST CAROLINA
21
GEORGIA
24
GEORGIA TECH
7
HOLY CROSS
10
HOUSTON
3
ILLINOIS
KENT STATE
17
LOUISVILLE
3
45
MICHIGAN
10
MISSISSIPPI
21
NEBRASKA
7
VON HMCO
10
NEW ISEXICO STATE
NORTH CAROLINA
17
10
NORTHWESTERN
NOM DAME
21
OHIO STATE
10
28
OKLAHOMA
10
OKLAHOMA STATE
OIEGON STATE
10
7
PACIFIC
PENN STATE
35

ND. CAROLINA STATE
11-6-71:
OREGON
L. S. U.
BRIGHAM YOUNG
RICE
RUTS
MISSISSIPPI STATE
ARLINGTON
WASHINGTO*
NORTH TEXAS STATE
BUCKNELL
KANSAS
BROWN
XAVIER-OHIO
COLUMBIA
WEST VIRGINIA
DAVIDSON
FLORIDA
NAVY
MASSACHUSETTS
MEMPHIS STATE
INDIANA
MARSHALL
TULSA
IOWA
TAMPA
IOWA STATE
UlAH
WEST TEXAS STATE
CLEMSON
MINNESOTA
FITISBLIGH
MICHIGAN STATE
MISSOURI
KANSAS STATE
ARIZONA
HAWAII
MARYLAND

Vat131--69101111r1
1-90tT1F

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

•
-

80.1
HEBER STATE
79.4
ORAMBLING
- 78.3
BALDWIN WALLACE
NORTH DAKOTA STATE - 77.7
76.9
TRINITY-TEXAS
NOISE
76.7
S. W. OKLAHOMA
76.5
76.3
TENNESSEE TECH
LIVINGSTON-ALABAMA - 76.1
75.9
TEXAS Ai I

MARC.N
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MAJOR GAMES Of 11-6-71 - ODATINUED:
HARVARD
CITADEL
7
SAN .POSE STATE
1
WASHUWITAN STATE
14
V. M. I.
24
14
MAMA COLLEGE
1
TEMPLE
Idiom ISLAND
14
SOUTH CAROLINA
TENNESSEE
14
BAYLO1
TEXAS
31
S. M. U.
3
TEXAS A 6 h
TILEAS TECH
1
T. C. L.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
17
TOLEDO
OHIO UNIVERSITY
7
TULARE
WYCMING
14
UTAH STATE
KE4TUCKY
10
VANDERBILT
BC&ON UNIVERSITY
28
VILLANOVA
TELII
7
VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
NELLIAM 6 MAY
3
WAKE FOREST
IDAHO
WEBER STATE
1
MIAMI-OHIO
3
WESTERN MICHIGAN
ODUORADO STATE
7
WICHITA
PURDUE
1
WISCONSIN
PENNSYLVANIA
10
YALE
11-7.71
PRO FOOTBALL
CINCINNATI
1
ATLANTA
GREEN BAY
10
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH
3
CLEVELAND
ST. LOUIS
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
10
NEW H3RK JETS
KANSAS CITY
10
BUFFALO
17
MIAMI
SAN FRANCISCO
3
MINNESOTA
HOUSTON
1
MEW ENGLAND
NEW YORK GIANTS
SAX DLEGO
7
NEW ORLEANS
14
OAKLAND
WASHIACfEM
PHILADELPHIA
31
AO FOOTBALL
11-8-71.
55.1.1:-LOS mearaes
moon=
lAVORITE
MARGIE
/TIME GAM= OF 11-8-71 - CONTINUED,

PRINCETON
RICKMOND
SAN DIEGO STATE
SOUTHEIN CALIF.
SOUTHERN MISS.
STANFORD
SYRACUSE

OTHER GAMES Of 11-4-71'
BETHEL-KANSAS
10
McFACERSCM
S. E. LOUISIANA
3
ABILENE CNRISTIAN
NEW OMANI) OR..
56
MAINE MARITIME
INDIANA STATE
10
AKRCO
MORRIS-MINIMSOTA
21
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY MICHIGAN TECH
28
ALCORN
ONION-NEW YORK
14
MIDDLEBURY
HAMILTON
21
ALFRED
CHEYNEY STATE
41
KILLERSVILLE
BETHANT-WEST VA,
I
ALLEGMEXY
MISSOURI WESTERN
MISSOURI SOUTHERN 10
TRINITY-COON.
7
AMHERST
G&ACELAND
17
PLISSOLMI VALLEY
DRTLANCE
7
ANDERSON
DICKINSON-NO DAR.
TICH
41
MONTANA
FLORENCE STATE
10
APPALACHIAM
JERSEY CITY
21
MONTCLAIR
S. W. LOUISIANA
10
ARKANSAS STATE
ST. CLOUD
10
MOORHEAD-MINN
OUACHITA
14
exeoeses TECH
LAST TENNESSEE
14
MOREHEAD-KY.
WAYVESSURG
21
ASHLAND
KNOXVILLE
35
MOSEHOUSE
CAPITAL
24
BALDWIN WALLACE
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
21
MORNINCSIDE
VITTENSERG
7
BALL STATE
DePAUW
MOUNT UNION
3
WINONA
7
BEMIDJI
AUSTIN PLAY
7
SOUTHWESTERN-KANS. MURILAY
3
BETHANY-KANSAS
HASTINGS
WESLEYAN
7
NEBRASKA
STATE
ALABAMA
COWAN
14
BETHUNE
10
SPRINGETELD
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NORTHERN ARIZONA
21
BOISE
ELON
7
NEWBERXY
GLASSBORO)
24
BRIDGEPORT
MANKATO
10
NORTH DAXOTA ST.
CURRY
14
BROCKPORT
S. W. MISSOURI
21
N. E. MISSOURI
VALPARIASO
1
BUTLER
AUGUSTANA-S.D.
24
NORTHERN IOWA
N. L. DICLAHOMA
3
CAMERON
ST. NOSBUT
NORTHERN NICH IGAN 14
WHEATON
CARROLL-WISCONSIN 14
OAK.
HURON
SO.
28
NORTHERN
MARYVILLE
14
CARSON NEWMAN
BLUFFTON
NORTMAKOD-M1CH.
21
ELMHURST
7
CARTHAGE
OBERLIN
28
OHIO WESLEYAN
ADITHLAND
31
CENTRAL IOWA
TARRIO
10
OTTAWA
ILLINOIS STATE
7
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
LEWIS 6 CLARK
24
PACIFIC LUTHp_XAN
S. E. OCLANOMA
31
CINTIAL OICLAINVIA
FERRIS
14
PLATTEVILLE
WOOSTER
1
CENTRE
GAIDNER WEBB
7
PRZSBYTERIAX
SAN FRANCISCO ST.
24
CHICO STATE
W. MINNESOTA
S.
56
QUANTICO
SHIPPENSBURG
14
CLARION
BRIDGEUATER-VA.
24
RANDOLPH MACON
CASE WESTERN
21
COAST GUAXD
SAX FIANCISCO
21
RENO
BATES
17
COLBY
COE
7
RIPON
KANSAS WESLEYAN
7
COLORADO murex
MacALESTER
14
-MINA,
JOHNS
ST.
STATE
ADRYIS
7
COLORADO WESTERN
14
EVANSVILLE
ST. JOSEPHS-IND.
NORTHWESTERN-WIS(
24
CONCORDIA-ILL.
R. P. I.
7
ST. LAWRENCE
AUGSBURG
14
CONCORDIA-MINN.
HAMPTON
14
PAULS
ST.
NORTHWESTERP-ICAA
7
CONCORDIA-NEB.
SHEPHERD
14
SALEM-WEST VA.
SIOUX FALLS
21
DAKOTA STATE
MISSISSIPPI COL
17
SAMFORD
BETHEL -MINNESOTA
10
DAKOTA WESLEYAN
CALIFORNIA POMONA
14
SAN FOUR/ADO
LEHIGH
17
DELAWARE
IOWA WGSLEYAN
10
SIMPSON
LYCOMING
VALLEY
21
DELAWARE
LACK HAVEN
7
SLIPPERY ROCK
OTTERBEIN
7
DEN 15451
N. W. MISSOURI
10
S. E. MISSOURI
WILLIAM PEEP
1
DOANE
&DELPHI
CONN.
21
SOUTHERN
COOCORDIA-S.P
14
OUBUGEE
7
DRAKE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
14
ROSE MULMAN
EAR.LHAM
MILLSAPS
7
SOUTHERN ARKANSAS
LANGSTON
EAST CENTRAL OKLA. 10
WESTERN NEW ?SEX
7
SOUTHERN UTAH
7
SUL ROSS
EAST TEXAS
N. W. OKLAHOMA
7
S. W. OKLAHOMA
TENNESSEE TECH
EASTERN KENTUCKY
1
WASHINGTON 6 LEY
SOUTHEESTERN-TENN. 3
N. E. UNISIANA
7
EASTERN MICHIGAN
ANGELO STATE
1
RGLLA
10
S. F. AUSTIN
EASTERN NEW MEX.
14
TABOR
STERLING
EASTERN OREGON
EASTERN WASHINGTON 7
STEVENS POINT
21
SUPERIOR
ONTO NORTHERN
24
E01101060
McMURRY
10
TAR).ETON
10
EMORY 4 MERRY
GEORGETOWN -KY.
WILMINGTON
3
TAYLOR
SAVANNAH STATE
14
FORT VALLEY
MORRIS BROWN
17
14
STATE
TENNESSEE
FRANKLIN
MANCHESTER
SAM HOUSTON
7
HAVERFORD
21
TEXAS A I I
,FALANKLIN 4 MARSH
JACKSON STATE
10
RIVERSIDE
TEXAS SOUTHERN
FALERTON
28
NICHOLS-MASS.
7
GUILFORD
31
TRENTON STATE
FIR_MAN
inovreisen
LAMA,
Thin.
7
GENEVA
TRINITY -TEXAS
MARTIN
PORDHAM
3
10
TROY STATE
GEORGE7OUN-0.C.
MILES
CONCORD
14
31
TUSKEGEE
GLENVILLE
SHAW
31
VIRGINIA UNION
GROVE CITY
IWIDGEWATER-MASS.
21
SEWANEE
29
TOWSON STATE
14
WABASH
HAMPDEN SYDNEA.
EMPORIA STATE
DAVIS
HAYWARD
10
IA
WASHBURN
41)551 SCUM
MILWAUKEE
14
14
MEIDELSERG
WAYWE-MICHIGAN
W.
S
49
WEST
TEXAS
MANSFIELD
3
HOWARD PAYNE
CINSTICI
10
WEST VA. STATE
SACRA/QOM
28
WESTERN CAROLINA
HUMBOLDT
EASTERN ILLINOIS
NORTH CENTRAL
,14
WESTERN ILLINOIS
10
ILL. BENEDICTINE
HANOVFA
10
WESTERN KENTUCKY
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
10
INDIANA CENTRAL
HILLSDALE
3
WESTERN WASHINGTON 17
OREGON TECH
INDIANA-PA.
SOUTHERN SO. OAR
WESTMA,
MIDLAND
10
21
JAPOSTOWN
14
FEDERAL CITY
.11
WESTMINSTER-PA.
CARNEGIE MELLO(
SCATUCKY STATE
HIRAM
7
FALLS
WHITESIATER
RIVER
21'
OENVON
WMITTIEX
POWER
14
GRINNELL.
7
EROS
BUDOMSBURG
WHITWORTH
✓ uT2lOWN
NORTHERN MONTANA
10
10
RAKER
WILLIAM JEWELL
PRINCIPIA
14
10
LAKELAND
14
SALEM
WILLIAMS
WESLEYAN
WINSTON
28
RHYME
LENOIR
WCIFFORD
10' CATAWBA
DELTA STATE
10
LIVINGSTuN STATE
FRONO STATE
3
WRCESTIA TECH
NORWICH
/0
LCOG MACH STATE
OTMEX GAMES OF 11-7-71.
CHATTANOOGA
14
LovisimA rEcki
m11134E55
504-04E5II
10
(MIAMIAN
LIRCLi
COUNADO
CHICAGO
42
("TIER
SOU THERE IAN.1StAN'
7
SANTA CLA RA
N. W. LOUISIANA
PH FILLS! szAtt
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InT-1143
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1972 Feed Grain Program Opens
Many Choices To The Producers

('A(

P

-sr
MSC HOMECOMING SCHEDULE
November 5-6, 1971

Friday, November, 1971
people directly serving the
HAIR visitors knew the proBetween now and the signup they veil earn payments of 64
12:00 noon MSU Alumni Golf Tournament at the Murree,
gram eventually would end, it period for the 1972 Farm Set- cents a bushel on the established
came a little earlier than many Aside Programs, January 17 - farm yield tunes acreage set- Calloway Country Club
expected.
5:00 ATO alumni reunion at ATO House.
February 25, local producers will aside. At signup a farmer may
The drug problem appears to
6:00 p.m. News-Shield Reunion Dinner-Ballroom SUB.
be carefully studying all their agree, if he chooses, to set aside
be the principal reason for the
management options, ac- up to 20 percent more of his
earlier than scheduled termi- fair
Buffet and reunion of campus bands at Woman Club House
cording to 011ie Hall, County barley base, for which he will
nation of the program, alreceive payment of 42 cents a Kentucky Stompers, Lee Cannon's, LeRoy Offerman's, Bil_
Program Official.
Farm
though neither the Hong Kong
Details of the feed grain and bushel times the established Shelton's, Lynn Foster's.
authorities nor the Americans
6:30 p.m. ADPI banquet at Holiday Inn.
programs for 1972 were farm yield on this additional
cotton
are prepared to say so official700 p.m. Agriculture Dept. Outstanding Alumnus Awar,!
be the acreage.
mid-October
in
announced
ly.
Department of Agriculture. Farmers have many choices to Dinner - The Hut.
U.S.
One aspect of the problem is
make in the 1972 Set-Aside
8:00 p.m. KA chili supper for active chapter.
the availability of drugs - and The 1972 wheat program had
8:30 p.m. Concert of "old" bands with MSU stage band, M.S1
especially heroin - in Hong been announced by USDA in mid- Programs, emphasized Hall.
of
First
all,
he
auditorium.
is
said,
the
Kong. Another is that the GIs July.
9:00 p.m. Omega Psi Phi dance at Black Student Union.
Essentially the 1972 Set-Aside choice by farmers who have feed
were beginning to bring more
Mu Kappa Sigma reunion party.
and more drugs into the colony Programs expand on the policy grain bases or wheat or cotton
allotments
on
10:00 p.m. Campus band get-together-Woman Club House
whether
to
parthe
farmers
to
from Vietnam.
leaving
of
Saturday, November 6, 1971
One of the key reasons, how- determination of what "mix" of ticipate in one or more of these
ever, is that a drug culture was crops to plant on their farms. At voluntary programs. If a
7:30 a.m. Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia breakfast, Winslow Cafeteria
beginning to develop in Hong the same time the programs are producer has a farm with feed
8.013 a rn Tr -Sigma breakfast, Panhellenic Bldg.
Kong among certain groups of designed to increase farm in- grain bases and wheat and cotton
ATO alumni breakfast. Southside Restaurant.
young people, spurred by the come, help farmers get allotments, he could participate
Chi alumni breakfast, Womans Club House
Sigma
visiting soldiers. The Hong maximum return on investment, in none, some, or all of the
Alpha Gamma Delta alumni and parent tea, Sorority room
Kong authorities became ex- and reduce excess carryover programs as he chooses, without
Alpha Omicron Pi alumni breakfast, Sorority room.
tremely anxious to minimize supplies, Hall said.
penalty for non-participation.
Alpha Sigma Alpha alumni breakfast.
this problem. The colony, after
For feed grains, the 1972 For corn arid grain sorghum
830 a.m Lambda Chi Alpha breakfast.
all, already has an estimated program raises the qualifying farmers who decide to parTour of Faculty Hall
80.000 drug addicts and hardly
ticipate,
another
choice
be
will
-aside to 25 percent of the base
a.m. Hang plague for perpetual alumni scholarships-9:00
needs any new sources of drug set
acreage and offers farmers two whether to sign up for voluntary alumni office.
troubles.
10
set-aside
to
up
percent
their
of
additional
for
options
,,9.!tri .Y. --o.j.efF.COMINCe.PARIDE
In addition, at least five new
4,
-srStelland also wheneareto (Zee
Inn
kin soldiers have died of voluntary set-aside. It also raisee.
TKE
coffee
a.m.
alumni
10:00
more
to set-aside 5 Or 10 percent
set-aside
drug overdoses here since the the feed grain
10:30 a.m. Kappa Delta Pi brunch in Sorority room
payment. Included in the 1972 at the option of the Secretary of
first of this year.
Sigma Pi alumni brunch after parade
Agriculture.
corn,
Although the program came Feed Grain Program are
ip:3a Delta alumni brunch in Sorority room.
Barley producers who decide to shouKse
to such an ignominious end, it grain sorghum and barley.
Alumni Association annual Business Meeting-Rooms 3 & 4,
be
will
choosing
participate
their
making
in
choice
wider
A
and
did have its high points
for better or worse - a sig- 1972 plannis offered to farmers whether too offer voluntary set11:00 a.m. Alpha Gamma Rho brunch at Alpha Gamma Rho
nificant impact on Hong Kong's with feed grain bases or wheat aside up to 20 percent of their
their
to
farm
addition
in
sign
may
they
since
allotments
night life.
Homecoming smorgasbord at SUB ballroom
When the soldiers first began up for program participation and qualifying 25 percent set-aside
2:00
p.m. HOMECOMING GAME-Murray vs Austin Peas corn, grain for participation.
arriving in large numbers, plapt soybeans,
immediately following football game-Open House at Oakhurst.
dozens of sleazy Suzie Wong- sorghum, barley or wheat, - Other choices to be made in
6.30 p.m. Alpha Gamma Rho Banquet at Ken-Bar Inn
type bars sprang up in the singly or in any combination - to relationship to program par7:00 p.m. Sigma Nu banquet at Ken-Bar Inn
on:
decisions
include
Tsimshatsui district of Kow- protect their farm base or ticipation
7:30 p.m. Alpha Gamma Rho alumni meeting
what crops to plant in view of
loon, on the mainland across allotment history.
8:00 p.m. Alpha Gamma Rho dance. Sigma Phi Epsilon danci.
feed
grain
grown
on
par
.
potential
farm
yields
and
from Hong Kong Island.
On
Tsunshatsui became the ticipating farms, loans will be markets: what financing will be Sigma Pi dance, Lambda Chi Alpha dance, Pershing Rifli•stomping grounds for the foot available on all production, with sought: whether to put in new Dance, Murray Womans Club House.
fe 30 p.r.n. Sigma Nu darn.* for members and alumni.
soldiers. The Wanchai District national average loan levels of farm storage facilities, but new
Sunday, November 7, 1971
of Hong Kong Island remained $1.06 per bushel for No. 2 corn, machinery, lease or buy more
the stronghold of the Navy. tin $1.79 per hundred weight for cropland; how to manage storage I 2:00 p.m. Sigma Phi Epsilon House dedication.
Friday and Saturday
fact, ships of the U.S. Seventh
grain sorghum and 86 cents per and marketing or previous-year
MSU News-Shield Exhibit-Main Library.
Fleet will continue - as they
more
for
plan
to
whether
crops;
bushel for barley
I
have for years - to make port
The loan level for soybeans will intensive input per acre, in terms
calls in Hong Kong.)
Nearly 392 million tons of
fertilizers,
berbicides,
for of
Today's modern farmer, using
Over the years, tastes and continue at $2.25 per bushel,
pesticides, land preparation, and a self-propelled automatic bale products are produced each year
and
bushel,
per
cents
54
at
oats
demands have changed. The
by United States farms,and most
crop cultivation.
wagon, can pick up, haul and
result is that there has been a for rye at 89 cents per bushel. All
all
of it requires further handling
farm
programs
set-aside
"The
rye
and
oats
stack up to 232,500 pounds of hay by
transformation of the Kowloon soybeans,
our food marketing system
night life. The old-style bars production is eligible for loan are designed to give farmers as in an eight-hour day.
before reaching the consumer.
being tied to farm much latitude as possible, conhave become classy dis- without
sistent with the aim of irn
cotheques, well-appointed top- program participation
less bars and elaborate and atDetailing the feed grain set. proving farm income. It means
tractive taxi-dance nightclubs. aside program for 1972. Hall cited Producers made their own farm
management decisions. The
The most remarkable change provisions as follows:
is that young Hong Kong
For corn- farmers who sign up Government doesn't decide for
nese- as well as visitors hien will set aside a qualifying them," Hall said.
44.
other parts of Asia - now fre- acreage equal to 25 percent of He added "It also means for
4+
4th St. Rt. 5 M ,
.
quent these establishments their farm's corn base, for which 1972 that a lot of decisions must t
which once were the preserve they will earn payments of 80 be made this winter, since signPhone 753-432
of the Europeans and Amer- cents a bushel on the established up for the 1972 feed grain, wheat
4+
icans.
for
set
is
programs
cotton
and
setacreage
the
times
yield
farm
Gene & Joe Brandon
This change, in fact. is going
January 17 - February 25.
aside.
to ease much of the blow from
1,1
At signup, a farmer may also, Because of the options which the .
1+
the cutoff of the "Rest & RecT`,
must
Agriculture
of
Secretary
aside
set
to
agree
chooses,
if he
reation" visits.
corn decide on by mid-March, that r
The hotels that used to cater up to 10 percent more of his
You to Attend Their
sign-up period will not be ex- 44
receive
4+
will
he
which
for
base,
almost exclusively to BIER visitended, and farmers who may 4+
bushel
a
cents
52
of
payment
tors are moving ahead with
participate should unprograms to attract tourists. times the established farm yield want to
derscore it on their calendars 11P
The same for the shopowners on this additional acreage.
To assure that sufficient land is right now.
who collected many a golden
egg from the MLR goose.
taken out of production Secretary "As soon as official detailed
Even the bar girls who used Clifford M. Hardin is asking program information is received
to escort visiting soldiers ex- farmers, also at signup, to offer in the County ASCS Office, we
clusively are coming to the to set aside an additional 5 to 10 will get it out to farmers via mail,
conclusion that they might percent, at the 52-cent-a-bushel meetings, ancl all news channels
make it after all by working in rate If the regular set-aside is Phone calls, visits and letters of
.
the newer, higher-class clubs less than 38 million acres the inquiry from farmers will be .14
serving locals and tourists.
Secretary of Agriculture will welcome," Hall concluded.
announce by mid-March whether
one or both of these offers will be
accepted.
For grain sorghum - The
the same as for corn,
Federal State Market News details are
the payment rate for
that
except
Service November 2, 1971
qualifying 25 percent setthe
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
the grain sorghum base
Market Report includes 10 buying aside of
76 cents a bushel, and the
be
will
stations.
rate will be 49 cents a
Receipts: Act. 718 Est. 850 payment
percent adBarrows and Gilts 50 higher Sows bushel for the 10
ditional voluntary diversion and
steady .
for the 5 or 10 percent offer, if
accepted.
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 1900-19.51)
For barley- Farmers who sign
US 1-2 200-240 lbs , 19.50-19.75
will set aside a qualifying
up
US 2-4 190-240 lbs , 18.75-19.00
equal to 25 percent of
acreage
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 18.25-18.75
barley base, for which
US 3-4 260-280 lbs,, 17.75-18.25 ',their farm
LETTERS
FACSIMILE
Sows
N
The
WASHINGTON i UPI I
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.50-16.50
4 1k - - ,l
started
PS r 4%,07
US 1-3 300,550 lbs., 14.50-15.50 U.S. Postal Service has
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.50-14.50, fey a facsimile mail service between Washington and New
down to 13.00.
Boars 11.50-14.00.
York City in which any
electronically transmitted letter, chart, blueprint or the like
will be delivered four hours
costtrrat for
after
i transmission
sending a letterS41
.vdrusti fuutwear iniports to sized page is $5, including
the United States during the delivery, with a $3 charge for
first five months of 1971 totaled each additional page. Legal sized
11.1 million pairs, valued at $41 documents cost $4, with each
lp Kentucky, tobacco talks in terms that are
million, compared with 9.3 additional page 63.25.
dear and impressive. It says jobs-as some
million pairs, valued at $298
240.000 Kentucky families depend on tomillion. in the same period in
bacco for a livelinood. It says income - as
BURGLAR-PROOF GARDEN
1970
more than $300 million is derived from to)UPI
(
England
This represents an increase HEBRURN,
bacco annually by Kentucky farmers, and
of 34 per cent in volume and 41 Brian Lunt-Aden is determined
the crop generates an estimated $1 5 billion
pet cent in value
to stop the thief who has
within our total economy. It says prosperity
beloved
his
at
struck
repeatedly
as tobacco, being Kentucky's leading
front flower garden
cash crop. provides the foundation for ecoKetosis, displaced abomasurns
bushes
rose
14
linked
has
He
nomic growth and development
or breeding complications may
that
to a burglar alarm system
Kentucky's burley tobacco farmers bebe brought about as a direct
bell
a
and
flashing
sets a light
lieve tobacco has a lot going for it, and are
result of feeding cows on diets ringing in the house at the
letting the product speak for itself Are you
lacking a proper hay ration, slightest tug
listening?
according to Dr. Samuel B. Guss, "We have tried it out and it's
veterinarian with the PennThis advertisement paid tor by Xenlucay burley groNvos through lhe Burley Tobacco Problellve
pretty well foolproof," Lurnsden
sylvania State University
said.
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

Pride

OPEN HOUSE%

stok

Sunday, Nov. 28th 3
1 to 6
n
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*

4

TOBACCO TALKS

GL

TI
Gt Si

• Jobs
• Income

IVO

• Prosperity

Spanish shoe exports
exceed
million

JERGE

SO

are you listening?

Bath

Gt, Si/

Reg.

Tobacco Talks

Are you listening?

SIS-80•16•000.1d.

4

.
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at the Murray-

oom SUB
n Club Houseerman's, Bill

umnus Award

tage band, MSU
t Union.
Club House.
ow Cafeteria.
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House.
rarity room.
y room

scholarships-
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Your Shopping Convenience
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES & WED.
The Only Store in Murray That Offers
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
Only U.S. Prime Beef!

-Rooms 3 & 4,
Gamma Rho

,20z

4
4
randon

4+

Their

b23

Cut-Up

MUSSELMAN'S

Apple S

3D

Center Cut

Elm Hill Smoked

PICNICS

Maxwell House

COFFEE
69'

Party Pak

UsCe

with coupon
lib. Can

FLOUR

LARA LYNN

69;

ARMOUR'S VIENNA

SAUSAGES

$189

lb

,
0z
7
,

29'

Fresh

BACON

Pork Brains
Sliced

$

Jib. pkg.

Pork_Liver

r
.
E sup
D.MONT
,
39.

lb.

SACRAMENTO
in Heavy Syrup

39'

FRESH
GROUND
BEEF

HAMBURGER

2i:ans

Apple
Peach
Cherry

Morton's

'
25

5cans

98'
h49

Columbia Sliced

49'

CRACKERS lb

b

Beef

319;

5

cans

BREAKFAST

SLICES

Short
Ribs
BRISKET

PILLSBURY INSTANT

PICKLES

HAM

39
'

$125

VELVEETA

Country Style

3/$1
FRUIT PIES
SAUSAGE
39;
EGGS
GRN. PEAS -N°3O3can 15'
49;
Oct L.F.F.,/,,,NKS
P.APPLE JUICE 4c6:1' 39' ‘
ib.69;
10Uf;§..1:7AyRE RIBS
$ 1 29
HK'nDUMPLINS49'
OYSTERS
CREAM
PIES
TOMATOES 5
flsi9jOKED HAMS 49'
GREEN BEANS 4/$1
69
PORK LOIN
4
4
fe
st
RUMP ROAST
INSTANTCOFFEE$1 39
Liberty Grade A Med.

POU

Miss Wisconsin

Del Monte

Sweet Sue

4

Family Pack

891 FRYERS

KRAFT'S

25 lb. bag

44444
4
ERS

Murray Kentucky

Southside Shopping Center

PRUNE JUICE

TUNA
Breast '0

mt.

lion tons u.
uced each ea;
farms, and mos.
further hand1tr4,
rketing
,ter:
the COL`, .1r.er

-lb.
10 Bag

!

59t

Armour's

Milk Maid

EI?r

SHEDD S

TREET

. Austin Pea yat Oakhurst.

Epsilon dance,
ershing Rifles

GODCHAUX

SUGAR

YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

TO LIMIT

* U.S. FOOD STAMPS REDEEMED *

Chicken
6 1 2 oz
can

rn
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24-oz can

(Selects '1.49)

Morton

12-oz. jar

Pride of III.

USE!
8th
n Away.*
444.*

No. 303 $ I
cans

No. 303 cans

Stokely Cut

Pund

Maxwell House

with coupon 10 oz jar

PLri.rSrie $ 1 !t,

TOWELS

SCOTT PAPER

3

PET RITZ

Gt Size

PIE SHELLS 3
TURNER'S
ICE MILK

TIDE Reg."

69'
Gt. Size

IVORY

Reg. 61'

LIBERTY COUPON

49'

50 S&H Stamps 50
with this coupon
and '5.00 or more

JERGEN'S

SOAP
Bath Size

Gt

grocery purchiie
Void After Nov. 9

Scotty's Facial
Reg 19'

10'

SI/e

SWAN
R„ by 49'
Talks
ening?

Large $ 111 1
FRESH
Rolls
WATER

TISSUES
BuA of
200

1

BANANAS

LIBERTY COUPON
Godchaul

89'

Sugar

10-1b. bap
with this coupon
$5.00 purchase

arIL

Void After Nov 9

GOLDEN RIPE

CATFISHsTEAKs 89;
1°° GRAPES
43'

LIBERTY COUPON
Maxwell House
COFFEE 1-lb. can 69'
with this coupon
and '5.00 or more
add. pur., tab. &
dairy prod. exc.
Void After Nov 23

White

GRAPEFRUIT

LIBERTY COUPON
Maxwell House

Coffee $

CARROTS

29;
9;

3

10-oz jar
No other port
neces.san
'Tt)is coupon 4esrth

Void After Nov 23

Ea

0 DOG CH

2 29'
Thin Skin

LEMONS

39'

SWEET

POTATOES

2 25'
Jonathan

APPLES

4

39'

359
;s
Bag

1

lb.

Cello

Seedless

50-ib . 1)09 $5 4
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1' %( F.

Re-d.isc et'
A lecture series named in honor
of the late Alben W. Barkley of
Paducah, who served as vice
president of the United States and
as a U.S. senator and U.S.
representative from Kentucky
has been established at Murray
State University

WINTER riggitRIES

the needs of our community, and
for this we're eternally grateful."
frs ALREADY
The bridge that figures in all
THANKSGIVING TIME
the rejoicing is a rotting,
AT EMMA, KY.
dangerous swinging bridge used
Members of the university
LIBERTY— for auto traffic. The bridge,
WEST
voted Proceedings at the Emma United though condemned many years
regents
of
board
unanimously in a meeting Methodist Church in Floyd ago,continued to be used because
Saturday to begin the ".Alben W. County were a bit different it provided the only outlet for
Barkley Distinguished Lecture Sunday night, but folks present residents of the Emma comSeries" as a permanent event on compared it to an old-time munity.
the campus with one lecture to be fellowship get-together with About a year ago Miss Weddelivered each semester.
much goodwill, handshaking and iiington's father, William Harry
Recommended by the Faculty- thanksgiving.
Weddington became critically ill
Student Lecture and Concert Even Miss Flo Weddington, t Emma and she gave up her
Committee at Murray State, the that brunette dynamo who made work in Lexington to return home
series is based primarily on the an extensive nine-month cam- and care for him during his last
idea of having well-known paign to get a new bridge for her illness. It was then that she saw
statesmen and political figures people, said the church was the the condition of the bridge and
on the campus to speak on topics most appropriate meeting place knew that if the span collapsed
of national and international for the occasion.
one day it would leave the area
interest.
The occasion was her an- isolated. She started her camSimilar lecture series are held nouncement to the congregation paign, first through the news
at other campuses—for instance, that"anew ivo-lane concrete media to let the world know she
the All Landon Series at Kansas bridge would be built across la airinded to do something about it.
Stataawher<7Wietel
Sandy River, making a "safe
Mg second step involved public
M. Nixon was one of the speakers with old U. S. Highway 23. It was hearings to which she invited
last year.
a public hearing, the first since a Highway Commissioner King.
Emphasizing the need of
July 21 hearing when Kentucky
"At the first hearing after Mr.
people of stature as speakers, the Highway Commissioner B.
E. King had seen the bridge, he
recommendation by the cornKing accepted Emma residents' assured me that if any comnuttee suggested that the series invitation to come to Eastern
munity needed help, we did," she
be inaugurated by inviting Kentucky and see for himself the
said -Then on Aug. 30 he anformer
Nixon,
President
needs of the people and their nounced that ;5000 had been
President Lyndon Johnson, problems.
authorized for preliminary study
rmer Vice President, Hubert What
does Miss Weddington and design for a new bridge, and
Edmund
Alumphrey, U.S. Sen.
herself think about it all?
on Oct 23 the Governor's Office
Ifluskie or former Secretary of "At the church
Sunday night called and said that authorization
State Dean Rusk to the campus (Oct. 23) every
seat was filled," for the building of the Emma
as the first speaker.
she described. "When the bridge in Floyd County had been
Barkley, vice president during
minister Rev. Tincy Crisp, made signed and that bids for the piers
the term of President Harry S. a motion that the
new bridge be
announced soon."
Truman, was serving his fifth named the Flo Weddington would be
bridge
will be constructed
The
firm.in the U.S. Senate when he Bridge
and the motion was of pre-stressed concrete
slabs 100
died in 1956. He also served six
seconded by the
feet long.
It will be two
terms in the House of
congregation., well, that's about lanes..,the two
lanes are imRepresentatives, making a total
the proudest I've ever been."
portant,for heretofore traffic has
of 42 years of service in the
Miss Weddington, executive been one-way
"and pretty
legislative and executive branch
secretary to Harry G. Hopper, chancy,"
Miss Weddington said.
of the U.S. government.
Jr., plant manager of Plumbing "You
just never knew when it
, Besides the posts he held in and fittings Division of American
might give way." She added,
motional government, he won Standard, Paintsville, brought a
"It's been hard work, but worelective office in McCracken standing ovation from the crowd
thwhile things usually are. I feel
County twice—once as county in the church when she said that
if I can do one thing in my life
attorney and once as county the completion of this project will
that will help my friends and
judge—early in his career.
have shown the people of Emma neighbors,
it will be worth it all."
Known for his quick wit, his and surrounding area "that the
Miss Weddington began her
style as a raconteur, and his elected officials—Governor Nunn
campaign for the bridge with her
voluminous repertoire of anec- and his staff—respond to the
own money and asked the people
dotes, Barkley was in great needs 'of the people, even in a
at Emma only for moral support.
demand as a speaker during his small minority group in an area "But they
came through with
entire career of a half century in such as ours. The governor and
some financial help, too, which
elective public office
Commissioner King recognized
makes it truly a community
By Helen Price Stacy

BATTERY CHARGER
YOUR CHOICE OF
• Havoline 10W30
• Quaker State Super Blend

Our Regular 57c
Recharges Either
6 Volt or 12 Volt
Batteries

COPPER

Booster Cables

FDI OIL
FILTERS

Designed fcr heavy duty
jumper application. ALL-COPPER. Fully insulated
terminal
clips 8 ft. long.

Our Regular 2 33

Our--Rog.--1:66
AMERICAN MADE FACTORY FRESH

Fos Meet Cars

Spark Plugs
AIR FILTERS

'OUR CHOICE
• A.C.
• Champion
• Auto Lite

Our. Reg.
$2 33

installs Easily, I,
d

Split secon

Reg.starts

from the new bridge will be new
Phone
blacktopped roads in the com*53-5787*munity, for as Miss Weddington

Large Hardy

AZALEAS
*
(Dwarf & Regular)
* Pink, White Bright Red,
•
Dark Red

*

S2" &

ea

GARDENIAS
Complete Selection of

HOLLY
Dwarf & Regular
* Burford, Chinese, Compacta, Stokes,
•
Large Selection of

pointed out, Floyd County Judge
Henry Stumbo told Commissioner King at the hearing,
"You build the bridge and we'll
build the roads."
As still further benefit, the
Emma industrial Foundation,
Inc. has been established with'
Miss Weddington as president
and member of the board. There
* are 27 members, dedicated to
*bringing industry to Emma, and
* with the new bridge assured, the
* group has readied 55 acres of flat,
*smooth land for industrial
8 to 5 .
Ar- development.
:
1 "I'm satisfied that when the
Mon. 1,
w bridge is completed, we will have
thru Sat *
*an industry ready to locate i
she said.
1 •tO 5 * here,"
She
that
believes
the
Sunday I management teams at American
* Standard -are just as proud and
* happy as lam and I owe them a
*lot for they have backed me all
*the way"
1
4
Emma, Ky., deep in the
w Kentucky hills, is planning a big
* community celebration in honor '
* of Governor Nunn and Coin* nussioner King, as a time of
ea.
* Thanksgiving.• When the new :
bridge is dedicated, it will be
named in honor of Flo Weddington but she will dedicate it to
the memory of her father whose
last illness was the thing that
brought her back to the hills.
* "To show just how truly
* grateful we are to know that we
*,are getting the bridge," Miss
* Weddington said, "the group at
the Emma church the other night
nded the meeting with a prayer
Hellers * thanksgiving by the pastor and
veryone singing "Amazing
ace."

•
04.44A•
*

Free Landscape Design

PRECOCIOUS NUMISMATIST
SOUTH SHIELDS, England
fUPI)—Fiona Gordon, 9, became suspicious when she saw
a Roman coin displayed in the
aown's Roman Fort Museum
After examining a picture of
the display, she wrote a letter
to the museum's director,
proclaiming the coin to be a
fake.
The museum investigated and
found she was right. The coin
was actually a replica distributed by a soft drink company in
exchange for bottle labels

in

any

Our

An important additional benefit

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.'

SETS

SPark Plug Cable

Improve your gas mileage easily install- ed Sizes to fit all American cars.

**************************** effort."

*
*

Ot1
Jai
Be
WI

8 Cylinder

STP

1.97

Reg. 2.66

TIRE
PUMP

Oil Treatment

99c

77c

Reg. 1.57
Save over 40% on this
heavy
duty tire pump.
For auto, bicycle or inflatable
sporting
good
items.

ANTI-FREEZE

Thermostat

Pelffr
WINDSHIELD
CLEANER

WINDSHIELD
WASHER
SOLVENT

$
With Stop Leak Action.
ri handy plastic container.

(Limit: 2)

414114411"441"11011
ANTI FREEZE

HEATER2 TESTER
HOSE
#1°1.

winter
Be sure this
Freeze
Anti
your
•hat
temp.tays at proper
+qature level.

Hi-temp
thermostats
made
especially for winter driving.
Complete with Easy-Stat Gasket.

Our Reg.
1.77
Value
CONCINfR

Radiator
Sealer

Withstands Anti-Freeze
compounds. Cord reinforced to resist kinking.

Inc
13-9 Weekdays
1-6 Sunday

Bel Air Shopping Center
* Acres of Free Pork ,f,y *

Phone 153-8111

BANKAMERICARD

tOOLIAG SYSTEM
STOP LEAN
ano

SEALER

Pc

GER 3, 1971

to be Given Away each week from now till
Thanksgiving!

for making our Anniversary Sale such a
Big Success
We Wish To Say THANK YOU Once More

Drawing each Saturday Atiernoon
* Register Each Time You Are In The Store

* LAST WEEK'S WINNERS *
* Groceries *
Ruby Harris
Mabel Haywood
0. C. LaFallette
Otis Loftin
„Edith Cahoon
Donna _KO _
James Bramley
Jerry L Lassiter
James C. Lamb Willie B. Jackson
Bennie Spann
Willie Everett
Audie Balentine Nuel McNutt
Wilbur Stoneburger
Lela Shackelford
Lyold B. Arnold
Herbert Edmondson
Christine Thurman
Peggy Lax
William Hornbuckle
Carl Todd
Ray Turner
Lucy Tidwell
* Hams
Joe Jones
Lula Parrish
Wayne Ezele
Mrs. Ray Dillard
Mrs. Ella Dunnaway

39

COFFEE

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN!!

with '5.00 purchase or more,
excluding tobacco and dairy products.
(Limit: I per Customer)

PRODUCE
ROWING FAMILIES

Red Washed
i1POTATOES
Fancy Red Tokay

HUNT'S

TOMATO KETCHUP

bag

GRAPES
Ocean Spray Fresh

59
19
29t
9c

lib bag
CRANBERRIES
Yellow Ripe "Chiquita"
KEATHLEY'S
LUNAR PIES

s
sFieSit
$
3/lw

ICE

.
:
CORN

KEATHLEY'S
VANILLA WAFERS

2/49'

14°z Bag

Frosty Acres

PAPER TOWELS
White and Colors
Big Rolls

h

BANANAS

98t

3/

OLD FASHION

CHOCOLATE DROPS

Chuck Roast

SWIFT'S
ICE MILK

BABY LIMAS

3

ears23t
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Do animals know right from wrong?

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday Evening *
CH. 3
VVSIL
3:30 News
4:00 Cactus
6:25 Weather
6:30 Spts. Chal
7:00 Bewitched
Father
7:30 Ed.
Fern.
11:00 Smith
8:30 Slorley
-City
e:00 Man
10:00 Weather
10:30 Cavett
12:00 News

CH.4
WSM
3:25 VVea.-spis.
530 News
6:00 News
6:30 Dragn.
7:00 Adam -I2
7:30 Movie
9:00 N. Gallery
1000 News
10- 10 Tonight

CH 8
CH 6
VV3iX
WPSD
5
30
News
S 30 News
6 00 Andy Ur it
6.00 News
4 30
Make Deal
6:30 Nash.
7 00 Bewitched
7:00 Adam 12
Father
7:30 Myst. Movie 7 30 Ed's
I 00 Smith
Fam
9:00 Gallery
8
30
News
Shirley
10:00
WIF2
9 00 Man-City
10 30 Tonight
10.00 Takes Thief
11:00 News
11 30 Cavet/

CH S
WLAC
5 25 News
6.00 News
4 30 Mann Sing
7 - 00 Burnett
11:00 Med. Cen.
900 Mannix
10 00 News
10.30 Movie

CM 12
KFv3
5 ni News
430 Rollin.
7 00 Burnett
1 00 C Burnet/
Center
I DO Med
9 00 Mantua
10 00 News
10.30 Mery Griffin
12.00 News

CH 29
evOxR
5 57 News
6 ins Movie
i 2! News
7 30 Theater 21
9 35 Weather
9. 40 News
9:33 Harvey
10:00 Creel. Feat.
10 . 30 Movie
12.00 Sports

By FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service
Dear Father Lester:
Do animals have the same
Morality as hunians?

_

a,
* Ledger & Times
CH. 3
.WSIL
S30 LaLanne
1100 The Hour
1000 Am gel
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child_
12:30 Make-Deal
IAN Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
i- 2:00 Gen. pimp
2:30 One Life
- 3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Cluth Car.
6:30 Safaria
7:00 Alias S. fli J.
0:00 Longstreet
1:00 Marshall
10:00 Weather
10:30 Cavett
1200 News

TV Schedule For Thursday *

_

CH. 12
CH. 8
CM. 4
CH. S
CH 4
KFVS
WSIX
WPSD
WLAC
WSM
5:45 Sun. Sem.
6:30 McCoys
7:00 Today
4:15 Break, Show
4 00 Mor Show 5:45 Journal
7:00 Bozo
Dinah
9:00
News
6:00
7 00 Today
7:00 News
830 Romper
AM 9:30 ConCerit.
6:30 N'Ville
11:00 Kangaroo
9 00 Dinah
Korn. 1000 Sale Cen. 9:00 Lucy
7:55 Kitc.
900 Lucy
9 30 Concen
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Dear Harold:
For thousands of years man
has been curious about the
intelligence of animals. Are
they, like humans, able to
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A clinical psychologist in
Norman, Okla., who has been
teaching a sign language
vocabulary to 23 chimpanzees,
says they are performing real,
verbal conununication and the
most advanced chimp has a
vocabulary of up to 200 words

and can construct simple
sentences.
Doesn't the power of communication mean that the
animals can think and, like
humans, know right from
wrong and are responsible for
their actions?
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reason? Do they have true
intellectual powers which can
know the universal — the
definition, say of a tree and not
merely the individual tree that
they see and feel and smell"'
The answer has always been
conclusively in the negative:
animals have material senses
been
have
and
only
preprogrammed for response
to sense perception; they are
entirely devoid of any power to
reason That philosophical
conclusion is also consistent
with the traditional JudeoChristian view that animals are
subject to man — which would
be an unjust situation if
animals were rational beings.
I suspect, therefore, that the
chimps with their vocabulary
show radically no difference in
intelligence from the dog who
learns to heel or fetch the
morning paper. However, if
they did have rationality, they
would be liable to our general
moral laws.

Dear Father Lester:
Devil worship is very popular
in my circle of acquaintances.
I've known about such goings-.
on.:.Lars.gling but. avoid the
rituals, 11BEas, because of my
Christian background.
Now my closest friends are
telling me this is the only
"true" religion. That I should
join them in their "release"
worship. I'm afraid. I believe in
the devil. I also believe he
should be avoided.
Your thoughts on this modern
worship: evil or fun?
Sherry D.
Dear Sherry:
Giving the devil the
reverence which belongs to
God is the ultimate reversal of
the true order of things. Instead
of loving the light of truth, devil
worshipers would shoot it out.
In the resulting darkness they
are able to see no satisfying
answers to life. They may

enjoy a brief period of
•'release" to sensual pleasures,
but they head ultimately to
despair.
The devil is the enemy to
truth and life. People who
would worship him should
ordinarily be shunned lest they
contaminate.
Dear Father Lester:
My husband admits he hates
can't I bare my

me So, viti
fangs''

Wife

Dear Father Lester:
I don't understand how the
courts can let a man who is
caught redhanded in crime go
free on a technicality like
illegally obtained evidence.
Walter C.
Dear Walter:
The rules for gathering
evidence and giving man a fair
trial are made to protect the
innocent and thereby aid
justiee; they are not made to
obstruct )ustreebyltiving the
guilty additional means of
escape. Naturally there will be?
errors because the police and
court officials are human like
the rest of us. But technical
errors should not invalidate a
just finding and turn a guilt)
man free Justice does not
depend upon rules for obtaining
truth but opal truth itself.
Anyone who violates legally
established procedures should
be liable to punishment. Hence,
the policeman who failed to get
the proper warrant for his
held
be
search should
responsible. His punishment,
though, should never ems:3i in
freeing the guilty whom he was
instrumental in capturing.
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ts he hates
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FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE
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SERVICES OFFERED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUCTION 'SALE: Saturday, WILL DO odd jobs; windows SMALL FARM: good location;
November 6th 10:00 a.m.-at old washed; floors waxed; leaves business or future investment
raked. Phone 753-7954 after 6:00 One mile East Murray, ap
Ft. Heiman Battle Fieltl.
N5P proximately 10 acres pasture.
REDDY OIL heater, one year
Caretaker will offer the largaet p.m.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water
old. Ideal for construction
group of the finest u14i-4alnut,
N4C
workers. Phone 489-2118.
cherry, and oak furniture, ever SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back Cozy older 7room house, modern
sold in this section, such as beds, hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- For appointment call 436N24C 2173.
TFC
357 MAGNUM PISTOL. Phone
Country Ham to be given away November 20.
tables, dressers, washstands, 5933.
N5C
753-9381 after 5:00 p.m.
' blanket chests, dining room
Come by and register, also try your luck for the
-732 ACRE FARM; nice level
suites, (one of the finest 8 chair IT'S NEW!!!Solid vinyl siding
$5.00 to be given away. November 15. Come in
suites imaginable) wine presses, also aluminum with insulation. tendable land. 5 room house with
LIVING ROOM suite, brown
and see us.
wardrobes, claw foot china Make your home new again. Free bath. Good well. Water and
nylon, good condition, $30.00.
N4C electricity run to the barn. Good
Jct. Pottertown Rd and East Highway
cabinet (carved wood, curved estimate. Phone 753-6825.
Coal stove, brick lined, $10.00.
Straight Leg Values up to '28.00 Phone 753-7305.
N5C r...••••••• Coupon
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PENTA TREATED lumber. rates. Broad coverage. Excellent Thursday, November 4, 10:00 be looking for you. Take highway
Resistant to rot and termites. claim service. When you see me a.M.at the Craft House,602 South 121 out of Murray, through New
Ideal for boat docks and any don't think of Insurance, but
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and follow signs.
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see
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of
think
you
when
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Ky.
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News
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ITC Insurance and Real Estate
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NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wall beaqtiful Kentucky Lake.
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a
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Saturday,
because he wanted someone
All in good condition. Price,.Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- FURNISHED APARTMENTS; AUCTION SALE,
November 6th, 10:00 a.m. in the chett and the all-American
PHONE 753-3242
TFC
who knew nothing about film
mington.Kentucky.
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color
living
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lose
to
For the easy way
,bedrooms, Zimmerman Apart- Chambers - had his other big
gray eyes twinkling, "this is a
1940s
some
like
Just
father, Wall Clocks, Weight About seven feet long, glass all MODEL 1400 Automatic Win- pounds fast, call
television.
ments, South 16th Street. Phone antique auction he promised you
European picture, we do not
Clocks-both 8 day and 30 hour, around the front, sides and top. chester deluxe gun, new, $125.00. SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962. 753-6609.
N3C another. This Is It. It would be Hollywood musical, a movie
need to cast someone just for
producer saw her picture. The
Kitchen clocks, Metal and Closed in back with sliding Registered Bird dogs, Pointers Weight loss guaranteed.- N11NC
almost impossible to list and producer showed the picture to the box office.
Bracket clocks. Cash & Carry. wooden doors. Best offer. See at and Setters. Two trained, two'
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom describe each item seperately. a director, name of Jan Kadar,
"Anada, the girl in the picPaul F. Gallemore, 1308 Maple Ledger and Times. Also have young dogs, broke to gun and FREE ESTIMATE on septic tana
1601 College Farm Road. There will be glass of all kinds. creator of the Academy Award- ture, is just a piece of nature,
'duplex,
Street, Benton,Kentucky. N3P four modern display islands pointing birds now Two from installation. Phone 753-7850. 'TFCli
$75.00 per month, $50.00 deposit. Lots of old china. Nice old fur- winning "The Shop on Main
like a deer, like a tree, like a
made of metal in green and white champions. Reasonable, trail..
Phone 753-5792.
NI1C niture, lamps, china dolls, Street,' among other notable bush. And because Paula did
w4" ANTIQUE Birch with adjustable shelves. N3ON Greene 0. Wilson,753-3536. N5C
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seperately.
Material, 753-2381.
N3C 175 MASSY
she
MUMS
one 753-5244 after 5:00
with the big dark eyes. He met even, she behaved like
all of it in one day.
TratAar, *plows. 10' disk and 6' EXPEREIENCED WAITRESS
N4P For information call Otto her, tested her, molded her, shouldn't be there, shouldn't be
6
B.
W.
See
Bushhog.
Shirley Florist
Must be neat. efficient, and free
SPICIA.f. SHIPMENT room size
. . engaged. She has no
of Mayfield or calf 623- to work weekends. 12 hours per
Chester"s Auction Service, 435- created her.
rugs. Sculptured, shags, and miles west
to anybody; she is
relationship
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up,
floats
She
central
,
duplex,
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TWO
BEDROOM
4042, Lynn Grove.
week. Good working conditions, PLEASE TAKE notice that the
Nubby design. Good selection of 8203.
passive, from beginning to end,
suously, hauntingly; is pulled
beat and air, fully carpeted, It pays to sell the Chester
good tips. No phone calls Apply
colors- 9-12-and 15 foot widths.
because who knows, maybe, if
partnership of Gene Steely and outlets for washer and dryer. Way.
N4P tip out of the river, looking like
Rtiluntions up to 50 percent. TWO HAND guns; 25 caliber in person Colonial House Schuyer Datson d-b-a Cashway
some strange atavistic sea she really existed. . . ."
Available December 15. Phone
forward
Kadar leaned
N3C
Sears Roebuck and Co. Murray, Colt, 32 caliber Browning. Both Smorgasbord.
N8C AUCTION SALE; Folks I am goddess to forever change the
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across the table, his
eagerly
who
Ky. Phone 753-2310.
N3c automatic. Phone 436-2145. N5C
fisherman
the
of
life
and,
dissolved as of Oct. 15, 1971,
planning a consignment auction
Czech accent clipped, quick,
rescues her.
WANTED: PART time or full subsequent to said date. Cash-1 TWO BEDROOM apartment for 4
at my home in Lynn Grove,
"Adrift" has opened. This smiling proudly at Paula.
furnished.
Water
girls.
4
18 H.P. EVINRUDE outboard BOY'S CLOTHES, size 12. Good time; L.P.N. or R.N. to work Ito Way Building Materials shall
boys or
November 13th. If you have items film, recently premiered in
"She is just right in the
boat motor. Phone 436-5847 after condition, priced reasonable. 11 shift or 11 to 3 shift. Salary a propriertorship by Schuye Air-conditioned. Available now. of any kind you would like to sell,
picture, I think."
from
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rave
to
York
New
excellent,
fringe
or
benefits.
Call
N4C Phone 753-2565.
NI
N5P
Datson.
5:1111p.m.
Phone 753-9741.
A number of people in the
call me any night this week some of the city's toughest
write: Mrs. Nancy Scott, R.N.,
between 7:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. critics, is one of those rare restaurant were staring at
Director of Nursing, Mayfield
UP now for guitar lessons. CLEAN TWO bedroom apart- so I may enter it in next week's ones beautiful, intelligent, Paula, perhaps simply in
Hospital, Inc. 203 East North St., SIGN
response to all that elegant
Costs $2.00 per week. Leach's ment, carpeting, excellent advertising. Otto Chester Auction sensitive, which will change, in
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone 1-247& T.V. Dixieland Shopping.condition and location. Phone 753- Service, 4354042, Lynn Grove, some small, subliminal way, height topped off with a thick
Music
5320.
N6C
NBC Kentucky.
N8C 8831.
all of us who see it. A part of dark mane and strikingly
Center,753-7575.
1302 Chestnut
this simple, moral tale of enormous dark eyes; perhaps
It pays to Sell the Chester
CHRISTMAS MONEY Ladies
because they thought they had
N4P beauty and evil, will rerriain in
$1,000.00 Kroger COMMERCIAL BUILDING, Way.
FOR
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earn substantial extra money fatseen her somewhere, though
Adams
The Mind.
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of
anyone
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Christmas in your spare
And, of course, it has not many ,would instantly
Welding Shop) suitable for auto FOR SALE at public auction,
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$1
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Mrs. Doran at 753-8970 between 2548.
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hardly
recognized
farm of the late Odia Mc- stars. Enchanted by the film, I
body shop. Phone 7534751 days or
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2:00 and 5:00 p.m for apmyself," she admitted. "For
Clure. 96 acres all bottom land, went to meet its haunting
N4C
753-3447
camnights.
truck
SALE:
pointment.
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running water year round. Some young star and the man who one thing, I was about 20
* WITH THIS COUPON *
per, men's, ladies and girl's
pounds heavier in the picture.
buildings. Ideal cattle farm. 3 directed her.
clothes, all sizes. Coats, assorted ROOMY TWO bedroom apartAll that meat and potatoes they
At Sardi's, which is not what
AVON MAKES CHRISTMAS furniture, cooking utensils, ment. All paneled, has washer miles Southwest of New Concord.
in Czechoslovakia!"
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culinary
in
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it
N3P
436-2367.
or
Phone 436-2343
MERRIER. You'll have money
army cots, drapes, and dryer outlets_ Furnished,
Kadar captured the wistful,
but remains a show-biz
OttfE OFFICE chair, $35.00. IF CARPETS look dull and drear, for all the gifts you want to give; glassware,
carpet and antique items in- $55.00 per month, unfurnished,
hangout, Paula Pritchett ethereal side of her, which in
AUTOS FOR SALE
4'fl'x12' gold shag carpet, new remove spots as they appear with you'll sell guaranteed products
'
person is overpowered by a
cluding antique kitchen cabinet. $45.00 per month. Also small
first. Dressed in a knit
arrived
t80.00. 76 pieces k4"-4'x8' Birch Blue Lustre. Rent electric from Avon. Be an
Avon Many other items. Thursday, and trailer, $40.00 per month. Phone 1967 JAGUAR X10E Roadster. mini-shift the color of freshly
more dynamic kind of beauty.
$1.00,
K.
N6C
Big
shampooer
per
paneling, first quality, $5.50
Representative. It's Fun, it's Friday, October 4 & 5, located on 489-2595.
N4C One owner car. Well cared for. stewed apricots, with little
Dynamic only in looks,
stet. New and used doors, $2.00
convenient, it's profitable. Call South 16th Street, first white
Excellent condition. If interested
though. Paula seems still a
to $5.00. Two new windows, $15.00 BELTONE FACTORY fresh now: after 7 p.m. Collect 365-9424
Service
Shell
makeup and long, bare legs, all
little dazed by all that has
on private lot just South of NICELY FURNISHED apart- see at Mcaard's
to'$30.00. Phone 753-6983 after hearing aid batteries for all make or write Mrs. Janet Mundt, trailer
happened in her 26 years.
of God. ment, all electric $30.00 per Station,corner 6th and Main. N5C 5 feet 10 inches of her looked
Church
the
Assembly
N3C hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N3C Manager Rt. 2 Box 136A Prin6:30p.m.
like the haute couture model
She speaks in a soft, dreamy
N5C
N4C month. Call 436-2427.
Phone 753-2820.
ceton, Ky.
1964 MERCURY CALIENTE V8, she recently was. Beautiful, voice, with only a hint of her
N6C
REDROOM SUITE, 3 piece. REDUCE SAFE & fast with
southern origins. She seems
four speed, air yes. Haunting, no.
Dining TWO BEDROOM 10'3E55 trailer, buckets,
DURHAM
Then Kadar arrived to dispel
Rocking chair, end tables, GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water WANTED: CAR Hostess. Apply BULL
fragile and a little uncertain
$600.00 or best offer
miles
conditioned.
three
located
model,
1963
week,
a
days
my image of leonine towering
amidst the chaos of show biz
ihOwer curtain. See at 1618 West pills". Holland Drug Store. N3P in person to K-N Root Beer, 4th Room now open 3
Phone 753-7856 or Good shape. Phone 753-6834. N
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday from Murray.
strength behind the camera.
New York. But luck and good
N3C
N9C
and Sycamore. No phone calls only,at Paris Landing.
753-2563.
N8C
Slight of build, with sandy gray
looks, with some talent thrown
RELAX AND unwind with safe, please.
hardtop
door
two
LTD
FORD
1967
N4C
hair and diffident smile, he
in, are the name of the game
COUCH, STRATFORD by effective GoTense tablets. Only
UNFURNISHED HOUSE in with factory air and power. Clean looks more the shy poet than
here. Paula Pritchett has
NOTICE TO CREDITOR.
Futorian, old gold, like new, 68" $.98 Holland Drug Store.
conN3P
mechanical
good
Phone
in
and
bedrooms.
three
Hazel,
WANTED: MALE, married, age
despotic ruler of films.
enough of all three to look like a
long. 2 matching pillows. Phone
4:00
after
753-7446
Phone
N9P
dition.
753-7333.
-Adrift" very nearly ended
winner
N5NC LOST bright carpet color- 25-35. Qualifications, must be May Lawrence, Dec'd
753-8941.
N5P
p.m.
able to drive a truck. Full time Thelma L. Brown, Route 7,
before it opened. Adapted from
s...restore them with Blue job. Apply in person to Lynn
FIVE ROOM furnished apartPontiac, 4 dr. the novel,"Something is Adrift
Murray, Ky., Executrix
1971 450 HONDA. Phone 753-3710 Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
kit- 1967 CATALINA
ment, two bedrooms,
Water," the film was shot
Grove Egg company, Lynn Georgia Ruth Usrey, Dec'd
hardtop, power steering, and in the
N3P. $1. Begley's Drug Store.
after 6:00p.m.
N6C Grove, Kentucky, No phone calls
chenette with new appliances,
air, vinyl roof, on location along the banks of
factory
Robert S. Usrey, 1605 Locust
brakes,
of
carpeted, electric heat, airthe
Danube, north
please.
NBC Drive, Murray, Ky., Executor
Priced to sell. 753NEW X-II Reducing Plan, 42
conditioning. Very reasonable low mileage.
Bratislava, and in the
N3C
Elgie Roberts, Dec'd
IHURSDAY ONLY
tablets,. $3.00. Money back
couple or 2 or 3 boys 4516.
Barrandov Studios in Prague.
A group of 98 persons of Irish
Route 3 rent. Prefer
Everything was progressing
guarantee. -Sale-T Discount FULL TIME DAY waitress. Thurmon Morrison,
decent, mostly Swedes but
with references. Phone Baxter 1965 PONTIAC FOUR door
Administrator
Murray,
Ky.,
DOTTED SWISS
N3C Apply in person at Saucy Barincluding some Finns and
Pharmacy.
Bilbrey, 753-5617 or 753-1257 after hardtop, power steering, power nicely, until one day in the
George W. Jones, Dec'd
Americans, has left Sweden for
N5C brakes, factory air. Excellent summer of 1968, when the
becue & Pancake House, 1409 Robert Owen Jones, Route 1. Box 5:00p.m.
88' yd
Belfast to join an IRA brigade,
tires. Good condition. Phone 753- Russian tanks and troops inWHOLE COLLECTION Avon West Main.
N4C 516, Gilbertsville, Ky., Executor
N8C vaded Czechoslovakia Cast according to a Swedish
NICE ONE Bedroom furnished 4445.
bottles; some antique bottles.
Fashion Costs Less
All persons having claims
and crew fled. One year later, newspaper.
Contact Barbara Forth at Four WANTED: WOMAN to stay with against said estates are notified apartment. Couple preferred.
When You Sew With fine
however, American producer
condition.
N5C
Good
6
II.
753-5079.
CHE'VY
Phone
1966
Kentucky,
Hardin,
Freeze,
Way
couple.
Light
elderly
housework.
from
The men, recruited through
Fabrics
to present them to the AdJudd L. Pollock managed to get
753Call
Price!
Good
N4C Phone 753-6300.
Very
437-954150r 437-4199.
N4P ministrator or Executors verified
advertisements,
camouflaged
the
return
finish
to
and
FAB-N-TRIM
N4NC ,in okay
WANT TO BUY
9792.
were trained as parachutists
according to law, same to be
picture.
Square
Court
Nor h side
military
18' CRUISER and trailer. Real
presented to said Administrator WANT TO BUY;
LOST & FOUl
"The whole time we were and frogmen during
logs ant..
service. Costs were met by IRA
good buy,$375.00. Phone 436or Executors in due course of standing timber. Abb have for 1961 CADILLAC HERSE, ideal shooting," said Paula over
N4C REWARD: MISSING from law.
sympathizers in the United
5366.
sale lumber and sawdust. for camping,fishing, fraternities, lunch, "I had only the vaguest States.
FROM wall to wall, no soil at all,
,haunted house, an orange This 1 day of November, 1971 Murray Saw Mill and Ltunber Co. rock groups. Air-conditioned idea of what the film was about
on carpets cleaned with Blue ANTIQUE WASH stand, bowl bicycle, Saturday night. Small
Marvin Harris, Clerk
TFC throughout. If interested can be I had a very bad translation of
Phone 753-4147.
Lustre. Rent new electric and pitcher. Wooden churn, front wheel. Bike from Western
script. All
By Judith Ainley, D C ITP
The total mineral intake for
seen at McClard's Shell Station, the Czechoslovakian
shampooer $1. Western Auto, dining room suite. Phone 753- Auto Phone 753-8688 or 753-5596,
WANT TO BUY firewood, corner of eith and Main.
cows from both forage arid grain
N5C I could do was trust Kadar.
lime of "'The Wishing
"When I finally saw the supplement should not contain
N4C Hibbard.
N4C
hickory oak,several ricks. Phone
4567,after 4:30 p.m.
N3C
Well".
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs 7534453,
picture, I thought, good more than twice as much calcium
1TC
1960 FORD PICKUP, V-8, Good heavens, I didn't know I was As phosphorous, according to Dr
GE PORTABLE stereo, excellent LOST: BLACK kitten wearing for rent or sale. Rent applies to
ivAN,r, TO Buy used, electric
Piano ,
coffee
sofa,
AMERICAN
EARLY
condition. Priced reasonable. flea collar in vicinity of North 7th purchase. Lonardo
mechanical condition $200„ also playing such a role! It was §arnuel
-Gum --Penb-etaite
g tabiewtth 1964Fad XL-500;niotoi
:able; two her stools. Phone 753- Phone 753-7152 days or 753-7763 Street. Phone 7534726 after 5:00 Company, _across .{nun FoSt7.1,stove.,
less than much Meeshbng. -more veterinarian.
:
than I
N5NC aftir 57.04.M. .
N$C p.m.
N4NC °fie°.Paris,Tennessee.
NSF frightening, stronger,
N5( four chairs'. Phone 753-23T7. N4C 5000 miles. Call 492-8170.
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PAGE TWELVE

Elections Across The
Nation At A Glance

By United Press International
SAIGON—Defense Secretary
Melvin R. Laird arrived in
Saigon tonight and immediately
predicted Congress will restore
foreign aid cuts the Senate
killed last Friday. Laird said
the United States must show
strength and not weakness
during President Nixon's Red
China visit next year as he
arrived aboard a military jet to
make a final inspection and
Nixon
report to
on
the
Vietnamization program and
the withdrawal of U.S- troops.

s

s •

to the Third International
Synod of Bishops have voted
against any relaxation of the
Roman Catholic Church's 12th
century law forbidding priests
to marry, the Vatican announced today. But, it said, 31
cardinals and bishops—about 15
per cent of the bishops—about
15 per cent of the 202 men
voting—favored a change in the
law.
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NORTH FoRcboomed Pilot Begge
NEWS
FBI For Plane Fuel
By Mr....„

the tires and the engines and
By DUREN CREEA
October 21, 1971
then Giffe started shooting.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI.
Mack
The voice of the doomed pilot Downs' survivors and
Jim Kuykendoll passed away
Big
of
owner
Jr.,
Brothers
changed
plane
hijacked
a
Pierpont by a
last Saturday at a Fulton of
By United Press International Rizzo, running as a Democrat can Dr. Roes
to terror- Brothers, have filed a $2 5
jovial
almost
from
mayor.
Hospital. Funeral services were
MISSISSIPPI — Democratic on his law -and-order record as large margin for
stricken when he learned the million administrative claim
Other Contests
held at the Jackson Funeral
adwhite moderate William Waller a tough cop, beat liberal
FBI intended to foil the plan, against the government. An
CITY—E. J
Home in Dukedom and burial
won more than 75 per cent of Republican Thacher Longstreth SALT LAKE
ordered re- ministrative claim has the efconversations
taped
water
-year-old
was at Oak Grove near Fulton.
the vote in beating Charles by nearly 50,000 votes. Rizzo ''Jake" Garn, 39
leased by a federal judge fect of a damage suit against
his first
He was the brother of Coy
Evers, the first Negro ever to pledged to bring unity to the •mmissioner, won
the federal government.
showed Tuesday.
WASHINGTON—Secretary of
beating
Kuykendoll, Mrs. Ella Morris, Pilot Brent Q. Downs of Nash- Brothers has contended tha•
run for governor of Miseiseippi. city divided by a bitter .. m as mayor by
go
Rogers
will
P.
William
Harrison
State
B.
rks Chief Conrad
Mrs. Lena Kuykendoll, Mrs. Lula
Both men said the election was campaign.
FBI
FBI mishandled the hijackto Capitol Rill today in an Paschall, Mrs. Elbert Elkins, ville gasped and told the
y a 3-1 margin.
Alloto Wins
the death knell for racism in
airand actually was responsiFla.,
ing
Jacksonville,
the
in
effort to revive the Foreign Aid Mrs. Charlie Olive, and Mrs.
state elections. Waller cam- SAN FRANCISCO—Mayor Jo- SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Indecision not to ble for the deaths of those on
their
that
port
Senate
the
killed
which
Bill
—
won
PHILADELPHIA
Former
Marriott
Richard
a
cumbent
Lillian Ross.
paigned against race in politics seph L. Abate, fighting
agents should
in Police Chief Frank Rizzo, atop Friday However, ranking sena- Among those attending the refuel his small jet plane would board. He said
and Evers said the fact a black federal indictment for fraud a second term by a landslide
plane to rethe
on
those
permitted
of
lives
have
the
endanger
first direct election of a the crest of a campaign waged tors predicted that a resolution funeral were Mrs. Bertie
man could even run for over a price-fixing agreement
fuel at the insistence of Downs.
board.
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aid,
by
requested
continue
and
order"
"law
issue,
the
capital
to
on
California's
a
won
• ayor in
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Morris "Look, I don't think this felgovernor was significant. Wall- in Washington state,
Gilbert S. Merritt, Brothers'
victory over his the President, would probably Jenkins, Mrs. Hilda
Orr, Mrs. low's luddin' —I wish you'd get attorney, said the tapes diser won several counties with decisive re-election victory over ty in 60 years. The loser was swept to
two candidates. He beat Repub- Milton McGhee, the city's first Republican opponent Thacher not fare well.
Oman Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. R.
large black populations.
the fuel truck out here," Downs closed "negligent and reckless
Longstreth in the mayoral
KENTUCKY—Lt. Gov. Wen- lican restaurateur Harold lack city councilman.
D. Key, Bro. and Mrs. Warren pleaded.
conduct by the FBI in connec
Northern
Ireland
BELFAST,
nation's
the
in
fourthSykes and Mitch, Mr. and Mrs. The control tower replied tion with the hijacking and
dell H. Foa returned the Dobbs and fellow Democrat SAN DIEGO, Calif.—Assem- election
2,000 policemen will
Democrats to the governor's Dianne Feinstein. A move to blyman Pete Wilson, a former largest city. Rizzo, the son of a —Belfast's
Douglas Vandyke, Mr. and Mrs. "There will be no fuel. I repeat. failure to even attempt to guard
if the provinchair witto a resounding victory ban skyscrapers in San Fran- GOP campaign worker for policeman and a veteran of 28 consider striking
Gaylen Morris, Mr. and Mrs. There will be no fuel."
the lives and safety of the peonot
does
government
the
ce's
Philadelphia
over two candidates Ford said cisco was soundly defeated President Nixon, easily defeat- years on
Ralph Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs. The control tower replied: ple on the airplane."
midnight today to
Gaylon H. Morris, and Howard "There will be no fuel. I repeat.
it was Kentucky's first step in a while a proposition to save the xi attorney Ed Butler, 53, for Police Department, took a hard respond by
Portions of the taped converline on law enforcement, once their demands to be rearmed. Morris.
"dump Nixon" campaign. De- cable cars from scheduling and mayor.
fuel."
no
be
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from the plane, 58 Nosations
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policemen
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have
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Panthers
to
VIRGINIA—Liberal indepe- challenging
Republican fare changes was passed.
were
feated
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
been killed—nine this year, children of Nashville, Tenn., Moments later, Downs was vember, and the tower:
Thomas D. Emberton, who had CLEVELAND — Republican ndent State Sen. Henry E. shootout on the city streets.
huiecker
Pilot: Jai Center, 58 Novemincluding seven in the past five spent last week ,end with the shot to death b
the 'support of Gov. Louie B. tutte Auditor. Ralph Perk Howell beat two opponents in a
r.• 11144.Allik ber.
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`-'111--4elegates
.141AT!C"
7-nt 'pc lieutenant
Nunn, and incleAgent Albert upset Arnold. Pinieseeo tOe
Glynn Orr family.
who also killed himself and his
Air Traffic Control 58 NoMAINE—Voters defeated a
er, former president of the Cleveland
B. "Happy"
Mrs. Tom Wilson was admitted estranged wife, Susan, 26.
go ahead.
vember,
state
the
repeal
to
referendum
commissiongovernor and past
to the Henry County Hospital
I Board, for mayor.
U. S. District Court Judge
P: All right, sir; we've leot
er of baseball.
with a heart condition.
inkney ran with support of income tax by a margin of
Frank Gray Jr. ordered - the kind of unusual situation here
--(Continued from Page 11
PHILADELPHIA — Former Mayor Carl Stokes, the first nearly 3-1.
Miss Zipora Morris is not as tapes released Tuesday, saying
Uh — uh, we're going to need
billion
$2.5
YORK—A
Frank
NEW
Police Commissioner
member of his own party in the well the past few days.
egro elected mayor of a
to keep some fuel at Jackson and, uh,
reason
no
was
there
issue,
Governor's mansion in the
Mrs. Carlene Paschall visited them private.
major American city. Stokes transportation bond
we can't have anybody around
which was supported by the
Mrs. Ella Morris and Zipora
Bluegrass State.
not seek re-election.
Big Brothers Aircraft, owner except the fuel truck arid the
figures
political
major
White,
state's
BOSTON—Kevin H.
Running with the strong Tuesday.
of the plane, and Nashville tele- man fueling. Ule nobody else in
I Continued from Page l
backing of Gov. Louie B. Nunn, Mrand Mrs. Clerris Wilson, vision stations WLAC and WSM
considered an underdog in his and which was said would save
the area We will need flotation
Murray; Mrs. Laurine Wells
lection attempt two months New York City's 30-cent subEmberton also was bucking the Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key, and had filed suit to get the convergear and, uh, if there's any way
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Democrats' overwhelming ad- Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key visited sations released. The two stago, defeated Rep. Louise
possible I need some charts and
Thomas, Cadiz; and Runes F.
committee
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FLORIDA
Hicks, 1)-Mass., by more than
vantage of nearly 2-to-1 in voter Mrs. Tom Wilson in the hospital tions cited the Freedom of Inapproach plates for Freeport
Wilson.
votes. White, a Demo- whelmingly approved a corpo- of the American Bar Associa- registration.
afternoon.
42,000
Sunday
formation Act.
Yeah, we need jet fuel. And if you
Dr. John Wesley Carr, first crat, blended a coalition of rate profits tax. Gov. Reubin tion today unanimously enMr. and Mrs. Marcus Hill of Giffe commandeered the
The 39-year -old Republican
wish you could work
can,
president of the school, and Dr.
nominee
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Supreme
in
dorsed
tax
the
blacks and Italian-Americans to Askew asked for
nominee, making his first Paris visited the Henry Sykes' plane early on the morning of
out some kind of flight planRainey T. Wells, who later
the second biggest order to reduce individuai tox Lewis F. Powell Jr. with its statewide
race, and Bro. Warren Sykes' Sunday. Oct. 4 at Nashville and ordered
gather
political
vector es to Freeport, erid, we
became president, were also
highest qualified rating and all generally was believed to be way
percentage in a Boston mayor- loads.
Bennie Kuykondoll of Detroit, Davms to fly him 'to tba' Baneed to make sure that there is
featured in the book.
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but
alty- election this century. Four
behind Ford at the outset of the Mich., visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Twenty-four faculty members
recommendation to William H. campaign. But polls showed he Wednesday. He had been here hamas. Downs decided to refuel nobody, and I emphasize that,
years ago, White won election
In Jacksonville.
nobody around the airplane exwere pictured and the senior
Rehnquist,
by 12,000 votes over Mrs. Hicks.
was catching up and many ob- due to the death of his father, Jim
Also on board the plane were cept the fuel truck and the atclass was featured throughout
report
evaluation
ABA's
The
PITTSBURGH—In the only
servers expected a close race Kuykendoll.
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State Magazine
Wins PR Award
FRANKFORT, Ky. —Input
Kentucky, the state's industrial
promotion magazine, won first
place in a recent 16-state competition among public relations
periodicals.
The Kentucky-born three-yearold magazine topped the field at
the 26th annual conference of the
Southern Industrial Development
Council in Biloxi, Miss., Oct. 1719. The Kentucky Department of
Commerce has entered this
annual competition three times
and has brought home a first, a
second and a first.
Input Kentucky is a full-color
quarterly magazine published for
the Department of Commerce by
the Department sf Public Information. It does not carry
advertising.
In commenting on the
magazine, Gov. Louie B. Nunn
described it as "one of our highly
successful tools in bringing in
new industry and cresting new
jobs "
The governor went on to say,
"We have felt the magazine's
impact in many ways and I want
add
personal
my
to
congratulations to Paul Grubbs
arid his Commerce Department
staff for their foresight in
developing and carrying out the
idea for this magazine and
compliment the people In Public
Information for making the
magazine the outstanding
publication that A 15;"Commissioner Grubbs stresses
the importance of carrying
Kentucky's story to the nation's
industry. "During this period
when a few states are closing
their doors to industry," he explains, "we must make it known
that we do not share their atetude—rather we encourage and
welcome new industry. We are a
growth state—the door to
prosperity in Kentucky is hinged
on continued industrial investment. The magazine is our
welcome mat."
"Our goal, of course," says
Executive Editor Harold Tinley,
"is to attract new industry.
Kentucky has all the ingredients
industry needs—a strategic
central location, abundant
heltiral resources, a good labor
litfpply and a favorable tax and
ectinomic climate. And we need
ke 'tell people about it."
The magazine is sent free of
charge to a blue-ribbon mailing
it of key industrial people.
' The magazine's 10,000 circulation has two main target
groups. "Primarily, we want to
reach executives of the nation's
expanding industries," says
Editor Jim Reed, "and tell them
of Kentucky's manufacturing
potential. In addition, members
el local development groups such
as chambers of commerce and
City and county industrial
foundations need to be informed
statewide activities and the
latest developments in the field.
1,1th Input Kentucky, we reach
Soth groups."
ll'Input
Kentucky's
chief
editorial advisor for the
Department of Commerce is
Stanley. Charles Mansdirector of publications of
the Department of Public Information.

Appalachia ills challenge church
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — The institutional church is grappling
with one of its greatest mission
challenges, not in Africa, South
America or the Far East but
right here at home.
This challenge is not the
heathen in need of salvation but
the problems of a number of
small, ruggedly individualistic,
independent congregations of
Fundamentalist folk more
concerned about the hereafter
than the here and now.
Their homes are in the
pockets of poverty and
ignorance in the Appalachia
region, which, socially and
economically, has been passed
by not only the 20th Century but
by much of the 19th as well.
That has been the case
despite the fact that what is
now the mainstream of
American
religion
—
Prefeetantend Roman Catholic
— has for more than 200 years
been spreading zealously
through the most backward
parts of the region, into isolated
hamlets and hollows that most
laymen still have not seen and
know little about
It has established schools,
hospitals and clinics. It has
even helped to found churches.
Most recently ,it has launched
some effective self-help
economic programs.
Instead of working independently as in the past,
religious bodies and agencies
now stand together in a
remarkable ecumenical effort
officially named the Commission on Religion in Appalachia but popularly known
as CORA, and including social
agencies and concerned lay
organizations in its memberships.
CORA cannot compete with
state and local governments,
which are building roads,
hospitals and schools. Nor has
it yet been able to make a very
deep impression on the local
Fundamentalist,
highly
stylized individual churches
which place a heavies- em-

As described by John McBride, vice chairman of CORA,
the religious heritage of the
southern Appalachians is "leftwing Protestantism." The
leaders of the 17 major
religious communities, 11 state
councils of churches and
various agencies that make up
CORA have found it almost
impossible to change the
culture of the mountaineers,
who are unimpressed with the
organized approach to problem
solving developed by the
denominations,
CORA has given top priority
to a program to try to train the
leadership of the local -folk"
churches to deal with matters
of the body and mind as well as
the spirit. It is also encouraging
the indigenous churches to seek
to change their focus from a
nenstry of savveg to serving.
Max E. Glenn, executive
director of CORA, whose
headquarters are in Nashville,
Tenn., said in a report on
"Appalachia in Transition"
that the church has had an
historic concern for the area
sure the first impoverished
settler arrived. Now it is embarked on its new ecumenical
adventure through CO_Rat,
which was founded only five-years ago to develop joint
action based on the region's
needs.
National
church
organizations used to make a
home-mission project of
helping congregations to find
pastors and enrich their
programs, as well as to
establish schools, clinics,
hospitals and colleges. They
are now going into more
practical matters such as
educating backwoods pastors
in worldly ^)atters and
teaching theh
owers how to
establish small nusmesses and
cooperatives.
Several cooperatives have
been formed as pilot projects in
the hollows of the Kentucky
mountains to raise and sell

feeder pigs The mountaineers
nurture the anunals until they
weigh about 40 pounds and then
ship them to "finishers" who
fatten them to their market
weights of 250 pounds.
The cooperatives have been
guided in buying feed and
medicine at wholesale prices
and establishing sanitary
conditions. Each member
receives a sow free with the
understanding that he will
repay the "loan" with three
females from his first two
litters. These then are given to
other farmers under the same
terms
A chair factory in Sulphur
Gap, Ky , pools the resources of
backwoods craftsmen to
produce handmade rockers and
ladderback chairs copied from
These are but small parts of
the whole stated purpose of
CORA, which is "to deal with
the religious, moraj, and
spiritual implications inherent
in the economic, social and
cultural conditions in the
Appalachian region of the
United States
"This is a new day for the
ecumenical movement," Glenn
declared. "The church is
moving beyond the association
or council approach to joint
action in mission "
In seeking to enable more
people "to find a new way of
life in Christ," CORA is making
as its main thrust the effort to
develop a sense of community,
of mutual support and
brotherhood The cooperatives
are one way of doing this
Education and clergy training
are others, with workshops
being conducted for residents
of the area and volunteers
being recruited to help
'The church could well be
the force to help the people of
Appalachia to move into a new
age, Glenn maintains ..In
place of hopelessness and
escapism, it should remind its
people that they live in God's
world. Instead of keeping its
people tied to the past, it might
rerrund them that the living

God places his claim upon their
lives in new and fresh ways in
every age. Instead of forcing
traditional
forms
and
programs from the outside, it
must find its mission in
responding to the needs of the
people and their communities."

By THOTKAS NUZUM
Copley News Service

Panel Outlines
Exceptional
Children Needs
The Kentucky 'fask Force on
Exceptional Children told Gov,
Louie B. Nunn that 800 new
classrooms and teachers will be
needed over the next two fiscal
years to help an estimated 80,000
exceptional children in the state.
Governor Nunn, who received
the report at a news conference,
said the proposal could cost $12
million over the next biennium if
fully financed.
He praised the concept but said
the Human Resources Coordinating Commission will have to
study it further, especially the
financing requirements.
Governor Nunn appointed the
task force in 1970 to find ways of
helping retarded, handicapped
and bright children who need
special education.
The task force released its
report well in advance of the
specified Dec. 1 deadline.

PARIS — Britain's expulsion
of 105 Soviet spies has embarrassed the French and West
German governments, both
courting Moscow.
Repercussions could extend
as far as the U.S. Senate. The
vast extent of Soviet espionage
ought to make senators think
twice about Sen. Mike Mansfield's resolution to reduce U.S.
forces on this continent, European defense officials hope.
Conversely, the spy expose
has given second thoughts to
European editorialists complaining about President
Nixon's 10 per cent surtax on
imports. and unmindful of

An overdependence by the
elderly on laxatives of increasing harshness, often
spurred by an ohsession with
maintaining daily bowel
movement, can result in
permanent damage to the
colon, says I. Joseph B.
Kirsner of the University of
Chicago.
Instead of fussing over a
missed day, older people
should drink more liquids, eat
fruits and vegetables, and stop
overdosing with medications
such as ceiciurn carbonate
antacids that can cause coneluded screening of infants for
stipation in the first place, I.
exceptional qualities and the Kirsner said
creation of a bureau for
education of exceptional children
with the state Education
Department.

'Wet' Philadelphia
sets 'em up Sundays

IRISH DESSERT
A traditional Irish dessert
called -Swans on Jelly,"
combines cream puff pastry,
melted chocolate, and whipped
cream. The "swan" rests on a
bed of pale green jelly.

For years people have been
making
jokes
about
Philadelphia because of the
impossibility of getting a drink
there on Sundays.
Now this is a thing of the past
for the Pennsylvania state
Legislature has made the sale
of drinks in the hotels,
restaurants and taverns of the
city of Brotherly Love legal on
Sundays.

CONGO TRIBES
There are more than 75 tribes
in the Congo, the principal one
being the Bakongo, the Bateke,
the M'Bochi, and the Sangha.

America's need of money to
pay for the GIs defending
Europe.
For example, the French
business weekly Enterprise has
switched from criticizing
Nixon's "unfriendly" surtax to
warning against the Kremlin's
''charm offensive."
London may have carefully
timed its spy revelations to cool
French and German ardor to
improve relations with Moscow, suggested the Paris daily
le Figaro. The revelations
came shortly after Communist
Party Chief Leonid Brezhnev's
Black Sea dip with West German Chancellor Willy Brandt,
and shortly before Brezhnev's
Oct. 25 visit to French President Georges Pompidou.
Whether the British had ulterior motives or not, one.sies:ult
cif•Jftge
incident is expected to be reduced Western haste to negotiate reduction of armed forces,
as proposed by Brandt, or a
rush into an East-West
"security conference," as
favored by Pompidou.
The immediate result will be
that the atmosphere for
Brezhnev's visit to Paris will be
tainted, if not poisoned.
Conservative newspapers
are asking why Russia sends
out so many spies if it has such
peaceful intentions.
Instead of smiling diplomatically at Brezhnev, Pompidou
ought to tell him tu poll Russian

President's daughters
lacked cooking skills
The daughters of two
presidents have admitted that
when they became engaged
they couldn't cook.
They could, however, make
chocolate goodies. Lynda Bird
Johnson's specialty
was
brownies; Tricia Nixon's was
chocolate chip cookies.
WORTH REPEATING
The heart speaks loudest
when the lips move not
—German proverb

SYLVANIA BLUE DOT

DISCOUNT
EAFT SIDE OF fHE SUOMI/

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

Va. RIM-RV/ lig RIGHT
10 LIMIT ()UAN I IT II.S

Morro y

Professional Lift

• smooths wrinkled garments
• restores nap,restores
creases
• uses ordinary tap water
• plugs into any household
outlet
• portable flashlight
siz•

Court Approves
Plan To Protect
Lawyers' Clients

CORICIDEN

Reg.
79'

Bottle of 25 Tablets
25,..ars

by Kartigane

for Glamorous
Hair!

Sale

PRINCE ERIC

MIXED
NUTS

EXTRA DRY ANTI-PERSPIRANT SPRAY

Reg. '1.29
egular and
Inscented

No. 650

68

Reg.
'1.50

ARRID
DEODORANT

Cold Relief TABLETS

SALE

WIG HEAD &
STAND
COMBINATION

STEAMS STUBBORN WRINKLES AWAY
IRONING BOARD

Pack of 3 Cubes

Regular '1.85

by West Bend
WITHOUT AN

spies out of France too, suggested le Figaro.
Soviet diplomatic and cornmercial delegations in West :11
Germany and France are approximately the same size as in
around 1,000 people.
Britain
A third of them are actively
recruiting spies, and another
third provide logistic support
for these "recruiting agents,"
estimates Constantine Melnik,
former intelligence adviser of
France's premier.
Each recruiter can handle a
ring of about 10 agents. which
makes a theoretical total of
3,000 Russian agents in France
(as well as Germany and Britain).
It takes anywhere from 10 to
100 counterintelligence agents
to keep a spy under surveillance, and catch him in the act.
So Western
j.
ices are literally swamped,
said Melnik.
Since 1963, the French have
only been able to arrest and try
10 Russian agents, 13 working
for East Germany. 12 for
Czechoslovakia, 7 for Poland, 4
for Romarua and 2 for Yugoslavia. This does not include
numerous •'diplomats- who
have been quietly expelled because their diplomatic status
protected them from prosecution.
So the only way to limit spying is to kick out diplomats en
masse as Britain has done. said
Melnik.
Even before this happened,
French authorities were aware
of the extent of espionage.'They
generally kept it quiet, until
Jean Rochet, head of the
counterspy service, turned a
nationwide telecast into a
minor diplomatic incident last
January.
Roc_het charged that some
embassies of Eastern European countries were staffed
more than 50 per cent by spies.
He disclosed that 14 Romanian
diplomats were recently implicated.
He also revealed that 60,500
radio code messages destined
for agents were beamed from
Eastern Europe to allied territory last year.

FLASH BULBS

portable electric
HAND STEAMER

Luir

The
Court of
Appeals
unanimously approved a plan to
allow an attorney's client to file a
claim for loss's suffered "from a
fraudulent or dishonest act" on
the part of the attorney.
The Clients' Security Plan was
proposed by the Kentucky Bar
Assn ., which also will finance the
fund from which wronged clients
will be paid.
The plan will become effective
Nov. 1.
Acts for which a client could be
compensated
include
embezzlement of money by his attorney, the wrongful taking of
property and the failure to remit
or turn over property when due.
Claims will be limited to $5000
for any one client claimant while
claims against any one member
or former bar member will be
limited to $10,000.
Compensation for an attoryney's negligence will not be
granted.
The Bar Assn. operates under
rules established by the Court of
Appeals, so the court had to
approve the plan before it could
be Put into-operation.

phasis on eternal salvation
than on empty stomachs and
pocketbooks.

Spy ouster damages Russians

'
66

Sale

VALUE PACK

TRASH CAN LINERS
MILD SOAP
Bath Sue

3/28;

pepsodent

634-oz.
Regular

Fits Cans Up To 26 Gal
PACK 01 10 LINERS
including extra length twist tie closures

e

•

Reg.

39,

98'Afl
Sale

VITAMINS
It tro
Tablets

Plus

IRON

SR3e.1.;

$
Sale

8

*MONWhir* •
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2=%.41.66
,
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MOTORWAYS

Mercedes-Benz Diesel
is full of surprises
Midwest and South
Farmers have long since
recognized the reliability of
The Mercedes-Benz 220-D their diesel-powered tractors
sedan is like 'a good woman: and reason that a dieselyou have to live with her for a powered car will give the same
while before you can ap- sturdy performance. And
retired folks, who have venpreciate her. .
The "D" stands for diesel, tured to the warmer climes of
and the 220 stands for the the South, who want a reliable,
bottom-of-the-line model trouble-free automobile, and
(which is still pretty classy ) aren't concerned with neckimported to America by those snapping acceleration, also
wonderful folks who brought choose Mercedes diesels.
The first thought most people
you the immortal 300 SL
Gullwing and the soon-to-be have when confronted with a
immortal 350 SL, as well as diesel sedan is, "Oh, boy, here
more mundane i by com- comes a noisy, smoky drive."
Well, those who do are in for a
parison) sedans, coupes and
surprise. Granted, older
roadsters.
The 220-D is the only Mer- Mercedes diesel sedans did
cedes that can be purchased in belch smoke and clatter like
the United States these days crazy. But the current
with a standard four-speed generation of M-B diesel
gearbox. Reasoning that most sedans are quiet (except at
people prefer automatic stead idle when cold) and
smoke so little you'd hardly
h transmissions, M-B lists
•
Vallee .
•
i. automatic as stark:Lin a noon:The 220-D is no speed demon,
I There is another reason as
t well: it is far easier to control however. Zero to 60 miles per
hour is accomplished in around
s engine pollutants with an
,
',. . automatic than with a stick 25 seconds, an eternity in
performance circles. Top speed
i
s shift.
/ And that is one of the is a bit over 80, enough to keep
up on the freeways but not
i. beauties of the 220-D. The way
r
much more. In normal traffic,
;it sits, without any pollution
;control devices tucked under the diesel runs exceptionally
well, willing to run forever at
:the bonnet, it meets federal
just about any speed.
• standards all the way through
Mileage,on the other hand, is
1197
-.5 -- -Mercedes
has
Peen sensational. The factory tosses
producing diesels ever' since around figures like 44 miles per
1936 when they introduced the gallon and 19 m.p.g. at 80. But
26IXD, rated at 45 horselibwer those statistics are done by
and today more than one engineers under ideal con.millicc.M-R3cdans are running diiions. But even a lead-footed
around in 162 different coun- journalist can coax 34-plus
tries. In the United States there miles a gallon out of it, and
,are an estimated 35,000 diesels that's under normal traffic
in operation, virtually all of conditions. Add to that the fact
them sporting the Mercedes- that diesel fuel is cheap —
Benz star. The 220-D is the usually around 29 cents a gallon
largest-selling individual — and you have one heck of an
model in the M-B lineup.
economic automobile.
. The engine in the current 220Other than the engine, the
D is a four banger rated at 65
.horsepower. Compression ratio 220-D is identical to its
gasoline-powered relative.
. is 21 to 1.
- Mercedes-Benz diesels enjoy Wheelbase is 108.3 inches, over- their greatest popularity in the all length is 184.5 inches. The D
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

AK

i

I

HAVE A GOOD
TON
TIME
IGH
T
WITH JOHNNY MANN...
AT 6:30 P.M. SING ALONG WITH THE
JOHNNY MANN SINGERS IN A GOOD
HALF-HOUR OF YOUR KIND OF MUSIC.

WL AC -TV

By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service

Clients
of
Science
Management Corp. include the
likes of National Cash Register
Co., RCA Corp., General
series weighs about 80 pounds Telephone & Electronic Corp.
more and costs $100 more.
and Hughes Aircraft Co ,
And like the rest of the among some 300 other widely
Mercedes models, quality is known U.S. corporate names.
superb. But by now we've come
Su when this 25-year-old
to expect that, haven't we?
management consultant firm
says the efficiency of working
men and women in this country
should be increased at least 25
FUEL STOP: If the tread per cent for us to retain our
wear indicators are visible on economic position in the world,
your tires, replace those it isn't likely this belongs under
baldies quick. They are not the heading of idle talk.
only illegal in most states but
What's more, SMC suggests
dangerous as well
that ow service pursuits, including banking, insurance,
hospital care and office work
generally, ought to step up
Q. Recently
in
auto efficiency close to 35 per cent.
magazines I've seen a lot of ads
"Hospitals are about the
for souped-up ignition systems lowest on the efficiency scale,"
that bolt right in, replacing the Raymond M. Dillard, vice
standard ignition system. Do president in charge of the
they really do the job the company's Wofac division on
makers claim? And are they the West Coast, said in an inworth the $40 on up they cost? terview.
G. K., Illinois
A. lot of the tiouble
A. The ma:::!1.1_
ireirerywhere in industry,
systems you are. referring to
claim longer plug life, easier
starting and better gas
mileage. While results will
vary from vehicle to vehicle,
the claims are basically true.

These systems boost voltages
and keep those voltages
relatively constant throughout
the engine's acceleration cycle.
Systems run from under $10 on
up to more than $100, depending on the complexity of the
unit. If you are planning to
install a hopped-up ignition
system on a late model car, I'd
check with the factory first to
see if the installation will void
your warranty.

6

GEORGE MONTGOMERY
AND TOM DRAKE
AT 10:30 P.M., OLD FAVORITE GEORGE
MONTGOMERY AND TOM DRAKE ONCE AGAIN
THRILLINGLY DISPLAY THE DRAMATIC SIDE OF
ENTERTAINMENT IN WAR KILL, TONIGHT'S FILM
FESTIVAL FEATURE.

WLAC-TV

FILM
FESTIVAL
WLAC-TV6
401*

THE GOOD TIMES
FROM THE LOCAL
POINT OF VIEW
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cording to Dillard, is due to
poorly selected supervisors.
"Frequently
the
man
promoted to a supervisory post
is the fastest worker," Dillard
said. "He may not know how to
manage."
SMC has found this kind of
supervisor too often is not given
an opportunity to expand
capabilit) by means of exposure to technical seminars or
to other new viewpoints. He
tolerates laxity because it is the
easiest thing to do and he does
not comniunicate properly with
managers down the line.
Lack of motivation is one of
the more frequent enemies of
efficienc) SMC encounters.
The highest motivated
employe feels he is accomplishing something,"
Dillard said. "He feels busy
and knows he is productive. It
is also helpful if he knows
management knows he is
productive."
Dillard believes it is up to
management to see that employes are properly motivated,
making jobs more challenging
and interesting, evtr, t.;

point of offering incentives to
learn while off the job.
Along this line of thought,
Dillard predicted a three-day
work week toward the end of
this century, with one shift of
employes working Monday
through
Wednesday and
another shift taking over
Thursday through Saturday.
At that time, according to
Dillard, management will have
an important new responsibility:
providing
opportunities for leisure pursuits.
SMC, which maintains offices in eight foreign countries
as well as in major cities
throughout the United States,
has been highly impressed with
the Japanese approach to
prosperity through increased
ptuduLti),ity
"Contracts
in
Japan
regularly give 10 to 12 per cent
wage increases in a year,"
Dillard pointed out. "But
employers expect to get and do
get productivity increases of 12
to 15 per cent a year,..., —
"West Germany also increases productivity faster
than wages."
Meanwhile,tti,s Unkted States
yorripakently - permitted

wage increases

to outrun
productivity gains and thereby
has created "a productivity
gap," according to Dillard.
Real wage gains, he said, "will
never be apparent to the
American workingman until
the United States riecide‘ it
must increase productivity
faster than wages are permitted to climb.
"Many union personnel I
have talked to on the local level
are aware of this," Dillard
reported.
"The problem there is which
comes first, the wage increase
or the productivity increase."
SMC's stock is traded on the
American Stock Exchange.
The company is an outgrowth
of Wofac Co., whose name
derived from its "work factor"
system of measuring corporate
efficiency. Now Wofac operates
as a division under the refined,
computer-oriented parent,
Science Management Corp.

Last year more people in the
U.S got malaria from contaminated hypo:It:rink needles than
from znosciutrzo

Louvered wood shutters, attractive as window coverings,
also are practical in many
ways. Over the kitchen sink.
for example, splashes can be
wiped off easily Instead of
frequently laundering curtains
Shutters also make good
doors to close off the space between kitchen counters and
cabinets for stonng mixers,
toasters and the like, yet keeping them easily at hand.
Full-length btf old louvered
doors attractively enclose kitchen shelves, turning them into a
well-ventilated pantry in a
minimum of floor space. Fir
and hemlock louvered doors
and shutters easily take a variety of finishes.

Mildew Malady
Find out whether that dark
patch on your wall is mildew.
Just test with a small amount
of household bleach (a 5 per
cent sodium hypochlorite solution) to the wall. If mildew is
present, the darkened patch will
disappear. When discoverer),
mildew should be immediately
removed—commercial preparations are also available for the
treatmUla
_
- w will reappear
dem,.
over.

OTASCO

(SI

•

,•
Q. My new car manual states
that my oil should be changed
every 6,000 miles. My local
filling stater' attendant says
that is nonsense, that unless the
oil is changed every 2,000
miles, the engine will not last
long. I know nothing about cars
and I don't know who to
believe. Is the station attendant trying to get more
business, or is the dealer
hoping to sell me a new car
when this one breaks down
because the oil wasn't changed
often
enough' M. B.C.,
Florida
A. It seems like the gas
station attendant is looking for
business.
You can count on what the
factory tells you to do about
maintenance. Many years ago
oil had to be changed every
1,500 miles or so, but that is no
longer the case,thanks to many
engineering advances in the
auto field.

Shutters Lend
Kitchen Spark

25% boost urged in efficiency

•

TRADE-IN YOUR OLD STOVE ON A NEW MODERN RANGE!

Mc

4ei -3‘11`.

>
RORER

.111111.

ELECTRIC
RANGE

Ju
with

trade

Ranck

TWO DOLLAR BILL
WASHINGTON ( UPI) —
Thirty-two House members,
backed by 17 governors and
women's organizations, planned
to introduce legislation today to
put the portrait of feminist
crusader Susan B. Anthony on
a new issue of the $2 bill.
Sponsors of the measure said
it also had the support of
James A. Conlon, director of
the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing. The current bill,
which hasn't been printed since
1966, has Thomas Jefferson's
portrait.

0111 30 wide. Snap-in elements. DrIpless,
free cook' top, Removable oven door, for seam,.
easy
cleaning. Infinite surface unit controls. Waist-hig
h
broiler. irs.tss

S4(31-eaxar9oveit./
"16

GERE
SARA
WHOI

Ft 0 1' E 5:1

30
GAS RANGE

* OVEN LINER WILL
CONTINUOUSLY CLEAN
ITSELF WHILE IN USE

Is

with
irode

SI

Itaimpirt sip,- OvIrfi
I wo
n•II.

MYSTERIOUS CHECK
DETROIT (UPI—The Wayne
County Department of Social
Services sent an $82 check to
Hubert Polesgrove on Oct. 16 to
pay him for a welfare client's
rent on an apartment.
Polesgrove, a
56-year-old
trailer salesman, never owned
an apartment in his life and
has been trying unsuccessfully
to return the money ever since.
The first thing he did was to
make a telephone call to the
department "and they put me
in
about three
of four
extensions," Polesgrove said.
"Finally somebody asked me if
I knew what my first name
was I told them it was Hubert
to the best of my knowledge.
Then they put me on hold again
and I finally hung up
The Social Services Department still hasn't determined
why Polesgrove got the check
and nobody's told him what to
do with it yet.
"Maybe I should just keep it
and use it to pay my taxes," he
said

HARI
RED
I.G.A

* CLEAN, EFFICIENT, ELECTRIC
COOKING AT AN
OUTSTANDING PRICE'

If you have a question about
your car, motorcycle or
recreational vehicle, write to
Motorways, Copley News
Se rvice„P.0._ Boxlii, Salt
Diego, Calif. 22112.
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JIM ADAMS I GA
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Shopping
, Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

"TRUE VALUE"
SINGLE UNIT PRICING

Ialady
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r wall is mildev.
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Reelfoot

- Smoked
Picnics Fatn
S ced

CUT-UP

FRYERS

Small,

15;

MATCHLESS

ROUND STEAK 981!

DOG FOOD

CORN MEAL
5-1b. Bag

394p

HART CHERRIES
RED CROSS SPAGHETTI
I.G.A. WAFFLE SYRUP

25 lb.

29'
14t
qt 47'

No. 303 can
7-oz. box

with Beans
No 303 Can

Bcit

Greer

PEACHES

NG

22;

FRUIT
COCKTAIL
GA

,ein

28

25;

No. 303 Can

$ 1 99

ee MILK

CHILI

b49;

BACON

Trail Blazer

Martha White

Just-Rite

FAMILY PAK

---"..-4.••••••-•••••.•

tlw

43')

Into
1/4 PORK LOIN Sliced
b 69c
Chops
ALL-MEAT BOLOGNA Sliced b 69c
PORK SPARE RIBS
69c
Lean
RIB STEAK U S Choice
lb $ 1.09
lb. 89c
STEW BEEF Boneless
lb. 99c
COUNTRY HAM HarPer's

U.S. CHOICE

NGE!

Northside
Shopping
Center

19'
49'
Jib. 19'

I.G.A. APPLE SAUCE
LADY BETTY PRUNE JUICE
SOLID OLEO

No. 303 can
32-oz. jar

Pride of

43'

CORN
Yellow Cream Style

Kroft

MAYONNAISE

69
Qt

No. 303 Can

18ct

.
V

GERBER BABY FOOD
SARA LEE BROWNIES
WHOLE KERNEL CORN

0"

Strained

(GA. Frozen

ISNO-KREEM
SHORTENING

ILLEAN
SE

do

3 lb Can

TOWELS
COCA-COLA

IC

PANfl

.1
dranrr.
s•••••••1•1. I Let-

f 41,

I
ill*

Big

Roll

oz_

29(
25t

GA

25'

BREAD
AL
FOILUMINUM

I.G.A.

5

25-ft Roll An

SHOWBOAT PORK & BEANS
1.G.A. CHEESE
CRISCO
White Gold

SUGAR
10 lb Bag

MAKRCARARONI DINNERS 19'
RED TOKAY

GRAPES

9

lb 1

RIPE, YELLOW

BANANAS

lb.

9

No. 300 can 12'
2-1b. box $1.09
3-1b. can 88'

$

1 09

FRESH CRISP

RADISHES
ARED
YELLOWS

cello bag 10

b,ik

494;

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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SALE STARTS THURSDkii, N
FREE CAKE AND COFFEE OR C(

* FREE GIFTS!
LADIES
100% Polyester

LADIES
100% POLYESTER

LADIES POLYESTER

3 Styles in Navy, Brown,

Zipper Front
Patch Pockets
Navy, Brown, Yellow
Sizes 8-16

Sizes 8-16

Sizes S-M-L

REG. '15

REG. '2.99

.4vs,

DUSTERS

3 Styles in Brown, Red
White or Lavendar.

Rust, Burgundy.

REG. '6.96

LADIES

KNIT TOPS

PANT SUIT

DRESS

H

SANTA wi
4.3 p.m
to help
ROSE'S AN

Permanent Press
Beautiful Colors
Delicately Trimmed in Lace
and Embroidery
REG. '3.94

Bring the — es and reg
to be Giver .41 ay Nov. 10
LADIES

LADIES

LADIES

PANTY
HOSE

BOOTS
Sizes 510
•1U

on

INFANTS

SLEEPERS

Petite- MediumTall- Ex. Tall
REG. 2P1 •

Black or Brno,

REG. '1.96 pr.

•Snap Front

2pr.296

Zipper Side
Better

•Navy, Red,
Brown

FOAM FILLED

REG '12.88

PANT SETS

COLGATE

Striped Top
Solid Slacks
Sizes 3 6X
REG. '2.96

SHAVING
LATHER
Reg. or Menthol
11 oz Size

•

WIGS

60" Wide,
Machine Washable .1

Reg or Mint

REG qQ'

Size

CLOSE•UP
TOOTHPASTE

WASH CLOTHS

Human hair and synthetic

9 TO A PACKAGE

3_8

Prints and Solids
63" and 84"

Assorted
Colors

REG. '16.88

REG.
97'
LADY VANITY

Automatic Control
Gleaming Mirror Finish

7-PIECE — TEFLON II

BATHROOM
SHELVES
Two Shelves
Cabinet with
sliding doors on
chrome finish
poles

•
REG
12 88

OVAL BRAIDED

RUG

STEAM & DRY IRON
MAGIC HOSTESS
CAN OPENER
PTR6lCA
TOgTiii

BABY CRIB

LUNCHEONETTE SP

DEEP FRYER

THURS. -R1.-SAT.

YOUR CHOICE

Uncle Charlie's

Rib Eye

Tot-Toter
Plastic seat for
carrying baby or
use is a baby
sitter.

81
/
2
/
2x111

REG to
'9.91

ROTO BROIL

Skillet
2 Sauce Pans
Dutch Oven - 3 Covers
REG.
12.88

99% Nylon

REG. '39.97

Sell

REG. '18.97

PROCTOR SILEX

by M I RRO
10-Cup Size
Automatic
Gold -Avocado—POPPY
REG. '14.88

HAI

Prcifessional style dryer,
folds compactly.

ELECTRIC SKILLET
12" Electric Skillet
Solarod Element

44'

LADY VANITY
HAIR DRYER

REG. '6.94

REG 99'

154'

REG 54'

THROW PILLOWS

fibers. Long and short styles.

REG.
3.88 yd

Plastic1Strips

DRAPES
Purchased especially
for this sale.

Large Selection of Wigs

'EISTANT
SHAVE

BANtAID

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

WIGS

/1

COlgati

REG '3.96

A Really Great Buy

WIGS

•

REG

REG.
'9?33

POLYESTER

Asstd Colors in
Fall Shades

GIRL'S

14

v Single Control v Washable

\'‘
'3.44

100% NYLON
DOUBLE KNIT

ELECTRIC
BLANKET

BED PILLOW

SANTA wi I be at
Thursday, 4:30 to 7 p.m,,*. Fri&
* Saturday Agtto 6

REG. '28.96
REG. '3.99

1001 Box

CHOCOLATE
COVERED
CHERRIES
REG 57

Steak
Choice of to Vegetables
Rolls Butter
Coffee or Teas

FIE LEDGER & TIMES

NI( RRAY, KENTUCKY

Y, NOVEMBER 4, 9 A.M.
R COKE THURSDAY FROM 5-7 P.M. FREE BALLOONS.

SA A will arrive at
4: 4 p.m. Thursday
to help celebrate
ROSO ANNIVERSARY

Fashion prints and stripes
in the neviest colors. 50%
Polyester, 50% Cotton.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.

65% Wool
35% Alpaca
Sizes S-MtXt
REG. '9.88

Bring the i< -.ries and register for the FREE BIKE
. ay Nov. 10
to be Giver wi1

SANTA I be at ROSE'S
to 7 p.m.'* Friday 4:30 to 8 p.m.
Saturday, 1 to 6 p.m.

Latest Fashion
In the Wide
Style

4

•

.1e
'41

44''

4

• s

COlgat
,HSTANT
SHAVE

RECORDS
Two Wood Grain Finish Speakers
REG. '127

A Real
Sensational Buyl

44 Allt5
25 LIGHT CHRISTMAS

TREE LIGHTS
Indoor Use Only—Multiple Set

LISTERINE
()2

ELECTRIC
HEATER

TWO BURNER

CAMP STOVE

4950 B.T.0
Fan Forced
Automatic Thermostat
Instant Heat

DOUBLE MANTLE

LANTERN
YOUR CHOICE

QUAKER STATE
MOTOR OIL
Super Blend
Quart

WINCHESTER
WESTERN

SHOTGUN SHELLS
Improved Cylinder
Ventilated Rib
26-Inch Barrel
REG. '119.94

Pink for girls
Adjustable
Banana Seat

12 GUAGE
Dove and Quail Load
Just in time for-the season!
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SINKING GROUND
INTOI-F.RABLE BEARD
procuring contracts.
FRESNO, Calif. (UPI) —An
DES MOINES, Iowa ( UPI
"Industries provide jobs for 7.8
Arizona geologist says that
Sen Harold Hughes, D-Iowa,
Kentucky's
cent
per
of
2,000 square miles were sinking who showed up for a series of
population, compared to a
in Fresno County because of weekend appearances
clean
national average of 10 per cent
uncontrolled pumping of water shaved, says he removed
his
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—U. S. Rep. should be concerned about the and 12 per cent by neighboring
from the ground.
six-week-old beard ''because I M. Gene Snyder told the eighth opportunity to expand their states," Snyder added.
Dr. William B. Bull, professor couldn't stand it any longer."
annual Kentucky Science and service with government con- David Lambert, the director of
of geosciences at the University Hughes said he decided
to Industry Procurement Con- tracts," he said.
malevolent eyes sat on the
the Office of Domestic Business
of Arizona, told a college
grow the beard "just because I ference that the affair "should be
chest of the bronze corpse of
state
is
in
noted
the
that
Snyder
Policy for the U. S. Department
was audience that the gradual wanted to."
who
Victor
Noir
used as a union to help Kentucky great need of new industrial job of Commerce, told conferees that
sinking
the
of
west
side
of
the He said he decided to shave it prosper."
memorialized as he lay muropportunities and said that since in fiscal 1971, the Department of
dered by a prince in 1870. His San Joaquin Valley was the off -when I had to soak it in a
first conference, held in 1964, Defense prime contract awards
The
the
conference
,
sponsored
by
body is quite shiny from being worst in the U.S.
pan at 2 o'clock in the morning the Kentucky Department of Kentucky's non-agricultural to Kentucky covering labor
Bull
said
some
areas
believe
women
rubbed by
who
had because it was itching so bad." Commerce,
is used to give all employment has increase by surplus areas, research and
a legend that rubbing it cures sunk as much as 28 feet arid
Kentucky
development and business firms
industries,
large or 192,400.
sterility. A nuisance for the one stretch of land 70 miles
THURMONT, Md. (UPI
small, a chance to compete for "Manufacturing employment totaled $80 million, a gain of $16
long has subsided at least 10 Among those American
cats.
s who government contracts. It was has grown by 58,800," said million from fiscal 1970.
I unthinkingly whistled a few feet, most of the sinking due to found trick-or-treaters at their
held at Louisville's Riverbluff Snyder. "The small businesses
agricultur
al use of underground door Sunday night were
soft notes from the "Barber of
the Holiday Inn.
larger
grown
have
into
outside
the water since World War II.
Seville"
Nixons.
Snyder, who
represents operations because of an
mausoleum of composer
The visitors who called on Kentucky's fourth
WINE FESTIVAL
Congressional aggressive, pioneering spirit
Rossini. "He's not in there,"
President Nixon at his Camp District,
The town of Duritheim has an
told the industrialists which are characteristic of the
inside
.
the
with
brush
grille
a
said a man
of the
annual wine festival that takes
mausoleum, and although David lodge were John, 11, and that "with wage rates, u-an- small businessman today."
sweeping up dead roses
Snyder said the conference "is its name not from the wine but
Rossini had "moved," there Jamie, 8, sons of 1,1 Crndr and sportation facilities, taxes and an
nearby . -They took him back to
was a posy of flowers, almost Mrs. John Dettbarn Denham ideal geographic location, a golden opportunity to increase from the "enormous quantities
his home in Florence a long
as faded as a portrait beside commands the military unit Kentucky should be competitive" markets for Kentucky industries of sausages consumed there."
time ago." When the sweeper
which cares for the mountaintop for government contracts.
The event is called "Wurstthem.
through
of roses had gone, 1 peeped
and to help
cut
presidential
etreat
tape in markt."
"All Kentucky businessmen government red

Conference Should Be Union
For Businessmen Snyder Says

Pere LaChaise cemetery
is a pretty lively place
By ARTHUR GRIFFTTHS
Copley News Service

Sarah Bernhardt and Oscar
Wilde in the plots numbered on
the
map, but
became
hopelessly sidetracked by the
mysteries of the rococo
mausoleums, and browsed too
long over the portraits inside
them and the bouquets and
epitaphs.
Wilde I managed to locate,
but I never did ft:Kt Sarah
Bernhardt's grave, although I
searched desperately in a
downpour of rain in the late
afternoon.
Pere LaChaise, named for
the confessor to King Louis
XIV, is a relatively cheerful
cemetery, containing lots of
live people doing things.
I saw a hand dangling out of a
mausoleum doorway, holding a
burning cigarette. On the steps
of another was a bottle of white
wine and a stick of tread,
looking like an offering
just
in case.
Masons,
painters
and
repairmen emerge unexpectedly from within and
behind the crypts. It's s4rtling
at first, but a bit reauring
when one is unsure of the way
in the darker, more gloomy

PARIS — Pere LaChaise
cemetery is an altogether
Contrasting experience A vast
City of the dead, it has narrow
Cobbled streets along which an
(occasional vehicle drives. The
ornate mausoleums are like
little mansions.
The penurama of statuary
boggles the eye and one feels
surrounded by a swirl of human
figures, angels, animals and a
jumble of things
that
memorialize the Lives and fame
of the people beneath them.
Picturesquely situated on a
hill overlooking Paris, Pere
LaChaise has been the burial
place for nearly 1 million
people since 1804, including
many of France's elite and
resident foreign celebrities.
This is the last home of composers Bizet, Chopin, actress
Sarah Berhnardt, playwright
and poet Oscar Wilde, novelists
Balzac and Colette. Among the
most recently tirsise&- are
singer Edith Piaf and rock star
James Morrison, leader of The
Doors.
There are counts, barons,
recipients of the French legion nooks of Pere LaChaise
Gardeners stroll by bearing
d'honneur and "hornmes de
lenses" at every twist of the trays of flowers like waiters,
cemetery's labyrinth of roads and whistling youths snip grass
$hat cover more than 106 acres. and sweep the tops of the
The map supplied by the guard tombs. I was taken aback by a
who popped out of his office at clanking sound inside a cotthe entrance on Boulevard de tage-like mausoleum. It turned
Merulmontant proved vital. He out to be a workman winching
expects more than two francs, pails of water from the grave
It was the cats that gave me
iudging by the disappointment
on his face Without it, one is the creeps. All sizes and colors,
almost certain to get slightly there seemed to be one for
every tomb. An especially
lost
white
one
with
I set outimmediately to visit large

GOOD NEWS TODAY

Kids learn faster
in unique program

itonweets'HOT CURVES

that may give doctors a better look at what is
going on inside the
human anatomy.
A small box with the hard-to-pronounce
name of sodeodensitorneter is the electronic key to the technique, according
to Dr.
Norman Silverman, an assistant professor of radiology
and one of
its developers
He says the box chalks up code-numbered data
with the view the
doctor sees through a fluoroscope. The coded
numbers tell
physicians more about what they're seeing inside
the body.
Today's fluoroscopy, according to Silverman,
shows a doctor
what might be happening an a certain
area of the anatomy but
doesn't explain what is being watched.
The little gray box is the first step toward
providing more
medical information to guide the doctor
in later diagnosis and
treatment It takes the electronic image shown
by the fluoroscope,
analyzes it, then translates the informatio
n into precise,
measurable physiological data for display.
So. as doctors watch the flow of fluorescent
material through, for
example an artery they also learn the exact
rate of blood flow, the
diameter of the blood vessel and the precise
blood pressure,
Silverman explains
It osuld be a whole new ball game for medical
science

14

$10.50 Value
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Create a Drag Strip! Watch
these Fast Cars Zooml

1

2 Hot Wheel
can 10-ft
of track

499
BR

SAND °PEJO)
BEST SELECTION • LOW, LOW PRICES

LAYAWAY NOW• No Extra Charge!
LOCOMOTIVE

HORSMANA.

27-inch

"THIRSTEE
WALKER"

Mvstery
action
Frain
sounds

CRICKET ROCKER

7
"
.
"01roese

Early American
Print

A

$11.95

Easy

799

Value

•
Cotton print on
podded seat with
pleats. Romoroble
pillow bed( -2-11-11

Terms

,
•
Maple fintsh
on hardwood

Wing Bock
Rocker
10 49

"MaMa" MR.BIM

HORSMAN

Plush Monkey

BABY
$7 Value

I 31,7- locomotive vibrates as it TOVfl PI,4.,
light up & the bell rings. Less batteries '2 'CA

$5
Value

499

TOMO, sTump

She walks, drinks from
ilit‘* her own bottle, wets and
r-s•., sheds tears. Her eyes
move. Rooted pixie hair.
Decorated flannel pajamas. 72-1I1

JUMPER

399

14" soft, foam body,
soft vinyl head, arms,
legs. Drinks and cries
real tears Rooted
curly hair, COO VOICe.

22" tall. Vinyl face, can, hands
and shoes. Flexible hand for
hanging up.72-297

72.112

Take her
by the
Fiend and
she walks

For Boys or Girls

Fully AsseesDisii

Removable top, molded seats,
king s,,r r,.]*1-1 trrram are.* 72
,
2*i

by Milton Bradley

3S"

TYKE PLANE
-Slieget41 Xentrit.t4e
R tde-em 105
kir little
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qtack traN
se.o

NM I
11100111

3.53

SAVE! SPORTING GOODS]
POGO STICK
7.4z/e/iie
issi///k.st

GOLF BALLS
Reg. 7.44

BARBELL-DUMBELL Set
110-1b. Vinyl Covered

•

Sole

• Semi- pneumatic Tires.

Pr.ice
Instr. lint,

*ivskeir044104014.4.44

100

111111
/
4

1499

Boll Bear,ti c4
Chain Dr,

TRACTOR

• Acitustoble
soar & 11**,

/799
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s.
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.;•;

Full Roll Bearing
Wheels
25

wit
• bw,
04PP--•
••
•Traitor Fetch • lo
Proctor tripod
As Ill ,
w411111141

Nog ,,

• 4 IS

Diesel T.-..—••••••. 42" Isti,. 43-2424
.

28.99

SLEEPING BAG
• Adult Iliac
• 3-1b. Polyester
Insulation
Full/ipper, scenic lining
heas dui', ',titer rover

I i

Official size ball pla,ti,
tee. 63.31)-11

NS

Olg

(NA-proof. Ivigip. velocity pro type
balk 0.4.14

In, lurk" titf-barbell her, twin
11- (tumbril bars, barbell
sires et & 10 vecith"

Flying()

WAG
® 0
• 341
/
4" long
• SVC Wheels

( /1,,,.4

FOOTBALL AND
TEE

"EXP1tESS"

11111111111111.1\'‘

ONE
DOZEN
Hi-riser chrome handlrbars Nonxl
ri
skid step pads

WE
TRADE

-

Flying,"

Reg 6 49

• Chrome, Moodie.
bort, fenders
and Rie:s

Boy's model in flamboyant yelloys Girl's model in Raspberry'
Point casters. Fwd.
molded ...heels '2

IC

• Delus• Chem
Guard, Coast*,
Broke

Pk

799

Snoopy & Nod Saran. -2,is

(Ai

• Who, striped
Tires. Knobby
Tteod on boy s
Root Inv

Ii

66.1111-4.111

Patient figure with
ailments that you
rem'-•iv. Electric
tweezers,cards. money
Flatteries not included. '2

• Chrome Socklle
Supports IL
Reflect°
,

Easy Terms

$16
Value

$5.95 Value

433

84

FlYinW
"SCORPION'

Motet body
Higk-tir•S
osa•hisui

OPERATION GAME

e-

,,, .41,
1"
..,

12.50 Value

Holds up to
ISO-lbs

Sometxxly once said that golf, more than a game,
is a state of
mind It's even more than that once in a
while
Come Nov 15 golf will add a humanitarian
dimension when 60
touring pros, celebrities and businessmen compete
in an exhibition
match at Palm Springs, Calif
Ten six-man groups will compete, each with a top
touring pro, a
golf-associated celebrity who sponsors tournamen
a
t on the tour
each year, an ex-prisoner of war and three business
executives
committed to contribute to an educational trust fund
for the
children of war prisoners and Americans missing in action.
• Singer Bing Crosby and Navy Lt. Robert Frishman,
who spent
663 days in a North Vietnamese prison camp before his
escape, are
general co-chairmen for the event, a tribute to Concern
For
Prisoners of War,Inc., a group dedicated to aiding in their release.
Frishman says the unusual tournament is expected to produce
from $75,000 to $100,000 in contributions toward the children's
education fund.
"AM we believe a big turnout for the tournament will prove to
the world that everybody in the United States cares about ow guys,
not just a select few relatives and friends."

44111

V

the finish flag! No
ed. 72-sos

.....A.On4• TAU &

$5 Value

And speaking of new techniques, researchers at the University
of
California, at San Diego, School of Medicine have developed
one

tf:hreivgirstraightaway
surgr
4 half curves! The

OTASCO

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
The kids at Gary's ltndiana Banneker elementary school are
getting smarter because they're learning more, and they're
learning more because of a unique new approach to small fry
education.
Gary school officials selected Banneker as the public school for
an unprecedented experiment — the instruction of elementary-age
students by private contract. There was some opposition, as there
always is to anything new and untried.
But Gary officials went ahead and hired the Behavioral Research
Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif to teach Banneker children for a year
at MO per student.
The laboratory agreed to charge no fee for any child who failed to
measure up to or exceed national scholastic standards when the
year was over.
: Well, it worked. Most of the Banneker students equaled or
surpassed national levels. And it cost the Gary school board less to
teach them than it did under the old public school budget system.
Until the laboratory moved in, the scholastic average of Banneker students was considerably below par. Now it's close to
the
top scholastic level in the nation for elementary students
Nobody is claiming the private contract approach to teaching
is
the whole answer to education for all schools. But if it worked
at
Banneker, it likely would succeed at some other schools as
well.
Two criteria the Berkeley laboratory emphasize
s in their
teaching technique are a positive attitude toward study
and improved study habits And there are others.
If the 12-month school year catches on, the learn-by
-contract
approach just might, too, in some regions.
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Expires 11-9-71
Good Only At Storey's

sr(44try

COUPON

COUPON
Lana 1 Per

No 43 747

Limit 1 per famil,
Metal

COUPON

COUPON

CHEER

FLOUR
94

CANDY
12 -/

SOUTH 12th STREET

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

11;r0

DOG FOOD

69c

5 lb. Sag

69C

Expires 11-9-71
Good Only At Storey s

ooe

1.,COUPON

No. 43 744

Limit 1 Per Family

c;

PIZZA MIX

WHEATIES

39c

Kxpirrs 11-9-71
Good Only

99C

i

Expires 11-9-71
Good Only At Storey's

Exptres 11-9
Good Only Al Sloo.,,

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family
Gravy Train

Family

King Size

•

Al Storey's

29C

11 .7 Pkg.

Expires 11-9-71
Good Only At Storey's

Armour

55; PRK. ;1,
WIENERS
lb. 39;
PICNICS
35tChicken

2

FRYERS

2

FAMILY PACK

Smoked

lb.

Pork

55;

lb

ARMOUR TENDER TESTED

jyt

Ib

LIVER
BRAUNSCHWEIGER

pkg

4 „nops

WHOLE or CUT-UP

ms

km
2/89c

BROWNIE

71

teroo

No 4374u

Limit 1 Per Family
betty Crocker Fudge

COFFEE 99c

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

sy

COUPON

COUPON
urn

7 DAYS
A WEEK

8:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.

Nil /MAY, KENTUtICY

69'

lb

Fully Cooked
Butt Portion

HAM

Corn Valley

SASAGE

CHUCK ROAST

59;

2

99;

lbs.

Hamburger

10/$1 I CORN DOGS 4Pkcgt

PATTIES

49t SHORTING

HAM

59'

Center Cuir lioneless

HAM SLICES

lb

99; NESTEA

KING SIZE

Sliced

SAUCE2,1 11),zs29

BREAD

420 oz

$ 1 00

Pride oflllino

99 TOM.-JUICE 3tonz; $1

51:151

Pride of illinofi

ICE MILK

SMOKED JOWL

/
1
2 Gal

43;

Mission

Red Cross

SPAGHETTI

SALAD DRESSING

3lbs. s1

1°z

pkg.

COFFEE

size

LIMA BEANS 615.0cans
"Di PEAS

Vanity

lb.

FOLGER'S

Allen's

(With Coupon

69;

49,

Hyde Park

CHEER
84-0z. Box

89'

3-oz. jar

Shank Portion

3-1"an

59;

FULLY COOKED

Chef-Way

BLADE CUT
Bock
k or

lb

r4

8 oz cans

1070z. Jar
(With Coupon At
Top Of Page)
Wayne

015-oz $ 1

cans

DOG FOOD

I

TOMATO SAUCE b/

Hy-Grade

MIRACLE WHIP DAIRY LOAF
Lipton

TEA

3/$1

3-oz.jar89g

Crest Top
Red Tokay
lb.

GRAPES

29;

No. 303 Can

GRN. BEANS 101;

MORTON

CREAM PIES

19;

lb

4 lb bag 49C

APPLES

10;

10 OUNCE

49'

No. 1 Red

API",

CABBAGE

Golden Delicious

Red Delicious

APPLES

Fresh Green

POTATOESIN"n39'

PEPSI COLAS
6-Bot

Ctfl_.

5

(Limit: 2 Ctns.)
with, bottles
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Nelina Correll, Anchorage, State Hospital; John
Craig, Fairview,
Western
State "Distinguished Achievement
Central State Hospital; and Meh- Louisville, Jamie Devin,
Frank- Hospital;
Benie
Miertin Awards- were presented tot Mrs.
met Arik, M.D., Danville, fort, and Rev. Clarence Barton,
(deceased), Anchorage, Central Lillian H. Press, executive
Kentucky State Hospital.
Holloway, Hopkinsville, Western Individual Service
Louisville,
FRANKFORT, Ky. -Fur the
Central
Ad- State Hospital; and Kenneth assistant to Dr. Farabee, and
have been able to return to the
Awards"
Recipient
"Dedicat
of
s
ed ministration; John Floyd,
past 42 years Russell Kennedy community
State Hospital.
were: Dorothy Barnes, FrankTackett, Frankfort, Frankfort Daniel B. Howard, deputy
.
Excellence Awards" were: Ann Danville,
has been operating and repairing Kennedy and Mrs. Barnes, Chosen to receive "Exceptional
Kentucky
State State Hospital.
Frankfort
State
commissioner for regional
Hospital;
Ifort,
Benckart,
Lexington
,
Eastern
boiler plants and supervising
Hospital; Dolly Mae Stokes, The
department's
top services.
their attitudes and dedication,
maintenance crews at Central are representative of some 90
State and Eastern State outstanding employees, former
hospitals, two of Kentucky's employes
volunteers
and
mental health facilities.
recently honored at the Kentucky
But Co- Kennedy, now Eastern Department of Mental Health's
State's chief maintenance and first annual awards banquet held
operations engineer after star- in Louisville.
ting as a boiler plant operator, his From hospital directors to
• job has meant more than working clerical staff, chaplains to mental
with hospital equipment.
He health technicians—these "unviews his role as contributing to sung heroes" of the Mental
patients' treatment and com- Health
Department
were
fort—as being part of a team recognized for "dedicated exconcerned with their welfare. cellence" in performing the
55C Value
Thus, he frequently has given up duties of their office.
99( Value
holidays, vacation and sick time
"We have so many dedicated
just to keep his patients" workers across the state percomfortable.
forming tasks far beyond the
Mrs. Dorothy Barnes, a 12%- expectation of their positions that
year employee at Frankfort State we wanted to do something
Hospital and School, maintains special to recognize their
three roles as her -job" at the capabilities," said Dr. Dale H.
mental retardation facility—her Farabee, mental health comofficial one as administrative missioner.
secretary and two additional ones
The banquet climaxed an afas an effective volunteer director ternoon picnic at Louisville's Sun
and as canteen director.
Valley Community Center for
Mrs. Barnes' dedication to department employes
and
Frankfort State doesn't stop families from across Kentucky.
there, however. She frequently
The picnic and awards banquet
shares her Frankfort home jOith represented a first effort
of the
girl residents to help train them Mental Health Department to
in grooming, manners, social bring the agency's 3000 employes
skills. And she has done so quite together and recognize those who
successfully, for most of them have given outstanding service.
10 Oz
"The events were planned to
$119 Value
raise morale, bring about a
greater understanding that all
mental health employes, no
matter where they work, are part
Quantity
Prices Good Thru 11/8/71 While Quantities Last
of one service-oriented agency of
Rights Reserved
state government, and provide a
WELL RECEIVED
memorable and enjoyable day,"
Dr. Farabee said.
Recognized for "outstanding
contributions to the Department
of Mental Health" wereORDER I10V
Raymond istennig, Crestwood,
Central State Hospital; William
S. Conn Jr., Lexington, and
Norma McMahan, Louisville,
6 Roll Pack
Central
Administration:
Box of 50
Reviewed By
Chrisman Jackson, M.D., and
FRANK MACOMBER
4 8OFe
Seqtuare
Hazel Thomas, Dawson Springs,
Copley News Service
Outwood State Hospital; Charles
Jim Bassett tells this story of Kimber, Frankfort, Frankfort
$1 19 Value
the war in the Pacific with the State Hospital; and Louise
expertise of an officer who
spent four years in the U.S.
Navy, part of it on the staff of
Adrn. William Wild Bill) Hal6.1-oz
sey, and retired as a captain.
$1
29
Value
11.35
Mix with this a long and disValue
tinguished career as a newspaperman and you have the inNEW YORK (UPI) —One
gredients of an author who has
written down an absorbing tale reason the market's recent
of the sea during the crucial decline has been so severe is
$11 95 Value
years after America's entry in- that a sufficient base was not
built in August to support the
to World War II.
The title of 13assett's novel rally which followed the Pres$1 49 Value
Pape r 80
also is its hero, Comdr. Custis ident's economic speech, says
Square Feet
Hensley Morgan Prince, USN, E. F. Hutton. The technical
79
rle3i` ee t
lue
Annapolis 1927. His meticulous- state of the market has been
ly blue-printed naval career damaged in this latest decline,
has led him to the staff of the the firm says, so expect a
each
commander-in-chief.
U.S. period
of consolidation of
Pacific Fleet, at a desk far re- several weeks duration.
moved from the perils of the
Professional
sea.
No one knows the future of
•
000
gl DOu".1,
',
Prince, who may or may not wage and
price controls, and
4,WEIS
be partly autobiographical, has
•
N %est c wtro,
tch
not knowing makes prudent
•
ROPIN COntqli If% hood
all the equipment for a naval
•
soh be •evsest
4 most system
men cautious, says Halsey,
officer bent on success. His
• , ereheelmtety
manner is suave when it should Stuart & Co. Meanwhile, an
$23.95 Value
impressive
volume
of
funds
is
be, he is handsome in a sort of
Randolph Scott mode, and he building up for eventual investment.
wears his uniforms well.
Cough Discs
Nevertheless, as 1941 winds
Based on improving earnings,
Si 29 Value
down toward that dreadful Sun24
s
most stocks are reasonably
day morning at Pearl Harbor,
priced, according to Capital
Prince like other naval officers
already can see a Pacific war Sponsors, Inc. The firm advo15.49 Value
just over the horizon. The ques- cates patience towards the
President'
s
new
economic
polition haunting him is • do I lack
$4
that one essential of a fighting cy and a positive investment
stance.
man — courage
19( Value
Then comes the war and
Look for a bear market rally
Prince's first combat command, a group of aged four- soon and use that rally to
stack destroyers. He takes liquidate says James Dines &
them trough the enemy-in- Co. Long-term investors should
Economy
Prii
fested waters of Java and the postpone all buying since there
Philippines during the seeming will not be enough time for
95C Value
doomsdays of the Pacific war worthwhile upside appreciation,
and eventually corrunits the ul- the firm adds.
timate sin of abandoning his
own ship to the foe.
This tragic error and his off- DRESS
MARES THE JUDGE
the-floor comeback to avenge
LONDON (UPI) — A high
his shame are the two major
court judge says Britain's
thrusts of a sea story that takes
the reader into the fires and magistrates dress badly, and
SCHICK
too many of them tend to look
chaos of battle, from the
Platinum Injector
strategies of the war room to bored or sleepy on the job
Writing in "The Magistrate."
the turrets and bridges of the
the journal of the British
fighting ships.
With all this, Prince has his Magistrates Association, Judge
11.29 Value
001
Frederick Lawton said the
moments ashore, a sort of
of
amorous relief from his ambi- ppearance
magistrates
tions,fears and finally the blind lays a big part in persuading
courage of his decision to at- • endants they are getting a
tack against all the odds -- and air trial.
win.
"Be yourself, but be inconspiPrince winds up as a four. uous sartorially," he wrote.
striper Yet he still is no story- "Don't dress up, don't dress
book hero. Yosaget the feeling
If you are tendy, bring
Prince is a sort of mixture of a ourself to be a little square."
hundred commanders who
somehow made it the hard way
during those long, terrible
months in the Pacific.
Si 09 Value
An associate editor of the Los
SAO
PAULO (UPI )—Brazil's
Angeles Times, Bassett also
wrote "Harm's Way," a tense Emerson Fittipaldi edged Swenovel of the Pacific war which den's Ronnie Peterson to win
later became a motion picture the first International Formula
starring John Wayne and Two auto race ever held in this
South American country.
Patricia Neal.
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